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Resumen
Esta tesis, titulada Órdenes topológicos en espines y fermiones: fases cuánticas y computación,
pretende resaltar la importancia que las fases topológicas de la materia han adquirido
en los últimos años y resumir los resultados que hemos obtenido en este campo.
La motivación que nos lleva a aplicar la topologı́a para estudiar este tipo de orden de
la materia es la siguiente:
• La topologı́a examina las propiedades de un sistema invariantes bajo deformaciones continuas. Las propiedades topológicas se caracterizan por dos rasgos fun-

damentales: globalidad y robustez. Globalidad, puesto que involucran el sistema holı́sticamente. Robustez, puesto que la mayorı́a de perturbaciones fı́sicas
posibles en cualquier fase de la materia son continuas y por consiguiente, las
propiedades topógicas se preservan frente a las mismas.
Estas dos propiedades han sido claves para el estudio de estos órdenes topológicos
como nuevas fases de la materia.
• El efecto Hall cuántico entero evidenció que el paradigma de clasificación de estados de la materia por ruptura de simetrı́a no permitı́a distinguir esta nueva fase

de la materia de otras ya conocidas. En este contexto, se propusieron invariantes topológicos para diferenciar y clasificar estas nuevas fases de la materia.
Tales invariantes topológicos constituyen parámetros de órden globales, robustos frente a perturbaciones locales del sistema - tales como ruido o impurezas - que
no rompan la simetrı́a que los protege. Las fases para las que estos invariantes no
se hallan trivialmente definidos, se conocen como fases topológicas protegidas
por simetrı́a.
1
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• El efecto Hall cuántico fraccionario proporciona un ejemplo de lo que se conoce

como órdenes topológicos. Tales fases de la materia se caracterizan por la topologı́a
no trivial de la función de onda del estado fundamental, cuantificable mediante
invariantes topológicos. Las simetrı́as globales no son necesarias para que dichos órdenes topológicos aparezcan, pudiendo incluso permanecer cuando todas

las simetrı́as globales del sistema se han roto. Asimismo, los órdenes topológicos
presentan excitaciones sobre el estado fundamental denominadas anyones, cuasipartı́culas cuya estadı́stica difiere de la estadı́stica de bosones y fermiones.
Los órdenes topológicos juegan un papel crucial en el creciente campo de la computación
cuántica, brindando la posibilidad de codificar información de manera segura y eficiente.
• Lo que se conoce como computación cuántica topológica se introduce como al-

ternativa que posibilita el cifrado de información en un grado de libertad global

de forma robusta ante errores locales procedentes del entorno. Este grado de libertad lo proporciona el estado fundamental del sistema, que presenta degeneración topológica. Ejemplos de memorias cuánticas construidas de este modo son el
código tórico y los códigos de color, los cuales han sido implementados experimentalmente para sistemas pequeños.
• Existe otra propuesta para realizar computación cuántica con órdenes topológicos,

basada en utilizar la estadı́stica no abeliana de los anyones presentes en estos
sistemas para codificar información. Esto es posible gracias a la degeneración

topológica de estas cuasipartı́culas, de modo análogo al estado fundamental en el
caso anterior. Los fermiones de Majorana que se encuentran en los bordes de los
superconductores topológicos permiten aplicar esta técnica.
El objetivo de esta tesis es estudiar estos sistemas topológicos desde los aludidos puntos
de vista, que resultan ser complementarios; como nuevas fases de la materia y como
posibles plataformas para la computación cuántica.
Los métodos utilizados en esta tesis han sido mayoritariamente analı́ticos. Estas nuevas
fases cuánticas de la materia pueden analizarse tanto en sistemas de espines como en
sistemas formados por fermiones.
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• Los sistemas de espines que presentan orden topológico son sistemas fuertemente
correlacionados, por lo que con frecuencia, solo resultan tratables numéricamente.

Sin embargo, algunos de estos sistemas son exactamente solubles y sus propiedades
pueden estudiarse analı́ticamente.
• Los sistemas de fermiones están descritos por teorı́as efectivas que no presentan
interacciones. Como consecuencia, los métodos utilizados son mayoritariamente

analı́ticos.
Los resultados obtenidos en la tesis se pueden dividir en dos partes fundamentales:
• En la primera parte de la tesis estudiamos sistemas compuestos por espines. Nos

centramos en un orden topológico muy interesante y poco estudiado anterior-

mente en la literatura: el modelo semiónico doble. Se caracteriza por presentar
excitaciones - designadas semiones - cuya estadı́stica difiere tanto de la estadı́stica
fermiónica como de la bosónica. Realizamos un estudio somero del mismo abarcando las dos vertientes presentadas previamente.
1. Tratándolo como una nueva fase cuántica de la materia que presenta orden
topógico, proponemos un nuevo modelo microscópico de lo que se conoce
como órdenes topológicos enriquecidos con simetrı́a. Añadimos una simetrı́a
global y construimos un modelo que permite fraccionar semiones.
2. Utilizando la dualidad que existe entre órdenes topológicos y fases topológicas
protegidas por simetrı́a, construimos la fase topológica protegida por simetrı́a
dual al modelo presentado en el punto anterior. Con ello, proponemos un
nuevo órden paramagnético que constituye una nueva fase topológica protegida por simetrı́a.
3. Tratando el modelo semiónico doble como una memoria cuántica, proponemos
una nueva versión del mismo que es exactamente soluble en todo el espacio
de Hilbert, que contempla de este modo todos los tipos de errores posibles.
4. El estado fundamental de este modelo es la memoria cuántica topológica.
Damos una representación microscópica completa de las operadores de cuerda
de este orden topológico. Además, analizamos los operadores de cuerda en
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cuanto operadores lógicos que permiten utilizar este sistema para guardar
información.
• En la segunda parte analizamos sistemas fermiónicos. Concretamente, estudiamos ejemplos de órdenes topológicos protegidos por simetrı́a, tanto en aislantes
como en superconductores.
1. Primero analizamos un modelo efectivo que permite estudiar los aislantes
topológicos. Añadimos un término de interacción espı́n-órbita, el conocido
como término Rashba. Si bien este término rompe la simetrı́a de inversión
espacial, preserva la simetrı́a de inversión temporal responsable de la protección del sistema topológico. Por tanto, los estados de borde protegidos
continuan presentes. La interacción espı́n-órbita produce una rotación en el
espı́n de los estados de borde que podrı́a utilizarse en espintrónica.
2. Estudiando superconductores topológicos, obtenemos la expresión analı́tica
para los estados de borde considerando una interacción superconductora
con lı́neas nodales. A pesar de la presencia de modos de energı́a cero que
no son estados de borde, la simetrı́a partı́cula-hueco protege a los estados
de borde de desorden débil y siguen estando localizados.
3. Investigamos asimismo los acoplamientos superconductores anodales compatibles on la simetrı́a tetragonal y mostramos, a través del cálculo explı́cito
de espectros e invariantes topológicos, la correspondencia entre el sistema y
el borde del mismo.
4. Los resultados obtenidos pueden emplearse tanto para mejorar las medidas experimentales como para proponer nuevas plataformas para la computación cuántica, ya que los estados de borde se pueden considerar como
fermiones de Majorana, los cuales son anyones no abelianos.

Abstract
This dissertation, entitled Topological orders in spins and fermions: quantum phases and
computation highlights the relevance of the novel topological phases and summarises
the results achieved by the authors in this challenging field of knowledge.
• Topology is concerned with the properties which are preserved under continu-

ous deformations. Thus, it can be characterised by two main features: globality
and robustness. Globality, since it involves the system as a whole. Robustness,
since the topological properties are invariant under continuous transformations,
i.e., mostly every perturbations that maintain the physical system as such.

These two properties are essential to study topological orders as new phases of matter:
• The Integer quantum Hall effect, phase whose discovery entailed the breakdown

of the symmetry breaking classification paradigm, seeded the development of
the topological band theory. Topological invariants distinguish between two

different topological phases in the latter framework. These topological invariants
are global order parameters, robust against any perturbations which do not close
the gap of the system. Phases for which topological invariants are non-trivially
defined are known as symmetry protected topological phases.
• The Fractional quantum Hall effect provides an example of a topological order. These phases are characterised by a non-trivial wave function topology of
the ground state, quantifiable in terms of a quantised topological invariant as
well. Global symmetries are not necessary for these orders to appear, and the
latter topological orders may exist even if all global symmetries are broken. Furthermore, topological orders exhibit quasiparticles with exotic statistics - called
5

6
anyons - as excitations over the ground state. Anyonic particles are topological defects that reveal non-trivial properties of the ground state. Hence, carrying
topological quantum numbers makes anyons robust: a single quasiparticle cannot
be annihilated locally but only through the fusion with an antiparticle.
Besides their fundamental interest, these topological phases draw the attention of the
growing field of quantum computation.
• What is known as topological quantum computation was introduced as an alternative to encode information in a global degree of freedom, preserving the
information from local errors coming from the environment. Well-known examples of topological quantum computation are toric codes and color codes. They
have been implemented experimentally in small systems so far.
• There is another proposal to do quantum computation with topological orders.

It is based on the non-abelian statistics of the excitations of topological orders.
These quasiparticles, called anyons, have a topological degeneracy that allows
for information to be encoded in them. They can be realised in topological superconductors as edge states Majorana fermions.

The purpose of this thesis is to study topological systems from the two aforementioned points of view; namely, as quantum phases of matter and as platforms for quantum computation.
The methods used within this thesis are mostly analytical. Topological phases can
be realised both in spin and fermionic systems.
• Spin systems are strongly correlated systems. Some of these models, which are

topological phases, are exactly solvable and analytical techniques can hence be
applied.

• Fermionic systems showing topological order can be described by effective theories, that are considered free from interactions. This fact allows them to be studied
analytically.
The results obtained in this thesis are presented in two different parts:
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• In the first part of the thesis, spin systems are studied. We focus on a topological

order which has been barely studied in the literature: the double semion model.
It is named after its excitations, which are semions, a particular kind of anyons.

These excitations follow statistics different both from fermions and bosons. We
have studied the double semion model from different perspectives.
1. After adding a global symmetry on top of the double semion topological
order, we present a new microscopic model of a symmetry enriched topological phase and get fractionalisation of semions for the first time.
2. Using the duality that exists between topological orders and symmetry protected topological orders, we build the symmetry protected topological phase
corresponding to the new model presented before. The former constitutes a
new paramagnetic order and a new example of symmetry protected topological phase.
3. Regarding the double semion model as a quantum memory, we present a
new version of double semion model which is exactly solvable in the whole
Hilbert space. In this way, the model is well-defined when any kind of errors
are considered.
4. We propose a topological way to encode information in the ground state. We
calculate a microscopic expression for the string operators in this topological
order. We analyse the string operators working as logical operators, which
act non-trivially on the ground state.
• In the second part of the thesis, we analyse fermionic systems. Concretely, we

study symmetry protected topological phases both in insulators and superconductors.
1. First, we analyse an effective model for topological insulators. We add a
spin-orbit coupling term, the Rashba term, the most prominent in these kind
of systems. This term breaks inversion symmetry but preserves the time
reversal symmetry, which is the one that protects the topological system.
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Hence, we still have protected edge states. The Rashba term produces a rotation in the spin of these edge modes that could be useful in spintronics.
2. We study a nodal superconducting pairing to create a topological superconductor. Due to the existence of nodal lines, where the superconducting gap is
cero, there are zero-energy modes which are not edge states. Despite so, the
particle-hole symmetry makes the edge states of the system robust against
weak disorder.
3. Furthermore, we study nodeless superconducting pairings compatible with
tetragonal symmetry. Through calculations of spectra and topological invariants, we show explicitly the bulk-edge correspondence in these systems.
4. The results obtained could be useful for improving experimental measurements and inspiring new platforms for quantum computation, since edge
modes in topological superconductors are Majorana fermions, which are
considered non-abelian anyons.

Outline of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. The material has been divided into four main parts:
In part I, a gentle introduction is given in order to motive the physical systems studied and the perspectives under which they are analysed.
Part II covers the results obtained in spin systems, whereas part III is devoted to
relevant material concerning fermionic systems.
In part IV, we summarise the original material - published in different peer reviewed
articles - achieved in the previous chapters. Moreover, we give an outlook on what
could be the next steps in the broad scenarios we deal with.
In chapter 1, we give a brief account on the relevance of topological phases of matter. We emphasise the difference between topological orders and symmetry protected
topological phases. We also highlight the role of symmetry in both systems.
In chapter 2, we present the use of these topological phases in quantum computation. Concretely, we discuss two possible ways to build a quantum memory: using the
ground state degeneracy or using the degeneracy of the fusion space of non-abelian
anyons.
In chapter 3, we describe a method to add a global symmetry on top of a topological
order and to get the fractionalisation of topological charges as a result. We obtain a
microscopic model that realises these method on the double semion model.
In chapter 4, we use the ground state of the double semion model as a quantum
memory. We construct the string operators that microscopically creates excitations, considered as errors. We also calculate logical operators for this topological quantum code.
In chapter 5, we calculate the effect of spin-orbit coupling in the protected edge state
of topological insulators. We study a particular effective model but the results could be
a applied for a wide range of materials.
9
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In chapter 6, we cover two possibilities to describe 2D topological superconductivity:
we study a d-wave induced pairing which may describe high-Tc superconductivity; we
also propose other pairings which can be realised in 2D meta-materials and could give
insights on bulk-edge correspondence in topological superconductors.
In chapter 7, we focus on the results obtained both in spin systems and fermionic system from the perspective of condensed matter and also for the point of view of quantum
computation.
Finally, in chapter 8, we describe possible further works that can be done following
the lines opened within this thesis.

Part I
Introduction

11

Chapter 1
Topology in Condensed Matter
I think that there is only one way to do science - or to do philosophy, for that
matter: to meet a problem, to see its beauty and fall in love with it; to get married
to it and to live with it happily, till death do ye part (...). But even if you do obtain
a solution, you may then discover, to your delight, the existence of a whole family
of enchanting, though perhaps difficult, problem children, for whose welfare you
may work, with a purpose, to the end of your days.
– K. F. Popper, Realism and the Aim of Science (1983)
Fundamental Physics focuses its efforts on finding out the smallest building blocks
of matter. Following this purpose along the centuries, the elements were discovered
in the 19th century and Chemistry achieved unprecedented significance . Throughout
the 20th century, Physics has endorsed a feverishly search for elementary particles. On
the contrary, Condensed Matter Physics plays around with the same atoms and electrons which have been studied for many centuries. Discoveries in this field are not new
elements but the emergence of new phases using the same elements. Emergence describes the properties of a material by how the electrons and atoms are organised [1].
This implies that the wide range of materials does not come from the variety of the
components. As a natural consequence, the main interest in this area is to find out how
they combine together forming new states of matter. These very well-known components form a whole plethora of new states of matter: crystalline solids, magnets and
superconductors are some representative examples. The effective field theory known as
Landau-Ginzburg theory [2] gave a universal description for quantum phases of matter
13
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based on the dimensionality and the symmetries of local order parameters. The great
success of the last century was to classify phases of matter following the principle of
spontaneous symmetry breaking [3]. What Landau’s theory is lacking is precisely the
quantum effects, since it is developed for systems at finite temperatures.
In the last decades Integer and Fractional Quantum Hall Effect and high-Tc superconductors were discovered [4–6], providing the first examples of quantum phases
which are topologically distinct from all states of matter known before. Topological
phases have broadened out with many other examples in the last years. A description
of topological states of quantum matter has been achieved [7] by means of topological
field theory, although a complete classification is still missing. Conventional symmetrybreaking order parameters and effective field theories are replaced by topological order
parameters and topological field theory.
Topological states and topological phases are rooted in quantum mechanics in such
an essential way that they do not have an analog in classical systems [8]. Topological order is a property of ground state wavefunction at zero temperature. It is not surprising
that Landau-Ginzburg theory, developed for finite-temperature systems, does not apply to states at zero temperature where quantum effects are relevant. The very existence
of topological orders suggests that finite-temperature orders and zero-temperature orders are different. Lately, numerous remarkable properties have being discovered in
topologically ordered phases: quasiparticle excitations with exotic exchange transformations, robust patterns of long range quantum entanglement and topology-dependent
ground state degeneracies, and protected gapless edge modes . Consequently, a number of exciting new directions have emerged in the study of topological phases of matter [9–15]. For instance, their point-like defects can themselves give rise to non-abelian
braiding exchange transformations and exotic localised zero modes. They also attract a
lot of attention since they might enhance the implementation of topologically protected
quantum information processing [16].
Topological ordered phases of matter are characterised by properties which are invariant under arbitrary local perturbation [17]. Remarkably, a global symmetry is not a
requirement to find topologically ordered quantum phases [18]. In the presence of symmetry, it is possible for two phases of matter to be different but equivalent without it.
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Hence gapped quantum systems acquire a finer classification [8, 19–24]. If the gapped
phase is trivial in the absence of symmetry, it is called Symmetry-Protected Topological
(SPT) phase. On the contrary, if the gapped phase is topologically non-trivial when all
the symmetries are broken, it is known as Symmetry-Enriched Topological (SET) phase.
Researching the interplay of symmetry with topological order has caught a lot of interest in the last decades.
SPT phases are defined to present topological order only at the edges of the system and show short-range entanglement patterns. Thus, they have no anyons in the
bulk nor topologically non-trivial ground state degeneracy. However, their edges are
protected by the global symmetry [25–28]. Topological insulators and superconductors
are examples of SPT phases [19, 20, 29]. Symmetry protected gapless boundary states
are the experimental signatures of the SPT phases. The most celebrated classification
of these phases is based on Chern-Simons description [30]. Another classification of
bosonic SPT phases for on-site symmetry is given using the group cohomology [31]. At
first sight, it seems there is no connection between SPT phases and a non-trivial topologically ordered phase. For instance, in 1+1d, it can be shown that in the presence of
interactions, there are SPT phases, such as the AKLT integer spin chain. However, there
is no topological order for the same dimensions. [21, 32–35].
Although it seems that no relation exists between SPT phases and topological order
phases, it can be shown that they are related via certain duality in spatial dimensions
higher than one [36]. It is appropriate to devote a separate section for a more deep
analysis of the differences between SPT phases and topological orders.

1.1

SET phases: symmetry fractionalisation

As we have already mentioned, topological orders are quantum phases of matter that
exhibit ground state degeneracy when the system is on a lattice with non-trivial topology, e.g. a torus. Their excitations are anyons [37–39] that may exist both in the bulk
and at the boundaries of the system. These properties are robust against arbitrary local
perturbations at zero temperature. Other features of topological order are the existence
of a gap in the spectrum and long-range entanglement.
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Although global symmetry is not a requirement for having topological order, topological charges of these systems can end up with fractional quantum number when
global symmetries are present in the system. How excitations in a 2D topological order
transform under the symmetry considered is known as symmetry fractionalisation [40].
The paradigmatic example of this phenomenon is the Fractional quantum Hall effect.
While the electrons have charge one, the excitations in the system can carry fractional
charges [5]. Only 1/3 of the electric charge was observed in a 2D electron gas near zero
temperature subject to a large magnetic field. It was extremely puzzling since the energy
in the system could not break the electron into pieces. Shortly afterwards, it was realised
that electrons participate in a highly non-trivial form of collective motion caused by
the strong interaction among them. The fractional charge is just a consequence of the
topological nature of this collective motion [41–44].
Although one can naively think that these phenomena are intrinsically related with
strongly magnetic fields, symmetry fractionalisation can also happen without them
[45–47]. It has been observed in materials which present strong interactions [8, 48, 49].
With these inspiring experimental signatures, it is a reasonable question to ask whether
there are more patterns of fractionalisation and how to construct them. A deeper understanding of the signatures of strongly correlated systems with topological order has
been achieved recently by answering this question.
The first requirement of fractionalisation in 2D gapped systems is the presence of
anyons. These anyons are point-like excitations that are free to move but have longrange braiding statistics, different from the bosons or fermions that form the system. It
implies that to discuss in depth the problem of fractionalisation, one has to study the
set of anyons at hand, i.e., the possible topological orders in 2D gapped systems. Having a set of anyons for granted and a global symmetry acting on the whole system, we
can address the question imposing a consistency condition that all symmetry fractionalisation pattern should satisfy. This leads us to a cocycle condition that needs to be
compatible with the fusion rule of the underlying topological order. And it is precisely
this fact what makes the projective representations so useful to construct the operators
implementing symmetry fractionalisation.
While there have been many results towards the understanding of the properties of
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topological phases, no concrete method for computing all the rich topological properties
of the defects for an arbitrary topological phase has been achieved. A general systematic framework to characterise the interplay of symmetry and topological order in 2 + 1
dimensions has been proposed to get a general understanding of how symmetries can
be consistently fractionalised in a given topological phase [50]. However, these results
are still incomplete. They fail to classify SET phases with fermions or SET phases with
spacetime symmetry, i.e. spatial symmetry fractionalisation anomaly [51]. Moreover,
there are some patterns of symmetry fractionalisation that cannot be realised in 2D systems. They are known as anomalous patterns in 3D. Nevertheless, they are feasible on
the surface of 3D systems: on the surface of a 3D bosonic topological insulator [52], on
the surface of 3D bosonic symmetry protected topological phases with Z2 × Z2 symmetry [53] or on the surface of 3D fermionic topological insulator, whose bulk states have
been realised experimentally [54, 55].
In this thesis, we study SET phases in spins systems. We present a microscopic model
which fractionalises a topological charge called semion. Due to the lack of examples of
microscopic models of SET phases, it reports a detailed knowledge and a more physical
approach to these systems than the abstract classifications that ensure its existence.

1.2

SPT phases: edge states

Roughly speaking, an SPT phase is a short-range entangled gapped phase whose topological properties rely on the presence of symmetries [56]. To have a better understanding of the concept, an overview of systems which are examples of SPT phases is given
in the following lines. The groundbreaking discovery of topological insulators induced
by strong spin-orbit interactions has become a classic example of SPT phases. Spin-orbit
interactions open a bulk gap which grants an odd number of band inversions and consequently also changes the wave function topology. The experimental evidence of the
non-trivial topology of these band insulators is an odd number of helical edge states.
These insulators are characterised by a Z2 topological invariant [57–61]. Many wellknown examples of SPT states are protected by time reversal symmetry. However, symmetries which act non-locally in position space, such as the space-group symmetries,
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can also give rise to SPT phases [27].
Proximity-induced topological superconductivity is also a novel phenomenon which
has been predicted theoretically to occur in topological insulators with spin-orbit interaction [62] and recently achieved experimentally [63]. Both systems have a bulk gap
but host gapless conducting edge modes. The surface excitations in topological superconductors are Bogoliubov quasiparticles, i.e., coherent superpositions of electrons and
holes excitations. These zero-energy Bogoliubov modes have the properties of Majorana
quasiparticles and are protected by particle-hole symmetry. Topological superconductors are rare, in contrast to the topological insulators, since the Majorana modes require
an unconventional superconducting pairing to exist. Nevertheless, they are subject of
intense research due to their potential use as basis building blocks of fault-tolerant quantum computers [39].
Other examples of SPT phases are nodal systems, such as semimetals and nodal
superconductors. They present non-trivial band topology, although the bulk gap closes
in certain points of the Brillouin zone. The topological character of nodal materials is
manifested at the surface in terms of gapless boundary modes, similarly to fully gapped
topological systems. These nodal SPT phases are protected by non-spatial symmetries,
i.e., time-reversal or particle-hole symmetries, as well as spatial lattice symmetries [64–
66].
All the aforementioned topological properties of the materials can be explained in
terms of non-interacting or mean-field Hamiltonians. Recently, a number of strongly
correlated systems have been presented as interacting analog of topological insulators [67–70]. Another well-known example of interacting SPT phases is the Haldane
antiferromagnetic spin-1 chain. This phase can also be realised experimentally [71].
In this thesis, we focus our attention in SPT phases in non-interacting systems. They
are hosted by fermionic systems , described by effective Hamiltonians. We study both
topological insulators and topological superconductors. Protected edge states are found
in both systems and we highlight their potential importance in spintronics and quantum
computation.

Chapter 2
Topology in Quantum Information
And we are really here on a wonderful threshold of knowledge. The ascent of man
is always teetering in the balance. There is always a sense of uncertainty, whether
when man lifts his foot for the next step it is really going to come down pointing
ahead. And what is ahead for us?
– J. Bronowski, The Ascent of Man (1973)
Quantum Computation began when the fundamental questions of computer science
and information theory were asked in the realm of quantum mechanics. This change of
perspective inspires many problems combining physics, computer science and information theory and results in a better understanding of the nature of quantum physics [72].
Since the early days of quantum computation, it was realised that quantum mechanics properties could speed up certain computations and achieve what is called quantum
supremacy [73]. This term, coined by J. Preskill, refers to the potential ability of quantum
computing devices to solve problems that classical computers cannot in practice. There
are three main reasons to believe that quantum computers could surpass classical computers: there are classically intractable problems that can be easily solved using quantum algorithms; complexity theory arguments claim the impossibility to perform sufficiently accurate classical simulations of even quite simple quantum computations [74];
and no known classical algorithm can simulate a quantum computer.
Many scientists have been persuaded by these arguments, starting an amazing pathway through quantum computation. The fundamental aim is to break what it is called
the entanglement frontier. Entanglement describes the characteristic correlations among
19
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the parts of a quantum system, which seem counterintuitive from the perspective of our
daily life experiences. But it is precisely quantum entanglement what makes information carried by quantum systems very different from information processed by ordinary
digital computers [75].
Despite these positive insights of quantum computers, they remain elusive to be
built. One of the main challenges in accomplishing quantum computation is decoherence. Decoherence is a major source of error since it is caused by interactions between
the quantum state which encodes the information and the environment. It corrupts
the information stored on a superposition of states in a quantum computer, making
long computations unfeasible [76]. This uncontrolled randomness in the system makes
quantum computation performance highly susceptible to errors.
It is owing to these difficulties that implementing a quantum computer has proven
to be very demanding. One way to overcome these errors is using topological quantum computing [16, 39, 77]. While there are several proposals locally encoding information and computation using, e.g. the spin of an electron [78], the energy levels of an
ion [79], optical modes in a single photon cavity [80] or Josephson junction in superconducting circuits [81], topological quantum computers are very promising since they
encode information using global, topological properties of a quantum system, which
are robust against local perturbations [82,83]. Topological quantum computation can be
implemented in two different manners: using the ground state of topological orders and
dealing with excitations as errors or using non-abelian anyons, which are quasiparticles
in two-dimensional systems which exhibit exotic exchange statistics, beyond a simple
phase change [84]. We detail each of these possibilities in the following sections.

2.1

Topological quantum computation with ground state

Since the quantum error correcting codes were discovered [85], many examples have
been proposed to actually build them. Topological codes exploit the special features of
topological orders, in particular the degeneracy of the ground state, to encode information in a global manner. In this way, local errors due to the coupling with the environment cannot corrupt totally the information encoded. When considering gapped topo-
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logical orders, the degenerate ground state forms the code space and the excitations are
considered as errors in the systems. The energy gap between the ground state and the
excitations protects the code state against thermal noise. The toric code is the simplest
example of topological quantum error correcting code and also the most well-studied
of the quantum double models. [86].
Most of quantum error correction schemes, including toric codes, are additive [87].
This implies that codewords form a common eigenspace of several commuting operators. More specifically, toric code is a stabiliser code. This means that, given an abelian
subgroup of the Pauli group, code space is formed by all the states which are eigenstates
of the subgroup with eigenvalue +1. Each stabiliser operator is a product of Pauli matrices acting on different qubits and they commute among themselves. It is important to
highlight this property to understand the novelty of the semion code presented in this
thesis. In addition, toric code belongs to the class of CSS codes, named after their inventors, R. Calderbank, P. Shor and A. Steane . In quantum error correction, CSS codes are a
special type of stabiliser codes constructed from classical codes with special properties:
the stabiliser operators do not mix X-Pauli operators with Z-Pauli operators. Semion
code goes beyond this restriction too.
The locality of the stabiliser operators is a crucial property of topological codes, as
well as the non-trivial topology of the space where the code is defined. Operators acting
on codewords are associated with 1-dimensional homology classes of the torus. Logical
operators are defined as the non-trivial closed operators which commute with all stabiliser operators and fulfil a determined algebra. The number of logical qubits encoded
is related to the genus of the surface considered. This genus is precisely a topological
invariant, making the logical operators global and robust. The toric code gets its name
from its periodic boundary conditions, which are useful for an analytic study. However, experimental realisation requires open boundary conditions. Surface codes have
been proposed as a more feasible alternative inheriting the same properties as the toric
code [88].
In this thesis, we construct a quantum memory using the ground state of a particular
topological order, the double semion model. Each spin of the lattice constitutes a qubit
and the code space is formed by the degenerate ground state, which is a superposition
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of closed trivial strings. The non-trivial closed loops constitute the logical operators.
Open strings carry abelian anyons at their endpoints. As mentioned before, excitations
are considered error in this framework.

2.2

Topological quantum computation with excitations

Quantum statistics arises when two particles interchange along some specified trajectories and, as a result, the overall quantum state is multiplied by eiφ . This phase, φ, equals
to 0 for bosons and to π if we are dealing with fermions.
Anyons are particles with exotic statistics (neither Bose nor Fermi), which can only
occur in two spatial dimensions. In one-dimension systems it is impossible to define the
interchange of two particles. The interchange of two particles entails a double swap. In
three dimensions, there is only one topologically distinct way to swap two particles.
Two swaps are equivalent to the identity transformation, hence, it is only posible to
have fermionic or bosonic statistics, i.e. eiφ = ±1. On the contrary, in two dimensions

the double swap corresponds to one particle making a full turn around the other; this
process is topologically non-trivial [89]. Therefore, the exchange phase φ can, in principle, have any value, hence the name anyon.
A general way to describe quantum statistics is to consider particle worldlines [90].
The statistics of a particle is characterised by a representation of the braid group. In the
preceding paragraph, we have assumed that the representation of these braiding factors
are just phases, i.e. one-dimensional representation. This description corresponds to
abelian anyons. Nevertheless, multidimensional representation of the braid group can
be considered. In this case, the anyons are called non-abelian. The very existence of a
multidimensional space associated with several particles is accompanied by an internal
Hilbert space, whose dimension grows exponentially with the number of anyons and
braiding operators. Topological quantum computing with excitations is based on using
this internal structure to encode information in it.
As a consequence of their braid group, fusion of abelian anyons gives a definite,
unique outcome. It implies that their quantum dimension is 1, since adding more
anyons does not add more possible fusion outcomes, i.e. each pair of anyons gives
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another unique particle. Non-abelian anyons have a quantum dimension greater than
1. Consequently, the fusion of a pair of anyons can result in several different anyons, i.e.
there is a degree of freedom associated with the fusion channel.
There are three fundamental steps in performing a topological quantum computation: creating qubits from non-abelian anyons; moving the anyons around - operation
called braiding - to perform a computation; and measuring the state of the anyons by fusion. By braiding anyons within a qubit, the probabilities of the fusion outcomes can be
changed. This puts the qubits into a superposition of states. Fusing two of the anyons
in each qubit and observing the outcome of each fusion is the way to measure the state
of the system after computation [77].
Of course, the real question is whether such particles exist in nature or can be built.
There are some examples of topological orders that exhibit non-abelian anyons as excitations which can in principle, be realised. While SPT states exhibit interesting phenomena, they do not support anyons as excitations. However, there is an exception
to this rule if the systems are allowed to have defects, such as domain walls between
different states of matter, vortices in a superconductor or lattice dislocations. These exceptions may bind localised zero-energy modes that can behave as non-abelian anyons.
In particular, in topological superconductors localised zero-energy modes are described
by Majorana fermions that can be viewed as fractionalised halves of complex fermion
modes.
Along this thesis, we focus our attention on non-abelian anyons coming from SPT
phases. Concretely, we present an effective model that hosts edge states which are nonabelian anyons that can be used to do braiding.
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Part II
Spin systems
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Chapter 3
The bilayer double semion model
¿Pero, y el espı́ritu libre? El venero de la inventiva. El terebrante husmeador de la realidad viva
con ceñido escalpelo que penetra en lo que se agita y descubre allı́ algo que nunca vieron ojos
no ibéricos. Como si fuera una lidia. Como si de cobaya a toro nada hubiera, como si todavı́a
nosotros a pesar de la desesperación, a pesar de los créditos. Para los hombres como Amador, que
rı́en aunque están tristes, sabiendo que (...) nunca el investigador ante el rey alto recibirá la copa,
el laurel, una antorcha encendida con que correr ante la tribuna de las naciones y proclamar la
grandeza no sospechada que el pueblo de aquı́ obtiene en la lidia (...).
– L. Martı́n Santos, Tiempo de silencio (1962)

3.1

Introduction

An useful approach for studying topological orders in spin systems, especially those
with interactions, is to construct exactly solvable models that realise them. Topological
orders in spin systems are defined in a discrete lattice and a spin is located in each edge
of the lattice.
A key ingredient in the construction of topological orders is a gauge group of symmetry G . The elements of this group act locally on a set of k-spins leaving the Hamiltonian invariant. Thus, in concrete models, interactions are given by k-local operators.
The best-known topological order is the toric code, proposed by Kitaev [16]. However, a
companion model with the same gauge group, the Double Semion (DS) model, presents
completely different topological properties.
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As explained in the introduction, the presence of a global symmetry is not necessary
to have a topological order. However, it is natural to question whether it is possible
to construct a new phase adding a global symmetry, G, on top of the topological order. This kind of phases combines two elements: a topological order associated to a
local gauge group symmetry denoted as G and a global symmetry group denoted as G.
When both ingredients are present, the system is known as a Symmetry Enriched Topological (SET) phase. Thus, the combination of topological orders with global symmetries
produces new phenomena. The main consequence is the presence of fractionalisation
of the topological charges due to the global symmetry. SET phases have been recently
studied in several remarkable works. Their aim is to classify novel SET phases [24, 91],
or to find new mechanisms to produce them [92], or to construct explicit realisations of
these phases [23, 93] etc.
The string-flux mechanism, proposed by Hermele [92], is an explicit construction
of how fractionalisation of the topological charge occurs when a global symmetry is
present in the system: an anyon of a topological ordered phase with global symmetry
may carry fractionalised quantum numbers with respect to the original topological order without the global symmetry. This phenomenon occurs when the string attached
to the anyon sweeps over a background pattern of fluxes in the ground state of the
topological order.
A recent fundamental discovery by Levin and Gu [36] stablishes a relation between
SPT and topological orders and as a side effect introduces a new example of SPT states
with global spin-flip symmetry. Non-trivial braiding statistics of the excitations within
the topological orders imply the existence of protected edge modes in the corresponding
SPT phase while bosonic or fermionic statistics yield no edge modes.
Although these two different concepts presented above appear in different kind of
systems, i.e. Levin and Gu introduced a new type of paramagnet that is a SPT phase
by a duality relation and Hermele worked out a general mechanism to obtain charge
fractionalisation, they bear some similarities. The non-trivial paramagnet derived by
Levin-Gu has plaquette operators with opposite sign to the operators for the trivial case.
It can be interpreted as a pattern of fluxes as demanded by the string-flux mechanism
of Hermele.
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At this point, a fundamental question arises: how to make compatible these two

ideas in order to get fractionalisation of the topological charge and create a new SPT
phase all at once. To do so we face two main obstacles that look unsurmountable at
first sight. On the one hand, the Hermele model is constructed with a square lattice in
a multilayer structure that forms a quasi-three-dimensional model, but the microscopic
formulation of the DS model [94] is described on a trivalent lattice. On the other hand,
the Levin-Gu method is realised on a single hexagonal layer, but we would need a multilayer lattice for that construction. This is problematic since the necessary coordination
condition is incompatible with a multilayer structure of honeycomb layers.
Interestingly enough, we can rephrase this compatibility problem between these two
fractionalisation methods as a compatibility condition between global symmetries [95].
The key point is to notice that the Levin-Gu method deals with a spin-flip symmetry, e.g.
fs

G = Z2 , while the Hermele method is about a spin-flavour symmetry among lattice
fv

layers, e.g. G = Z2 .
Although impressive advance has been done in the classification and the experimental realisation, there are few microscopic examples of symmetry enriched topological
phases.

3.2

Summary of main results

We present an example of SET phases which is unconventional, no only because of the
global symmetry we add but also because of the underlying topological order.
1. We construct a bilayer Double Semion (bDS) model that is a topological order
fv

of type G = Z2 and is invariant under the global symmetry group G = Z2 corresponding to spin-flavour transformations. The challenging task is to construct an

exactly solvable model [95]. To do so, we have to come up with a set of operators,
acting in both layers and also in the interlayer space, that commute among each
other. Solving this problem, we get a microscopic exactly solvable model for a
new SET phase.
2. We obtain the fractionalisation a particular topological charge, called semion,
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fs

appearing due to the group Z2 on top of the double semion model [95]. This
is the first example of a microscopic model fractionalising a topological charge
which is intrinsically an anyon.

3. We calculate the dual model associated to bilayer Double Semion model. The
dual model constitutes a new bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet (bNTP). It provides an example of a symmetry protected topological order with interactions
and illustrates the duality between topological orders and SPT phases [95].

4. Within this dual model, which is a SPT phase, we construct the edge states that
appear in the bilayer lattice when boundaries are present. These edge modes are
invariant under the flavour symmetry and the spin symmetry. The rich structure
of edge states of the Non-Trivial Paramagnet is constructed explicitly. We also
provide the edge states for its companion model, the Trivial Paramagnet. While
the Non-Trivial Paramagnet may host two different types of edge states (for both
fs

fv

the Z2 and Z2 global symmetries), the Trivial Paramagnet model only presents
fv

one type of them, namely, those protected by Z2 [95].

3.3

The double semion model

The well-known Kitaev model (toric code) is the simplest example of an exactly solvable topologically ordered model [16]. This model is characterised by the gauge group

G = Z2 . Less familiar is the DS model [97], a non-trivial modification of the toric model

in two dimensions. The DS model constitutes a different topological phase of matter

but with the same gauge group, G = Z2 . The classification of topological phases presented in [24] shows that the toric and the DS model are all the possible spin gapped

quantum phases with Z2 gauge group. This result is derived from group cohomology
classification of SPT phases [31].
The DS model is defined on an hexagonal lattice. There is a spin 1/2 located at each
link of the lattice. The Hamiltonian is built out of two types of k-local operators: Av
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Av s(v)

@p

Bp
s(p)

Figure 3.1: The DS model in a 2D hexagonal lattice. In the picture, a vertex and plaquette operator are shown (defined in Eq. (3.3.1)). The links in s(v) are in solid blue lines.
Red solid lines represent the links in ∂p and the set of links in s( p) is in dotted red lines.

vertex (k = 3) and B p plaquette (k = 12) operators. They are defined as follows:
Av :=

∏

σiz ,

B p :=

∏ σix ∏

i ∈∂p

i ∈s(v)

i

(1−σjz )/2

,

(3.3.1)

j∈s( p)

and s(v) is the set of three links entering the vertex v. The six links delimiting a plaquette
in the lattice are denoted by ∂p and s( p) are the six links radiating from the plaquette p.
Fig. 3.1 shows a picture of a vertex and a plaquette operator for the DS model. Having
defined the plaquette and vertex operators, the Hamiltonian of the DS model is written
as:
H = − ∑ Av + ∑ B p .
v

(3.3.2)

p

This Hamiltonian per se is not an exactly solvable model in the whole Hilbert space
of states since plaquette operators only commute within an invariant subspace. This
subspace is called the zero-flux subspace and is defined as those states that fulfil the
constraint:
Av =

∏

i ∈s(v)

σiz = +1.

(3.3.3)
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L

R

L

R

Figure 3.2: A picture showing the three possible types of string operators in the DS
model. The explicit expressions are in Eq. (3.3.7) and Eq. (3.3.8). Grey circles denote vertices or plaquettes where the ground-state conditions in (3.3.5) are violated. A plaquettetype string operator is associated to a blue solid line C 0 crossing links in the lattice. It
represents a path in the dual lattice that connects the two plaquettes where quasiparticles reside. The two possible chiralities of vertex-type operators are represented by
red paths C connecting vertices in the direct lattice. The paths C are also endowed
1

with dotted red lines corresponding to L = (−1) 4
z
R− = (−i)(1−σl )/2 respectively.

(1−σiz )(1+σjz )

z

and R+ = (+i)(1−σl )/2 or

Despite the fact that plaquette operators defined in Eq. (3.3.1) have imaginary phases,
the Hamiltonian is real in the invariant subspace where it is exactly sovable. Consequently it is also hermitian.
The ground state |ψ0 i of the DS Hamiltonian fulfils the following conditions:
Av |ψ0 i = +|ψ0 i ∀v,

B p |ψ0 i = −|ψ0 i ∀ p.

(3.3.4)

The explicit form of the ground state is obtained in the following way: we select a
vacuum state being an eigenvector of the vertex operators, i.e. |0i⊗ N (where |0i is the
+1 eigenvector of σlz ). Then, plaquette operators are used to build projectors and apply
them onto the vacuum state. The resulting (unnormalised) state is:

|ψ0 i =

∏ (1 − Bp )|0i⊗ N .

(3.3.5)

p∈ B p

It is straightforward to check that this state fulfils the lowest energy conditions in Eq.
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(3.3.4). Expanding the product in Eq. (3.3.5), one can see that the ground state is a superposition of closed loops configurations. Each bit of these configurations is represented
by a filled link of the lattice where there is |1i, whereas links with values |0i are left

empty. Due to the condition B p |ψ0 i = −|ψ0 i for the ground state, the coefficients of this
superposition of closed loops alternate sign. Taking this fact into account, we can write
the ground state in an equivalent way:

|ψ0 i = ∑(−1)number of loops | x i,

(3.3.6)

x

where | x i denotes all possible closed string configurations compatible with the lattice
geometry. Here the number of loops corresponds to the different closed string config-

urations contributing to the ground state [94, 97]. Applying B p on the vacuum simply
adds a closed loop around plaquette p, while applying B p next to a closed loop will
either enlarge (or shrink) the existing loop to include (exclude) plaquette p, while multiplying the wave function by −1 factor (see Fig. 3.3).

B̃q

p

q

=

p

q

Figure 3.3: Applying plaquette operator Bq adds a closed loop around plaquette q and
multiply the wave function by a −1 phase.

Excitations in the DS model are created by violating the ground state conditions in
Eq. (3.3.4). These violations always involve a pair of quasiparticles or defects. The
operators that create these defects are called open-string operators and act on the links
of a path C (C 0 ) joining the pair of quasiparticles in the direct (dual) lattice. There are

two types of string operators: vertex-type string operators W̃V± (C), which come in two
chiralities, and plaquette-type string operators W̃P (C 0 ), defined on the dual lattice. The
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expressions for these operators are:
1

W̃V± (C) =

∏ σix ∏ (−1) 4

W̃P (C 0 ) =

∏0 σiz ,

i ∈C

(1−σiz )(1+σjz )

k∈ L

∏ (±i)

(1−σjz )/2

,

(3.3.7)

l∈R

(3.3.8)

i ∈C

where L and R denote the links on the left or right of the path C , when an orientation

is chosen, as shown in Fig. 3.2. L-links have two edges attached, i and j, where i is
before in C . The sign (±i) in R-links indicates the quirality of the string operator. It is

important to highlight that these expressions are not well-defined at the endpoints.

The quasiparticles created by vertex-type string operators are called semions. Semions
have different self-statistics from the well-known fermions and bosons. Namely, if we
interchange two semions, the wave function of the system acquires a phase of π/2 (instead of 0 or π as in the case of bosons or fermions, respectively). On the contrary,
plaquette excitations create quasiparticles that are bosons (trivial self-statistics). However, plaquette excitations have semionic mutual statistics with respect to the vertex
excitations. We can determine these results by calculating the commutator of two string
operators. The definition of the commutator used throughout this work is: [ A, B] :=
AB − BA. As a matter of example, we give the details of the commutator for two vertex-

type strings, which are shown in Fig. 3.4. The explicit expressions of these strings are:
1

z

z

z

1

z

z

z

WV+A = σ4x σ3x σ2x (−1) 4 (1−σ3 )(1+σ2 ) (+i)(1−σ5 )/2 ,
WV−B = σ1x σ3x σ5x (−1) 4 (1−σ1 )(1+σ3 ) (−i)(1−σ4 )/2 .
Using the commutation relations of Pauli matrices, we calculate the commutator between these two vertex string operators:
z

x

[WV+A , WV−B ] = σ1x σ2x σ4x σ5x ei 4 (−σ1 +σ2 ) × 2i sin
π

π
4

(2σ3z + σ2z σ3z + σ5z − σ1z σ3z + σ4z )



In order to obtain the commutator we consider all the possible configurations compatible with the zero-flux rule (see Table 3.1). It turns out that the commutator is zero
for all cases. Consequently, we have already shown that the vertex string operators with
different quiralities commutate. Therefore, the mutual statistics between two semions
is bosonic.
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W̃VB

L

L

1

2
3

R

4

5

R+

W̃V+A

Figure 3.4: A detailed description of two vertex operators that cross their paths. Red
solid lines indicate the edges where σ x is acting. The strings are orientated, as Eq. (3.3.7)
requires. The edges attached to the left (right) are plotted in green solid (dashed) lines.
Grey circles denote the spins which play a role in the crossing. They are labeled with
numbers in order to easily compute the calculations in Eq. (3.3.9).

Configurations compatible with zero-flux rule
σ1z
σ2z
σ3z
σ4z
σ5z
X
+
+
+
+
+
π
+
+
+
0
+
+
0
+
+
0
+
+
0
+
0
+
+
+
π
+
+
−π
+
+
−π
Table 3.1: The configurations compatible with zero-flux rule are shown in this table. The
first five columns show the possible eigenvalues of the operators σlz for the five spins
represented in Fig. 3.4. The last column is devoted to the quantity X = π4 (2σ3z + σ2z σ3z +
σ5z − σ1z σ3z + σ4z ), which is the argument of the sine that appears in Eq. (3.3.9)). As it
follows from the table, the commutator is zero for all possible configurations.
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r1y

r1x

r"

r#

r2y

r2

r2x

Figure 3.5: A picture showing the lattice and notation used. Red circles represent
spins. Lattice vertices are denoted by ri with i = 1, 2, corresponding to the two layers.
Horizontal links are denoted as rix and riy , depending on which spatial direction they
point to. Vertical links are represented by r↑ and r↓ . Each vertex on each layer has 4
horizontal links and 2 vertical links (see also Fig. 3.7).

3.4

The string-flux mechanism

The string-flux mechanism is a recently proposed technique by Hermele [92] to produce
the fractionalisation of topological orders with a finite global symmetry group, G. The
idea is based on the interconnection between non-trivial braiding statistics of string
operators creating quasiparticle excitations on one hand, and charge fractionalisation
of a topological order with a global symmetry group G on the other. The mechanism is
rather general, since it includes space group symmetries [93]. Nevertheless, we describe
here the simplest case with onsite symmetry.
In order to have a better understanding on what it should be done to build the bilayer DS model, we explain the techniques used in a simpler model.
The toy model [92] is a version of the toric code defined on a bilayer square lattice
(see Fig. 3.5). A spin-1/2 or qubit is located on each horizontal link of the square layers.
The top and bottom layers are joined by two vertical links per site. There is also one
spin on each vertical link, as it is shown in Fig. 3.5. The model depends on a coupling
constant K that only takes two values, K = ±1. Both values give rise to the same
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topological order, but charge fractionalisation only occurs for K = −1. The Hamiltonian
is defined as:

H = −∑

∑

r i =1,2

Ari − ∑

∑

r i =1,2

BriII − ∑

∑

r α= x,y

III
III
I
[ Brα
↑ + Brα↓ ] − K ∑ Br ,

(3.4.1)

r

where vertex and plaquette operators are defined as follows:
Ari :=

∏ σlz ,

(3.4.2)

l ∼ri

where the product runs over the six links meeting at the vertex ri (see Fig. 3.5). As for
the plaquette operators, they come into three classes:
BrI := σrx↑ σrx↓ ,

(3.4.3)

x
x
BriII := σrix
σrx+êx ,iy σrx+êy ,ix σriy
,

(3.4.4)

x
x
III
x x
Brα
↑ : = σr↑ σr1α σr2α σr+êα ↑ ,

(3.4.5)

III
x x
x
x
Brα
↓ : = σr↓ σr1α σr2α σr+êα ↓ .

(3.4.6)

The Hamiltonian is exactly solvable since vertex and plaquette operators always share
an even number of spins. Thus vertex and plaquette operators form a set of commuting
observables. The ground state can be constructed by means of the projectors corresponding to every plaquette operators acting on the vacuum:

|ψ0 i =

∏ (1 + KBrI ) ∏

p∈ BrI

III
p∈ Brα
↑

III
(1 + Brα
↑)

∏

III
p∈ Brα
↓

III
(1 + Brα
↓)

∏ (1 + BriII )|0i⊗ N .

(3.4.7)

II
p∈ Bri

One can readily check that this state is the lowest energy state of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3.4.1). The corresponding ground state is a superposition of all closed string configurations compatible with the bilayer lattice. For K = 1, all the coefficients of those
loops configurations have positive sign. In contrast, for K = −1, coefficients alternate
in sign depending on the parity of the number of plaquettes of type I contained in a

given configuration. Remarkably, for K = −1, two string configurations that differ by a
plaquette BrI have opposite signs, as it is shown in Fig. 3.6. These ground-state factors in

the case of K = −1 are directly responsible for the fractionalisation of the Z2 topological
charge. To show this, we have to take into account the global symmetry that is present
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(a)
(a)
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(b)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Two strings that differ by a BrI plaquette are represented in the figure with
red solid lines. The wave function of the two strings in (a) and (b) differs on a phase
determined by K, which is the coupling constant associated to plaquettes of type I in the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.4.1)). The string feels a Z2 flux through BrI when K = −1.
in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.4.1)). An important feature of both the Hamiltonian and the
fv

ground state is their invariance under what may be called a Z2 flavour symmetry. This
symmetry acts exchanging the two layers and the two vertical spins joining the layers,
i.e. r ↑ and r ↓ as it is shown in Fig. 3.7. Consequently, the action of this symmetry is
defined as:

UF σr1α UF−1 := σr2α ,

(3.4.8a)

UF σr↑ UF−1 := σr↓ ,

(3.4.8b)

µ

µ

µ

µ

fv

where UF is the unitary operator which implements the Z2 flavour symmetry and
µ

satisfies the condition UF2 = 1. The super-index µ of σriα runs over x, y and z to include
fv

the action of Z2 flavour symmetry on all types of Pauli matrices.
The fractionalisation of the charge is an important consequence on the system, which
fv

stems from the invariance under this Z2 flavour symmetry. The superindex

fv

only in-

dicates that the group Z2 is referring to the interchange of layers. The action of the
global symmetry, G, on the ground and excited states of a quantum system is given by
irreducible representations of this precise G. However, there is an intrinsic feature of
topological orders which gives rise to fractionalisation of the charge: excitations are always created in pairs and, consequently, a state with a single excitation is not physical.
Therefore, it is not surprising to have a phase ambiguity when we specify the action
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r1
r"

r1
r#

r#r#

r"

r2

r2

(a)

(a)

(a)

r2

r2

r"

r#

r"

r1

r1

(b)

(b)

(b)

fv

Figure 3.7: (a) and (b) are related by the action of Z2 flavour symmetry on the Hermele
lattice in Fig. 3.5. This symmetry changes layer 1 to layer 2, and viceversa. Vertical links
joining the two hexagonal layers are also exchanged, i.e. r↑ turns into r↓ and viceversa.
of G on a single excitation. This ambiguity is captured mathematically by projective
representations of the G. In contrast to the irreducible representations, the projective
representations have an extra degree of freedom. If we multiply two projective representations, we obtain a phase factor, ω ( g1 , g2 ), where g1 and g2 are two elements of the
group of the G. The set of equivalent classes of ω ( g1 , g2 ) is isomorphic to the cohomology group H 2 (G, G), where G is the gauge group specifying the topological order [24].
The set denoted as H 2 (G, G) will give us the different fractionalisation classes for an
specific global symmetry in an specific topological order [92].

fv

For the concrete example of Eq. (3.4.1)), the cohomology group is H 2 (Z2 , Z2 ) = Z2 .
It says that two types of fractionalisation are possible. To calculate this result microscopfv

ically, we need write the action of Z2 flavour symmetry on each single quasiparticle excitation or defect. To do so, we study the action of UF on a single vertex-type violation
(quasiparticle) as an example. We call this operator UFe . In [92], they conclude that the
fv

action of Z2 flavour symmetry on a single e-particle is determined by K. Equivalently,
we can state that ω (UF , UF ) = K. The constant K takes the values K = ±1 and these
two values give the two possible fractionalisation classes. The physical interpretation

of this fact is the following: the coupling constant K = −1 creates a pattern of fluxes
on the ground state. When we move a single excitation applying the symmetry oper-

ator UFe , it interacts with the background fluxes and acquires a non-trivial phase. As a
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Figure 3.8: Bilayer hexagonal lattice needed to construct the bilayer Double Semion
model. The degrees of freedom are spins residing on the links, both horizontal and
vertical. Vertical links connect the two layers by two distinct links with one spin on
each. For clarity, only some of the vertical links are shown.
result, we conclude that there is a trivial fractionalisation for K = +1 and a non-trivial
fractionalisation for K = −1.

3.5

The bilayer DS model

We construct a model which aims at the unification of the global flavour symmetry of
the Hermele model with the topological order of the DS model. As a result, we achieve
the fractionalisation of the underlying topological order.
We seek a model involving two layers of the DS model having the following two
important properties: the model must be exactly solvable; the model must be invariant
under the global flavour symmetry UF in Eq. (3.4.8).
The model we look for is defined on an hexagonal bilayer lattice shown in Fig. 3.8.
On each link of each hexagonal layer we place a spin-1/2. There is also a spin-1/2 on
each vertical link joining the two layers.
Some notation is introduced to label the links and the vertices on the lattice, as well
µ

as the Pauli matrices σl acting on each spin at a given link l (see Fig. 3.9). Each vertex in
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an hexagonal cell is denoted with r. The vectors êα (with α = a, b, c) are unit vectors in
the three possible directions indicated in Fig. 3.9. The vertices in the upper and lower
layers are denoted by r1 and r2 , respectively. Links within each hexagonal lattice are
labeled by r1α and r2α being α = a, b, c. Finally, we denote by r↑ and r↓ the two vertical
links joining the hexagonal layers.
We must demand that the set of vertex and plaquette operators of the bilayer DS
model commute among themselves in order to construct an exactly solvable Hamiltonian. However, we know in advance that this cannot be true for the whole Hilbert space,
since plaquette operators of DS model do not commute among themselves. However,
they commute in the subspace where there is no vertex violations i.e., the zero-flux
subspace. Moreover, these plaquettes are now embedded into the bilayer model with
additional interactions. Thus, we need some kind of invariant subspace condition in
which commutativity is preserved. As the bilayer DS model combines different types
of plaquettes on the layers and in the interlayer space, it is natural to impose a mixed
invariant subspace condition, namely, to preserve the DS zero-flux rule on the layers
while leaving the interlayer couplings free of this condition. These considerations lead
to define the invariant subspace for our bilayer DS model:
Acover
|ψi = +|ψi,
ri

(3.5.1a)

Afrontal
|ψi = ±|ψi,
r

(3.5.1b)

where i = 1, 2 stands for the upper and lower layers, respectively and
Ari := Acover
⊗ Afrontal
.
r
ri

(3.5.2)

We split the vertex operator in two different parts. The first part, Acover
, corresponds
ri
to a purely vertex operator on the layers i = 1, 2, either top or bottom, while Afrontal
is
r
defined on the links of the interlayers. The conditions in Eq. (3.5.1) have the following
interpretation: we impose the zero-flux rule only on the hexagonal layers, where the
DS model is implemented. In the invariant subspace where Eq. (3.5.1a)) is fulfiled, the
DS model on the hexagonal lattice is an exactly solvable model. Eq. (3.5.1b)) shows
that for the interlayer spins, the zero-flux condition is not necessary to be exactly solvable. Consequently, no restriction is imposed on these spins. Despite being a natural
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r1

r1b
r1 + êa

r"

r1 + êb
r1

r#
r2

r1c

r1a
r1 + êc

(b)(b)

((a)
a)

Figure 3.9: Details of a representative hexagonal plaquette in the bilayer lattice showing
the labelling of vertices and links. Spins are located on the links and are represented by
grey circumferences. The three posible directions on each hexagonal layer are denoted
as a, b and c, respectively. (a) A plaquette that belongs to one hexagonal layer is shown
indicating the notation for the vertices. Links are labeled appropriately with their positions. Red solid lines represent links in ∂p, the boundary of the plaquette p; and dotted
red lines denote the set s( p) of outgoing links from the plaquette. (b) Vertical links joining the two layers are shown (r↑ and r↓ ). As we can see from the figure, there is a spin
(grey circumference) on each vertical link.
choice of conditions for the new vertex operators, it is far from trivial to find out a set
of vertex and plaquette operators on the bilayer lattice such that they commute among
themselves and fulfil these new invariant-subspace conditions. In the following, we
construct such a set of operators.
These operators are local and this property makes the system gauge invariant. The
gauge group characterising the topological order is G = Z2 . We formulate our Hamiltonian as a sum of every plaquette and vertex operator on the spins of the system. Using
these building blocks we ensure that our Hamiltonian is also invariant under the gauge
symmetry G = Z2 .

We first study vertex operators. These operators act not only on the layers but also on

the vertical spins joining the two layers. These two distinguished parts are the already
mentioned factors Acover
and Afrontal
. Therefore, vertex operators are defined as (see
r
ri
Fig. 3.10 (a) and (b)):

⊗ Afrontal
=
Ari := Acover
r
ri

∏

riα∈s(v)

z
σriα
σrz↑ σrz↓ ,

(3.5.3)
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Figure 3.10: Vertex and plaquette operators for the bilayer DS model are shown. (a)
Blue solid lines represent a vertex operator located on the upper layer. (b) A plaquette
operator of type I is pictured in black solid lines. (c) In red, two plaquettes of type II BriII
are shown. (d) An example of a plaquette of type III is illustrated in green lines, namely
III . The two parts introduced in Eq. (3.5.6)) are also indicated in the figure, together
Briα
↑
with backward and forward plaquettes denoted as b and f .
where the first subindex r locates the vertex on the hexagonal layer and the second
subindex i = 1, 2 defines on which layer the vertex operator is defined. The first product
runs over s(v), which is the set of three edges radiating from every vertex v on the
hexagonal layer. The second part of the operator denotes a product of the two spins
joining the layers. Thus, the vertex operators implement an interaction coupling spins
within the same layer and also spins on the vertical links.
We move on to specify the plaquette operators. Three types of plaquette operators
are defined, namely, BrI , that only acts on the two vertical links joining the hexagonal
III and BIII which
layers; BriII , which is defined on the upper or lower layer; and Briα
↑
riα↓

couples spins both on the layers and on the interlayer links.
Their explicit definitions are given by:
BrI := σrx↑ σrx↓ .

(3.5.4)

These plaquette operators (see Fig. 3.10 (b)) consist of the two links r ↑ and r ↓

on each vertex r. Since they act only on two spins, we refer to them as degenerate
plaquettes. These are the plaquette operators which have a coupling constant K = ±1 in
the Hamiltonian. This factor K introduces a non-trivial fractionalisation when K = −1.

Plaquette operators of type II are the well-known DS-model plaquettes on the hexagonal
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lattice. They act on the two layers independently. Fig. 3.10 (c) shows them in red :
BriII :=

∏

riα∈∂p

x
σriα

∏

z

i(1−σr0 iα0 )/2 .

(3.5.5)

r0 iα0 ∈s( p)

The first product runs over ∂p, i.e., the set of links in the boundary of plaquette p. The
second product is over s( p), the six edges radiating from the vertices in ∂p (dotted red
lines in Fig. 3.10 (c)). This second product includes a phase which depends on the spin
in s(v). Due to these extra phases in the plaquettes, semions will appear in the system.
We point out that the Hamiltonian is hermitian despite the extra factors. Appendix A is
devoted to technical details to demonstrate this property.
Finally, we describe the structure of the plaquette operator of type III. It acts on the
frontal links as well as on the hexagonal layers. Therefore, it couples the interlayer links
and the link on hexagonal layers. To clarify these two different parts, the operator is
written as a tensor product of two factors (see Fig. 3.10 (d)):
III
III
III
Briα
↑ : = Bi,cover ⊗ Bfrontal↑ ,

(3.5.6)

III
III
III
Briα
↓ : = Bi,cover ⊗ Bfrontal↓ .

III
As it is shown in the above equation, plaquettes of type III come in two flavours: Briα
↑

III . The differences between them are in the frontal part, i.e. r ↑ or r ↓ interlayer
and Briα
↓

links are included. The cover part consists of two hexagonal plaquettes endowed with
external legs, similar to two plaquettes of type II. The two cover plaquette operators are
labeled backward (b) and forward ( f ) (see Fig. 3.10 (d)):
III
II
II
Bi,cover
:= Bri,b
Bri,
f.

(3.5.7)

III shows the layer on which the cover operator acts. To
The subindex i = 1, 2 in Briα
↑

III operator the subindex α runs over α = a, b, c runs over the three spaspecify the Briα
↑

tial directions on the hexagonal layer. As we have already mentioned, the frontal part

includes the spins r↑ (or r↓ ) of two neighbouring vertices (r and r + êff ) and one link of
each layer:
III
x x
x
x
Bfrontal
↑ : = σr↑ σr1α σr2α σr+êff ↑ ,

III
x x
x
x
Bfrontal
↓ : = σr↓ σr1α σr2α σr+êff ↓ .

(3.5.8)
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BrII1

III
Br1↵"

Ar2

BrI

Figure 3.11: General view of the lattice structure associated to the construction of the
bilayer DS model. A vertex operator on the lower hexagonal layer is shown Ar2 (blue).
A plaquette operator of type I, BrI , appears connecting upper and lower layers (in solid
black). A plaquette operator of type II, BriII , is shown in red. The novel plaquette of type
III is shown with its cover and frontal compoIII corresponding to the upper layer Br1α
↑
nents (green lines).

In Fig. 3.11 a general view of the bilayer hexagonal lattice is pictured along with the
previously introduced vertex and plaquette operators needed to construct the bilayer
DS model. We can built an exactly solvable model out of these operators.
Now, with this set of vertex and plaquette operators just defined, we can introduce
the Hamiltonian of our bilayer DS model as follows:

HbDS := − ∑

∑

r i =1,2

Ari − K ∑ BrI + ∑
r

∑

r i =1,2

BriII − ∑

∑ ∑

r i =1,2 α= a,b,c

III
III
( Briα
↑ + Briα↓ ).

(3.5.9)

The above Hamiltonian fulfils the two properties we were searching for, namely, it is
exactly solvable and invariant under the global flavour symmetry that exchanges the
upper and lower layers. Up to now, we get what is postulated in Result 1, presented at
the beginning of the chapter.
Now we move on to calculate the ground state of it. We must also check that the
fv

ground state is invariant under the global Z2 on-site flavour symmetry introduced in
Eq. (3.4.8). Using the fact that the eigenvalues of all vertex and plaquette operators in
Eq. (3.5.9)) are ±1, we can easily obtain the lowest-energy state conditions. Thus, any
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state satisfying that the eigenvalues are:
Ari = +1,

BrI = K, BriII = −1,

III
Briα
↑ = +1,

III
Briα
↓ = +1,

(3.5.10)

is a ground state of the system. From the above equation, we remark that one of the
conditions depends on the coupling constant K, i.e. the energy of the ground state
remains the same for the two values of K, K = ±1, because the ground state condition

changes accordingly. Every ground state is an equal superposition of closed strings
generated by combinations of plaquette operators which are compatible with the lattice
structure. However, the coefficients of this superposition for K = +1 are different from

those for K = −1. We can write explicitly the ground states by means of the plaquette

operator projectors. Thus, we consider the vacuum state corresponding to the vertex

operators, i.e. |0i⊗ N . Then, the plaquette projectors act on this vacuum giving rise to a
loop gas configuration. Models which have this characteristic loop gas ground state are
called string models.
The complete expression for the ground state of the bilayer DS model is the following:

|ψ0 i =

∏ (1 + KBrI ) ∏ (1 − BriII ) ∏

p∈ BrI

II
p∈ Bri

III
p∈ Briα
↑

III
(1 + Briα
↑)

∏

III
p∈ Briα
↓

III
⊗N
(1 + Briα
↓ )|0i

(3.5.11)

This expression has the desired structure to fulfil conditions in Eq. (3.5.10). A
schematic picture of a possible loop gas configuration is plotted in Fig. 3.12.
Now we move on to show that the Hamiltonian and the ground state of the bilayer
fv

DS model are invariant under Z2 flavour symmetry.

3.5.1

Invariance under global symmetry
fv

From Eq. (3.4.8)), we know how the Z2 flavour symmetry acts on Pauli operators.
Taking into account this information, it is possible to show that the Hamiltonian is invariant under this symmetry. Let us analyse each term of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.5.9))
fv

and prove that each one of them is invariant under Z2 flavour symmetry. Firstly, we
fv

analyse the behaviour of the vertex operators under Z2 symmetry:
UF Ar1 UF−1 = UF

∏

r1∈s(v)

z
σr1

∏

r∈{↑,↓}

σrz UF−1

(3.5.12)
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Figure 3.12: . In this figure, a sample of a possible ground state for the bilayer DS model
is shown (Eq. (3.5.11)). The loops in this model are made by strings that are spread all
over the system. Links in red represent the spins where a product of plaquette operators
is acting. Links where the projectors do not act are shown in black.
fv

where UF is the unitary operator that implements the Z2 flavour symmetry on Pauli
operators. Now, we can work out how the operator UF acts on the two products separately:

∏

z
σr1
UF−1 =

∏

z
σr2
,

(3.5.13)

UF σrz↑ σrz↓ UF−1 = σrz↓ σrz↑ = σrz↑ σrz↓ .

(3.5.14)

UF

r1∈s(v)

r2∈s(v)

As we can see from the above results, the first part of the vertex operator is not infv

variant under Z2 flavour symmetry, i.e. Ar1 transforms into Ar2 and viceversa. However, if we take into account the sum over the two layers i = 1, 2 in the first term in Eq.
(3.5.9)), this term is indeed invariant under the flavour symmetry.
Now let us consider the plaquette operator BrI under the action of the flavour symmetry:
UF BrI UF−1 = UF σrx↑ σrx↓ UF−1 = σrx↓ σrx↑ = BrI .

(3.5.15)

fv

Thus, BrI is itself invariant under Z2 flavour symmetry. This is the reason why we only
sum over all possible r in the lattice and no other sum has to be taken into consideration.
Next, we check the same property for plaquettes of type II:
II −1
UF Br1
UF = UF

∏

r1α∈∂p

x
σr1α

∏

r0 1α0 ∈s( p)

z

i(1−σr1α )/2 UF−1 =

∏

r2α∈∂p

x
σr2α

∏

r0 2α0 ∈s( p)

z

II
i(1−σr2α )/2 = Br2
.

(3.5.16)
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fv

The above equation shows that the plaquettes of type II are not invariant under Z2

flavour symmetry as such. As we did previously for vertex operators considering the
sum over i = 1, 2 in the Hamiltonian, the third term in Eq. (3.5.9) remains invariant
II turns into BII and viceversa.
because Br1
r2

Finally, let us address the last term of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.5.9)). As for the prefv

III and BIII , are not invariant under Z flavour symmetry
vious plaquette operators, Brα
2
rα↓
↑

by themselves. Explicitly, by analysing the cover part and the frontal part separately,
we find:
II
−1
II
II
III
III
II
Br1,
UF B1,cover
UF−1 = UF Br1,b
f UF = Br2,b Br2, f = B2,cover

(3.5.17)

III
−1
x x
x
x
−1
x x
x
x
III
UF Bfrontal
↑ UF = UF σr↑ σr1α σr2α σr+êff ↑ UF = σr↓ σr2α σr1α σr+êff ↓ = Bfrontal↓

(3.5.18)

Previous expressions prove that this plaquette operator is not invariant under the
fv

Z2 symmetry. However, there are two sums in the Hamiltonian that run over i = 1, 2
III
III
and over ↑ and ↓. Since Bfrontal
↑ and Bfrontal↓ are transformed into each other, and the

III
III
same happens for B1,cover
and B2,cover
, the fourth term in Eq. (3.5.9) remains invariant
fv

under Z2 flavour symmetry.
Taking into account the previous results we can prove that the Hamiltonian is infv

variant under Z2 :
UF HbDS UF−1 = HbDS .

(3.5.19)

We can also prove that the ground state of the bilayer DS model (Eq. (3.5.9)) is invariant
under the flavour symmetry:
UF |ψ0 i = |ψ0 i.

(3.5.20)

This follows straightforwardly from the transformation laws of the different plaquette
fv

operators shown above when applied to Eq. (3.5.11). Consequently, the Z2 flavour
symmetry is not spontaneously broken in the bilayer DS model. As a result of all these
calculations, we have proved that the Hamiltonian and the ground state are invariant
under the global Z2 flavour symmetry.
We are left with enough freedom to specify how the symmetry acts on anyons. We
know that excited states in topological orders come in pairs and each element is an
anyon. Therefore, a state consisting in only one anyon is not physical. Nevertheless,
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e
x
x
x
I
UFe (r
(r)2=
) = x r"
F2
(U1F)e =
)2 =r# UFe (r1 )UFeU(r
r" r# = Br = K = ±1

fv

Figure 3.13: Symmetry fractionalisation of an anyon under Z2 . Though applying
twice the symmetry is trivial for the whole system, acting on anyons equals to K which
can take the values +1 or −1. In the latter case, we obtain non-trivial fractionalisation.
fv

we can analise how it behaves under Z2 flavour symmetry. UFe (r1 ) and UFe (r2 ), denotes symmetry acting on a single anyon on each of the layers. If we specify how these
operator acts, we get:

(UFe )2 = UFe (r1 )UFe (r2 ) = σrx↑ σrx↓ = BrI = K = ±1

(3.5.21)

This sequence of operators is illustrated in Fig. 3.13. When K = −1, topological charge
is fractionalised. Physically, one can imagine the anyon carring a +i phase, since moving twice, we get −1.

To conclude, we want to remark that the model thus constructed succeeds in com-

bining the DS model and the string-flux mechanism. As a consequence, we present
a model which fractionalises the topological charge of the DS model, by means of an
onsite symmetry. This discussion precisely highlights Result 2.

3.6

New paramagnetic phase

Interestingly enough, the string model we have already introduced is a gauged model.
To obtain the corresponding spin model, we turned off the gauging symmetry. In the
following, we build the edge states present in this dual model that we call bilayer NonTrivial Paramagnet (bNTP).
To accomplish this task, we employ the method introduced by Levin and Gu [36].
According to it, the non-trivial self-statistics of the open string operators describing the
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r1/2

r fa
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r fb
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 3.14: (a) The dual lattice of the Hermele bilayer model. (b) The dual lattice
of the bilayer DS model. Red lines correspond to the dual lattice and black is for the
direct lattice. Dashed lines are used to distinguish the lower from the upper layer. Red
circles present the spins in the dual lattice. Concentric red and grey circles mean that
there are two spins in the very same place (this is a consequence of the plaquettes of
type II on the string model). Notation: spins on the layers are named by r1 (upper) and
r2 (lower), respectively. Two vertices located on the same place are called r f a and r f b .
The vertices denoted as r1/2 come from the plaquettes of type I. In (b), the subindices
p, q and q0 indicate the vertices of a triangle used to define the Hamiltonian. The spin
Hamiltonians that describe the interactions on these two lattices are in Eq. (3.6.2) and
Eq. (3.6.3) respectively. We name these models as bilayer Trivial Paramagnet and bilayer
Non-Trivial Paramagnet.
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excitations are responsible of edge states. This occurs when the model has a global symmetry group and it is placed on a lattice with boundaries. This construction is based on
a duality between models with spin degrees of freedom and models with string configurations. Following this terminology, the models with topological order presented
thus far are string models. The result of applying Levin-Gu method to the bilayer DS
models will be its dual spin model, which provides a natural scheme to construct the
edge states and to show them pictorially.
As the spin models are defined on dual lattices, we begin by constructing the dual
lattice of a bilayer hexagonal lattice. For the sake of completeness, we also calculate the
edge states of the toy model presented by Hermele [92]. Although both models could
be thought of as three-dimensional, they are truly two-dimensional (2D) models as far
as the dual lattice is concerned. Therefore, we apply the duality rules of 2D lattices first
on the layers and then on the vertical links. The basic duality rules among lattices in 2D
are: a vertex in the direct lattice becomes a plaquette in the dual lattice and viceversa;
the number of links remains the same; a dual lattice link should be orthogonal to the
equivalent one in the direct lattice. The resulting dual lattices for both the Hermele
model and the bilayer DS model are shown in Fig. 3.14 in red. The direct lattice is also
pictured in the figure (black lines) to show the relation between them.
Next, we define a duality map that relates the spins on the string models with the
ones on the spin models. For string models, spins are on the links whereas for the spin
models they are placed on the vertices. Every spin configuration in the spin model
defines a corresponding domain wall configuration (closed string) in the string model.
Formally, the correspondence is given by:

σlz := τpz τqz ,

(3.6.1)

where τpz and τqz are Pauli operators acting on the vertices p and q of the dual lattice.
The link connecting p and q is denoted as l. On this link l there is a spin on the direct
lattice. It is shown graphically in Fig. 3.15 for both models.
Using the dual map described in Eq. (3.6.1), the spin Hamiltonian, called as bilayer
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Figure 3.15: Duality map between string and spin models for the different types of
vertices in the bTP and the bNTP models. The duality map in Eq. (3.6.1) is used to
relate the spins in the direct lattice (grey circles on the links) with the spins in the dual
lattice (blue arrows on the vertices). (a) and (b) represent the direct (grey solid lines)
and dual (red solid lines) lattices for a square and hexagonal layer, respectively. (c)
shows the frontal structure for a bilayer lattice. The figure illustrates a frontal plaquette
(grey solid lines) for the direct lattice that corresponds to a single vertex in the dual
lattice (blue arrow at the center of the plaquette). However, we know there is another
frontal plaquette on top of the one shown in the figure. This is the reason why there are
double vertices (concentric red and grey circles in Fig. 3.14 when we picture the whole
frontal structure. (d) represents a degenerate plaquette (grey solid lines) in the direct
lattice with its corresponding vertex (blue arrow at the center of the plaquette) in the
dual lattice. The structure of the double vertices described in figure (c) is also illustrated
by the two blue arrows on the same vertex on the left and on the right of the figure
(d). Frontal plaquettes have the same structure for the bilayer square lattice as for the
bilayer hexagonal lattice.
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Trivial Paramagnet (bTP), for the Hermele model is:
ĤbTP = −

∑ ∑ τrix − ∑ ∑ τrxf j + K ∑ τrx1/2 .
j= a,b r f j

i =1,2 ri

(3.6.2)

r1/2

The Hamiltonian has three terms, corresponding to three types of vertices in the dual
lattice (shown in Fig. 3.14): the vertices denoted as ri are the vertices on the upper and
the lower square layers. The subindex i = 1, 2 runs over the two layers; the interlayer
double vertices, where there are two spins on the very same place, are denoted as r f a and
r f b . The subindices a (top) and b (bottom) distinguish the two spins located on the same
vertex. These vertices are represented by red and grey concentric circles in Fig. 3.14; the
other kind of interlayer vertices are denoted as r1/2 . They come from the plaquettes of
type I in the string model. Consequently, they are associated to the coupling constant
K, which takes the values K = ±1.

Similarly, the dual map in Eq. (3.6.1) leads to the Bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet

model, dual to the bilayer DS model:
ĤbNTP = +

∑∑

i =1,2 rpi

τrxpi

∏

i

1−τrz τrz
qi q0 i
2

<rpi rqi rq0 i >

+ K ∑ τrx1/2



−

∑ ∑ τrxf j  ∑ ∏ τrxpi;m

j= a,b r f j

i =1,2 m

(3.6.3)

r

∏

i

1−τrz
τz
qi;m rq0 i;m0
2


,

<rpi;m rqi;m rq0 i;m >

where m runs over the two vertices on the dual lattice corresponding to the backward
and forward plaquettes in the direct lattice (see Fig. 3.10 (d)). The second term in the
above Hamiltonian corresponds to the spin version of the plaquettes in Eq. (3.5.6). The
operator τrxf is the equivalent to the frontal part in the string model (Eq. (3.5.8)) and the
j

products included in the parenthesis correspond to the cover part (Eq. (3.5.7)).
fs

Both spin models (Eq. (3.6.2)) and Eq. (3.6.3))) are invariant under Z2 spin symmefs

try. The Z2 is defined by the following operator:
US =

∏ τrx .

(3.6.4)

r

The subindex r runs over all types of vertices on the dual lattice. The action of this
symmetry is to flip all the spins in the lattice as Fig.(3.16) shows.
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(a)

a)

(b)

(b)
fs

Figure 3.16: Action of Z2 spin symmetry on a square lattice layer. It works in the same
way for triangular and frontal plaquettes. Spins are represented by blue arrows. The US
operator (defined in Eq. (3.6.4)) changes the orientation of the arrows, i. e. turns over
the spins on the whole lattice.
This is a global symmetry, similar to the previously studied Z2(a)flavour symmetry.
fv

Remarkably, the bTP and the bNTP models are invariant under an interchange of the
two layers. Therefore, both bTP and bNTP models are invariant under the symmetry
fs

fv

Z2 × Z2 . As long as they are SPT phases, edge modes appear when the systems have
boundaries.

Once the symmetry structure of the Hamiltonian is known, we are in a position
to obtain the ground states for ĤbTP and ĤbNTP models. The Hamiltonians ĤbTP (Eq.
(3.6.2)) and ĤbNTP (Eq. (3.6.3)) are built as a sum of terms corresponding to different
kind of vertices. Each term in both Hamiltonians represents an interaction among the
spins in the system. Result 3 is achieved along this section.

3.6.1

The ground state

The ground state corresponding to each term in the Hamiltonians is explained in the
following. The global ground state should be a combination of all different terms.
Regarding the bilayer Trivial Paramagnet spin model in Eq. (3.6.2), there are three
types of vertices: ri , r f j and r1/2 . The ground state for ri vertices (| gsiri ) is obtained

when τrix = 1 for every spin configurations. Every spin configuration (τriz = ±1) on
the dual lattice defines a corresponding domain wall configuration on the direct lattice.

Considering | gsiri , the domain walls are square plaquettes in the direct lattice (shown
in Fig. 3.17 (a)). The domain walls correspond to vertices in the dual lattice where

τriz = −1. The ground state is an equally weighted superposition of all configurations

(b
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|gsiri = +

+

(a)

(a)

|gsirpi =

+ +

(b)

(b)

Figure 3.17: Graphical representation of the ground states | gsiri and | gsirpi . (a) It is a
sample of the ground state factor on the layers, for the bTP for the bilayer Kitaev model.
The direct lattice (black solid lines) is square and the domain walls (dark blue solid lines)
are also squares because square lattices are self-dual. At each vertex of the spin model
lattice (red solid lines), there is a light blue arrow representing the spins. (b) | gsirpi is a
part of the ground state in the bNTP model (Eq. (3.6.6)). The triangular lattice (red solid
lines) hosts spins (light blue arrows) on its vertices. The domain walls corresponding
to each spin configuration (dark blue solid lines) belong to the honeycomb lattice (black
solid lines). It is important to point out the alternation of sign in the superposition of all
spin configurations, due to the interaction placed on the layers.
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of domain walls. The ground states | gsir f and | gsir1/2 are obtained when τrxf = 1 and
j

j

x
= K. The domain walls defined by r f j are very similar to the ones described for ri
τr1/2

vertices. However, there are two spins in every r f j vertex: r f a and r f b . Fig. 3.18 (a) shows
an example of a ground state spin configuration for | gsir f a . The spin configuration for

| gsir f is not shown and is independent from the previous one. Despite these geometrib

cal differences, the ground state | gsir f is also an equally weighted superposition of all
j

configurations of domain walls.

The ground state | gsir1/2 presents geometrical and conceptual differences. First of all,

the vertices r1/2 in the dual lattice come from a degenerate plaquette in the direct lattice.
Then, the domain walls defined by the spin configurations are precisely plaquettes of
two links. Moreover, these kind of vertices are associated with a coupling constant K =

±1. Each configuration of this part of the ground state is multiplied by a factor K dw1/2 ,

which is non-trivial for K = −1. dw1/2 is the number of degenerate domain walls

for each spin configuration. This alternating factor is the reason why an alternating

sign is present in the superposition of all possible configurations of domain walls. An
schematic figure is shown in Fig. 3.18 (b).
The mathematical expressions for each factor of the ground state of the bK model
are the following:

| gsiri = ∑ | βiri ,
β

| gsir f j = ∑ | βir f j , and | gsir1/2 = ∑ K dw1/2 | βir1/2 ,
β

(3.6.5)

β

where | βi x represents all possible configurations β = {↑, ↓} for the three kind of vertices, x = ri , r f j and r1/2 . The multiplication of all of them should be the ground state
corresponding to Eq. (3.6.2).
The calculation of the ground state of the bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet model is
similar to the previous construction for the bTP model. In the bNTP model, there are
also three kind of vertices: rpi , rfj and r1/2 . However, the interaction implemented on
the layers is different. rpi denotes the vertices of a triangular lattice (in red solid lines in
Fig. 3.17 (b)). The domain walls determined by τrzpi = −1 are plaquettes of a honeycomb
lattice. The subindex p in rpi denotes the vertex of a triangle formed by < p, q, q0 >

shown in Fig. 3.14. The new phases attached to the vertices of this triangle (see Eq.
(3.6.3)) give rise to an alternating sign in the superposition of the spin configurations.
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|gsirfa =

+

|gsir1/2 = +K

+

+

(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)

Figure 3.18: Pictorial representation of | gsir f a and | gsir1/2 . These kind of vertices describe the same frontal structure for both the bTP and bNTP models. (a) Sample of the
superposition of all configurations of domain walls (dark blue squares) for | gsir f a vertices. In this case, the coefficients of the superposition are the same. (b) The domain
walls (dark blue solid lines) created when τrz1/2 = −1 are degenerated. The figure also
shows that each spin configuration enters in the superposition with a sign K dw1/2 (see
Eq. (3.6.6)), where K = ± is the coupling constant in Eq. (3.6.2) and Eq. (3.6.3) and
dw1/2 is the number of domain walls corresponding to vertices r1/2 .

The ground state corresponding to r pi in the bNTP model is a superposition of every
configuration of domain walls with a factor (−1)

dwrpi

, where dwrpi is the number of

hexagonal domain walls corresponding to vertices r pi .
The frontal vertices in the bilayer hexagonal lattice, denoted as rfj , give rise to a
domain wall superposition (a domain wall is the border of a region with spins pointing
in opposite direction) . It is identical to the one explained for the bTP model. Although
the term in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.6.3) related to rfj has a phase factor attached,
the frontal structure is the same as in the previous case (see Fig. 3.18 (a)). As we are
explaining the ground state by its factors, we include that factor in the superposition
created by the vertices rpi . The last type of vertex is r1/2 . These vertices are the same in
both paramagnets. Thus, each term enters with a factor K dw1/2 in the superposition of
all the possible spin configurations. dw1/2 is the number of degenerate domain walls,
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shown in Fig. 3.18 (b). The expressions that sum up the above description are:

| gsirpi = ∑(−1)
β

dwrpi

| βirpi ,

| gsir f j = ∑ | βir f j , and | gsir1/2 = ∑ K dw1/2 | βir1/2 ,
β

β

(3.6.6)
where | βi x represents all possible configurations β = {↑, ↓} for the three kind of ver-

tices, x = rpi , r f j and r1/2 . Similarly to the previous case, the multiplication of all the
above terms constitutes the ground state of Eq. (3.6.3).

It is difficult to write explicitly the global structure of the ground state for both paramagnets. However, we can say that it is a loop class built with the different domain
walls we have presented separately. Fortunately, the precise general structure of the
ground state is not required to construct the edge states of the system. The building
blocks of the ground state are enough to get the edge states. Their structure is obtained
in terms of the boundary conditions and the type of excitations we are considering in
each case.
Now that the ground states are constructed, we are in a position to study the edge
modes in both the bTP and the bNTP models. Although the two spin Hamiltonians in
fs

Eq. (3.6.2) and Eq. (3.6.3) are invariant under the spin-flip symmetry (Z2 ), there is a
dramatic distinction between them: ĤbNTP model has edge modes due to topological
properties of the DS model while ĤbTP model does not. These edge states are closely
connected to the non-trivial statistics of the string operators in the DS model.
However, there is another kind of edge states that the two models exhibit, coming
fv

from the flavour global symmetry (Z2 ). This symmetry gives rise to edge modes when
K = −1 (K is the coupling constant in Eq. (3.6.2) and Eq. (3.6.3) and takes values K =

±1). The existence of the edge states when K = −1 is related to the alternating sign in

the superpositions of domain walls in the ground state configurations. The existence of
these modes can be verified by constructing their explicit wave functions. Concretely, a
wave function can be defined for each boundary spin configuration. This wave function
depends on the spin configuration, β int = {↑, ↓}, lying strictly in the interior of the
system. All the domain walls that end at the boundary are closed up by assuming that
there is a ghost spin in the exterior of the system, pointing in the ↑ direction.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 3.19: (a) Hexagonal bilayer lattice with periodic boundary conditions embedded
into a torus. (b) Schematic pictorial view of the internal structure that has a thickness
(interlayer) where degenerated domain walls are present. (b) is a transversal section of
(a).

3.6.2

Edge states

Before constructing the edge states we have to study the possible boundaries that can
be created in a bilayer square lattice (bTP model) and a bilayer hexagonal lattice (bNTP
model). As both models have a bilayer structure, there are more scenarios that need to
be accounted for than on a single layer model.
Let us start by considering periodic boundary conditions in both directions. This
corresponds to having a torus with an internal structure due to the interlayers, as we
can see in Fig. 3.19. In (a), a two dimensional hexagonal bilayer lattice with periodic
boundary conditions is sketched. The picture for a square bilayer lattice is very similar.
(b) shows the internal structure that a bilayer lattice has within the torus. This schematic
figure is valid for both the square and the hexagonal bilayer lattices. As it can be seen in
Fig. 3.19, a bilayer lattice with periodic boundary conditions in both directions has no
geometrical boundaries to host the edge modes. As a result, there are no boundaries in
the system and it is impossible to construct edge state wave functions. If a transversal
cut is done to the torus, the system turns out to be a thick cylinder. Periodic boundary
conditions are set just in one direction but there are two geometrical edges in the other
direction. As it is shown in Fig. 3.20 in red solid lines, there are two boundaries on each
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upper cut

lower cut

Figure 3.20: The cylinder is the result of cutting the torus by its transversal section. In
red solid lines, we plot the geometrical edges that correspond to edge states on the bNTP
fs
model. The edge models are protected by the Z2 symmetry in the geometry shown in
the figure.

cut of the thick cylinder: one in the upper layer and another one in the lower layer.
Thus, we have edge states on the upper and lower layer for the bNTP model because
the topological order we are considering is the DS model, with non-trivial self-statistics.
The edge states remain the same if the cylinder is cut into a thickplane and are shown
in Fig. 3.21. The edge modes can be parametrised by boundary spin configurations. For
each configuration, | βirpi of spins {↑, ↓}, the corresponding wave function is defined as:

|edgesirpi = (−1)

DWrpi

| βirpi ,

(3.6.7)

where DWrpi is the total number of domain walls in the system. As it is mentioned
above, the domain walls that end on the boundary are closed up by assuming a ghost
fv

spin in the exterior of the system. It is remarkable that these edge states preserve Z2
fv

spin symmetry. In order to preserve Z2 flavour symmetry, the boundary conditions
imposed should be symmetric with respect to exchange of upper and lower layers. This
implies that the boundary conditions for the upper layer should be the same as the ones
for the lower layer.
Noticeably, we can create boundaries in the interlayer space and obtain edge states
fv

as long as Z2 is preserved. To this end, we introduce boundary conditions in the in-
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Figure 3.21: The picture shows the bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet when the lattice geometry is a thick plane or equivalently a thick cylinder. These two distinct geometrical
structures are comparable in terms of the existence of the edge states because: i/ both
of them have boundaries on the upper and lower honeycomb layers. ii/ they have no
boundaries in the interlayer space. The shape of the boundary may change but it is irrelevant as far as the edge states are concerned. This is the first example of boundary
conditions where edge states appear. The boundaries are marked in solid red lines for
fv
the upper layer and dashed red lines for the lower layer. To preserve Z2 , the boundaries on the upper and on the lower layer should be identical. Spins, which are placed
on the vertices of the triangular lattice (in black lines), are represented by blue arrows
(these arrows are dashed in the lower layer). The domain walls ending at the boundary
are in blue solid (dashed) lines on the upper (lower) layer. The direct lattice (hexagonal)
is coloured in dark grey. It is remarkable that no boundary is created in the interlayer
fv
space. This is the reason why edge states coming from Z2 symmetry are not present.
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fv

Figure 3.22: The edge states hosted in the bTP model due to the Z2 flavour symmetry,
are pictured in the figure. Blue arrows represent the spins located on the vertices of the
dual lattice (black solid lines on the upper layer and dashed black lines on the lower
one). A blue arrow should be placed in every vertex on the dual lattice but only a few
are shown for clarity. The spins ↓ are represented by bigger arrows as they give rise
to particular domain walls. The domain walls (in blue solid lines) are isolated because
they are degenerate plaquettes in the direct lattice. The interlayer boundary is shown in
a red solid line and the direct lattice is coloured in dark grey. The explicit expression for
the wave function is in Eq. (3.6.8).
terlayer space. These edges are made by cutting the system through links in the dual
lattice that join r1/2 vertices. These type of vertices are related to degenerate plaquettes
in the direct lattice. Thus, the domain walls corresponding to r1/2 vertices are degenerate plaquettes shown in solid blue lines. Fig. 3.22 shows the structure of the edge states
fv

for the bTP model, due to Z2 flavour symmetry. This picture illustrates edge states in
the interlayer subspace, which are equivalent for the bNTP. The only difference between
them is the lattice on the layers.
For the bNTP, it should be an hexagonal lattice (instead of the squared one depicted
in Fig. 3.22 ). The explicit expression for the wave function of each spin configuration

| βir1/2 is the following:
|edgesir1/2 = K DWr1/2 | βir1/2 ,

(3.6.8)
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where DWr1/2 . The edge modes exist when K = −1.

The edge states that appear in the interlayer space are also present in the bNTP. The
structure of this factor corresponding to r1/2 vertices is exactly the same.

Consequently, we find out that the bNTP has two kinds of edge states: on the one
hand, edge states on the layers, protected by spin-flip symmetry. On the other hand,
gapless modes in the interlayer space due to spin-flavour symmetry. Moreover, we
have calculated the edge states due to spin-flavour symmetry for the bilayer Hermele
model. Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22 summarises Result 4.
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Outlook

One of the most important and recent developments in the field of quantum topological phases of matter is the notion of symmetry-enriched topological order. This comes
out as the result of the addition of global symmetry to topological order. SET phases
have striking consequences like the fractionalisation of quantum numbers describing
the topological charges, and the existence of symmetry defects that may have their own
topological charges and induce permutations of anyons, to mention a few of the leading
consequences discovered thus far.
This work on the construction of the bilayer DS model may lead to new and interesting extensions. A natural generalisation is to extend the model to host multilevel
spins (or qudits). In this case, the intrinsic topological order would have a local gauge
group G = ZD , D ≥ 2. To this end, one needs to deal with a multilayer lattice of
honeycombs and incorporate a Cayley graph structure. Another interesting issue is to
substitute the global on-site symmetries by spatial symmetries that appear very often
in lattice systems, namely, translational symmetry or rotational symmetry [23, 93]. Finally, a more demanding generalisation is to incorporate symmetry-enriching topological effects beyond fractionalisation of topological charges like the inclusion of symmetry
defects [10, 98, 99].
It is worthwhile to mention that bilayer models of different kinds have been recently
proposed in the context of topological orders, both intrinsic and with symmetry protection [100, 101]. They deal with topological orders of color code type [102, 103] for
topological quantum computation.

Chapter 4
Double semion model as a quantum
memory
Habrı́a que establecer la vida de tal modo que cada segundo en ella tuviera una
significación. Todo lo que significa algo es magnı́fico, incluso si la significación
resulta falsa, como sucede con frecuencia: hasta es posible resignarse a lo insignificante (...) pero las trivialidades, esas son nuestra desgracia.
– I. Turgueniev, Padres e hijos (1862)

4.1

Introduction

To carry out a quantum error-correction protocol, we must first encode the quantum
information we want to protect, and then repeatedly perform recovery operations that
reverse the errors. Standard quantum error correcting codes [72, 85, 104–109] are based
on a special class of codes, called concatenated codes, which enable us to perform longer
quantum computations reliably, as we increase the block size.
Topological codes are formulated on a given lattice with a spin 1/2 or qubit at each
edge. The topological properties of these codes arise from the locality of their interactions and the global degrees of freedom used to encode the information. Since errors
are most likely local, they cannot corrupt the globally encoded information. Therefore,
topological codes are resources of paramount importance to construct quantum memories that are more robust to external noise and decoherence than the standard quantum
65
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error correcting codes [16, 88, 110–114].
Most of quantum error correction protocols in abelian anyonic models are based in
the toric code [110, 115–117]. It is now well-established that these systems possess a
threshold: below a critical error rate, the logical failure can be suppressed to arbitrarily
low values by increasing the system size. Whereas the properties of the toric code have
been extensively studied in quantum computation and condensed matter, barely nothing is known about the quantum error correcting properties of the double semion (DS)
model.
The toric code and the DS model are lattice gauge theories sharing the same gauge
group G = Z2 . However, their topological properties, manifested through the braiding
properties of their quasiparticle excitations, are radically different. Whereas quasiparticle excitations are bosons in the toric code, the DS model excitations are anyons, which
exhibite exotic statistics.
The first obstacle to tackle the DS model as a quantum memory is its original formulation as a string-net model [97]. This formulation corresponds to the Hamiltonian in
terms of plaquette and vertex operators shown in Fig. 3.1. However, this Hamiltonian is
only Hermitian and exactly solvable in a particular subspace, where plaquette operators
are Hermitian and commute. Only linear combinations of closed string configurations,
implying the absence of vertex excitations, are allowed in this subspace [24, 94, 97].
The lack of a microscopic formulation out of the vertex-free subspace prevents us
from doing quantum error correction based on the stabiliser formalism since we are not
able to measure plaquette operators when errors create vertex excitations and plaquete
operators do not commute. A quantum memory based on the DS model should also
consider states with open-string configurations. Therefore, it is mandatory to have a
formulation of the DS model that is valid in the whole Hilbert space of states and not
just in the vertex-free subspace. To this end, we introduce an off-shell DS model that
we call the semion code. This new model is obtained by deforming the original plaquette operators such that they become commuting and Hermitian operators without
imposing the vertex-free condition [94, 118].
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Summary of main results

We build a quantum memory using the double semion model as the underlying topological order. Here we present the four main results:
1. We introduce a formulation of the plaquette operators which commute in the
whole Hilbert space [94,118]. This construction consists in adding extra phases to
the plaquette operators, which depend on the configuration of the three edges of
each vertex. When the vertex-free condition is imposed, we recover the standard
definition of the DS model presented in the previous chapter.
2. We construct open-string operators that create vertex excitations at the endpoints.
These excitations can be seen as semionic quasiparticles. We do so by means of
an appropriate starting ansatz. We then impose a fundamental condition on this
ansatz: strings have to commute with plaquette operators. This constrain yields an
algorithm based on the properties of the generalised plaquette operators, which
builds open-string operators. Remarkably, a microscopic formulation to create a
semion was not proven until now [118].
3. Closed-string operators are constructed systematically using two methods: a modified version of the algorithm or a concatenation of several open string operators [118]. Both of them allow us to perform logical operations on the quantum
memory built upon the semion code.
4. We build a code which is characterised by the following key properties: topological , based on a stabiliser formalism, non-CSS, non-Pauli and additive. This is
a topological code, since global degrees of freedom are used to encode information and only local interactions are considered. It is also a stabiliser code because
it is built up of commuting vertex and plaquette operators which act as stabiliser
operators. It is also a non-CSS code since in the plaquette operators, both Pauli X
and Z operators enter in the definition. Consequently, the error correction cannot
be split into two separate protocols, one for the bit-flip errors and another for the
phase-flip errors. The semion code is not a subgroup of the Pauli group since the
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complex phases in the plaquette operators makes impossible to express these plaquette operator in terms of tensor products of Pauli matrices. Finally, it constitutes
an additive code, since the sum of quantum codewords is also a codeword [118].

4.3

Off-Shell double semion: microscopic model

Our goal is to construct a new formulation of the DS model that is suitable for quantum
error correction. In turn, this corresponds to a microscopic description of the DS model
on the entire Hilbert space of states. We call this an off-shell double semion code by
borrowing the terminology from quantum field theory and other instances in physics
where a shell condition amounts to a constraint on the phase space of a system. In our
case, the shell condition is the vertex-free subspace or zero-flux rule.

4.3.1

Double semion model on the vertex-free subspace
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Figure 4.1: The support of the vertex operator Qv = σ1z σ2z σ3z and plaquette operator B̃ p .
The qubits are placed on the edges.
Let us start introducing the DS model on the vertex-free subspace again, in order to
remark the urge of a new off-shell presentation suitable for quantum error correction.
This is also useful to clarify the notation throughout this chapter.
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We consider the hexagonal lattice Λ with qubits attached to the edges e ∈ Λ. Vertex

operators Qv are attached to the three links meeting at a vertex v ∈ Λ. Plaquette opera-

tors B̃ p are linked to hexagons p ∈ Λ, with the novel feature that their outer links carry
additional phase factors. Explicitly,

Qv :=

∏ σiz

(4.3.1)

i ∈v

6

B̃ p =

∏ σjx

!

6

∏ (−1)

j =1

+
n−
j −1 n j

!
,

(4.3.2)

j =1

where ni± = 21 (1 ± σiz ) is the projector on the spin up (n+ ) or down (n− ) of qubit i, and

where the qubits are labeled as shown in Fig. 4.1. We also use the convention that n0−
refers to qubit 6 for simplicity.

Unlike the toric code, plaquette operators B̃ p are Hermitian and commute among
themselves only in a subspace of the whole Hilbert space defined by the so-called zeroflux rule. This is defined by a vertex-free condition on states,

Hv := {|ψi : Qv |ψi = +|ψi, ∀v ∈ Λ}.

(4.3.3)

The set of vertex and plaquette operators defines a Hamiltonian, which is equivalent
to Eq. (3.3.2),
H̃ = −

∑

Qv +

v∈Λ

∑

B̃ p ,

(4.3.4)

p∈Λ

One readily sees that the vertex operators fulfil the following relations:
Q2v = 1,

[ Qv , Qv0 ] = 0,

[ Qv , B̃ p ] = 0; ∀v, v0 , p ∈ Λ.

(4.3.5)

As for the plaquette operators B̃ p , they also satisfy
B̃2p = 1,

B̃†p = B̃ p ,

[ B̃ p , B̃ p0 ] = 0; ∀ p, p0 ∈ Λ.

(4.3.6)

but only on the shell condition satisfied by Eq. (4.3.3) (see App. B.1).
Due to the involved structure of phases that plaquette operators in Eq. (4.3.2) have,
it was aforementioned that these operators do not commute out of vertex-free subspace.
This implies that the model is only well-defined when there are no vertex excitations.
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In Fig. 4.2, we show an example which illustrates the problem of commutativity when
a state with vertex violations is considered.
Taking into account all these caveats, we present in the following a formulation of the
DS model which gives a microscopic approach that fulfils all the necessary properties
in the whole Hilbert space.

B̃q B̃p

p

q

=(

1)2

p

q

B̃pB̃q

p

q

= ( 1)

p

q

Figure 4.2: Two plaquette operators applied on a state with vertex excitations do not
commute,i.e., produce different phases. This is because the vertex excitations take the
state out of the zero-flux subspace and the model is not well-defined in the whole
Hilbert space.

4.3.2

Exactly solvable model in the whole Hilbert space

If we want to consider encoding quantum information in the degenerate ground-state
manifold of the standard (on-shell) DS model in Eq. (4.3.4), we immediately run into
major problems: X Pauli errors will make the state of the system leave the vertex-free
subspace. The non-commutativity of the B̃ p operators (see Fig. 4.2) poses difficulties
when interpreting the DS model as a stabiliser code. To avoid such difficulties, we
consider a modified version of the plaquette operators presented in Eq. (4.3.1), which
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+i

i

i

+i

12

10

<latexit sha1_base64="PLuwpl69O75NnUtt+9PvDXpsLSc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8cqxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHlS8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXuvXqvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBZq/y1e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgpdzONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8dumEnFqlT6JE2ZKGzNTfEzmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqRW8q/ud1MhNdBjmXaWZQsvmiKBPEJGT6NulzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGhlO2IXiLLy8Tv167qnl359XGdZFGCY7hBM7AgwtowC00wQcGETzDK7w5I+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4AWfSMxQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="X/BbPPQRM1pmBhxdK1enSbL+gJw=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qFkMnfa0ExmSO4IpfQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3pOUSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WSLygiMRKEK00u4RSU1RiRJYa80yPNEYTeZ3C3y7jMaKwv9SNMS45yPtMyk4OSszrDZCtrBUmwTwjW0YK1h83OQFqLKUZNQ3Np+GJQUz7ghKRTO/UFlseRiwkfYd6h5jjaeLcecs3PnpCwrjDua2NL9+WLGc2uneeJu5pzG9m+2MP/L+hVl1/FM6rIi1GL1UVYpRgVb7MxSaVCQmjrgwkg3KxNjbrgg14zvOgj/brwJ0WX7ph0+BFCHUziDCwjhCm7hHjoQgYAUXuDNG3uv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+AaqKYoN</latexit>
sha1_base64="wXO6BSERCkcwHLQx71Rb59M8Iuk=">AAAB3XicbZDNSgMxFIXv+Ftr1erWTbAIrspMN+pOcOOyirWFdiiZ9E4bmskMyR2hDH0DNy5UfC13vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSfKlLTk+9/exubW9s5uaa+8Xzk4PKoeV55smhuBLZGq1HQiblFJjS2SpLCTGeRJpLAdjW9nefsZjZWpfqRJhmHCh1rGUnBy1kPQ6Fdrft2fi61DsIQaLNXsV796g1TkCWoSilvbDfyMwoIbkkLhtNzLLWZcjPkQuw41T9CGxXzSKTt3zoDFqXFHE5u7v18UPLF2kkTuZsJpZFezmflf1s0pvgoLqbOcUIvFR3GuGKVstjYbSIOC1MQBF0a6WZkYccMFuXLKroRgdeV1aDXq1/Xg3ocSnMIZXEAAl3ADd9CEFgiI4QXe4N0be6/ex6KtDW9Z2wn8kff5A0fhi3I=</latexit>
sha1_base64="sWy03qPlJHg5gHSskoDiiTwL9JU=">AAAB6HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRc1BvRi0c0VkigIdtlCxu222Z3akIa/oEXD2q8+pO8+W9coAcFXzLJy3szmZkXplIYdN1vp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD48eTZJpxn2WyER3Qmq4FIr7KFDyTqo5jUPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlEPOEl5ENOhEpFgFK107zX61Zpbd+cgq8QrSA0KtPrVr94gYVnMFTJJjel6bopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0GeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIXjLL68Sv1G/qnt3bq15XaRRhhM4hXPw4AKacAst8IFBBM/wCm/O2Hlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx9YtIzB</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yqIJzIzhwK1Zf/ar0ZW/pLAIH6M=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx6rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrp3nN71Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVnMFTJJjel4bopBTjUKJvmk0s0MTykb0QHvWKpozE2Qzy6dkBOr9EmUaFsKyUz9PZHT2JhxHNrOmOLQLHpT8T+vk2F0GeRCpRlyxeaLokwSTMj0bdIXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQhlOxIXiLLy8T/6x+VffuzmuN6yKNMhzBMZyCBxfQgFtogg8MIniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AVu6Mww==</latexit>

5

6

<latexit sha1_base64="lR5CeQtHUH/ndumVZziO+fLyPXQ=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUW9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtu1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0O/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzUuOiWK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75a/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNDp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PSvgozLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXiLLy8T/6x6XfUa55XaTZ5GEY7gGE7Bg0uowR3UwQcGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/vR4yN</latexit>
<latexit

4,5,10

<latexit sha1_base64="diUm2VGubnFmzo19Kv0JdsexfoI=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCi1JmpPWxK7pxWcE+oA1hMp20QyeTMDMRauiXuHGhiFs/xZ1/Y9JGqKIHLhzOuZd77/EiwbVB6NMqrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7ZXtvv6PDWFHWpqEIVc8jmgkuWdtwI1gvUowEnmBdb3Kd+d17pjQP5Z2ZRswJyEhyn1NiUsm1ywOPGeIm9WqjitGs5NoVVENzwCXSQPjyDEOcKxWQo+XaH4NhSOOASUMF0bqPUWSchCjDqWCz0iDWLCJ0Qkasn1JJAqadZH74DB6nyhD6oUpLGjhXlycSEmg9Dby0MyBmrH97mfiX14+Nf+EkXEaxYZIuFvmxgCaEWQpwyBWjRkxTQqji6a2Qjoki1KRZZSF8fwr/J53TGkY1fFuvNK/yOIrgEByBE4DBOWiCG9ACbUBBDB7BM3ixHqwn69V6W7QWrHzmAPyA9f4Fu42R0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+0NiW+lgv6QdEXkzfKy4+T0AmBU=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE/LgVvXhswdhCG8pmO23XbjZhdyOU0F/gxYOKV/+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Nq777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v7Bg45TxdBnsYhVK6QaBZfoG24EthKFNAoFNsPR7dRvPqHSPJb3ZpxgENGB5H3OqLFS46JbrrhVdwayTLycVCBHvVv+6vRilkYoDRNU67bnJibIqDKcCZyUOqnGhLIRHWDbUkkj1EE2O3RCTqzSI/1Y2ZKGzNTfExmNtB5Hoe2MqBnqRW8q/ue1U9O/CjIuk9SgZPNF/VQQE5Pp16THFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03JhuAtvrxM/LPqddVrnFdqN3kaRTiCYzgFDy6hBndQBx8YIDzDK7w5j86L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A8MqMjg==</latexit>
<latexit

4

1

<latexit sha1_base64="k8mQ5KQNEoXIKAhEJ0xapo4V34U=">AAAB43icbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIR1FvRi8cKxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHtSr/8mb/8Ztm4O2Phh4vDfDzLwoE1wbz/t2KmvrG5tb1W13Z3dv/6DmHj7qNFcMA5aKVHUiqlFwiYHhRmAnU0iTSGA7Gt/O/PYzKs1T+WAmGYYJHUoec0aNle4v+rW61/DmIKvEL0kdSrT6ta/eIGV5gtIwQbXu+l5mwoIqw5nAqdvLNWaUjekQu5ZKmqAOi/mhU3JqlQGJU2VLGjJXf08UNNF6kkS2M6FmpJe9mfif181NfBUWXGa5QckWi+JcEJOS2ddkwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZuNa0Pwl19eJcF547rh15s3ZRZVOIYTOAMfLqEJd9CCABggvMAbvDtPzqvzsWisOOXEEfyB8/kDhD2LYw==</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="WBHF4kMSevXodtV6Szf35fn3/Ls=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUrPXKFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9Mpf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQTqgxnAqelbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkyhRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az1sjcT//M6mYmuggmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6XfWatUr9Jk+jCCdwCufgwSXU4Q4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/txIyM</latexit>

7

2

3

<latexit sha1_base64="T+EERirJh67ollwP0uc+cjp/T5k=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUrPXKFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9Mpf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQTqgxnAqelbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkyhRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az1sjcT//M6mYmuggmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXjLL68Sv1a9rnrNi0r9Jk+jCCdwCufgwSXU4Q4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/qvoyK</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="PDcf3tlZipfwGTSkILZYXMZoK2E=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtu1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0O/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzUOO+WK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75a/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNDp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PSvgozLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXiLLy8T/6x6XfUaF5XaTZ5GEY7gGE7Bg0uowR3UwQcGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/sQYyL</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="6D76TCE2Ea/SN28umgmnxW6vjRI=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqN6KXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUrPXKFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9Mpf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQTqgxnAqelbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkyhRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az1sjcT//M6mYmuggmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6XfWal5X6TZ5GEU7gFM7BgxrU4Q4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/yTYyP</latexit>
<latexit

9

i

<latexit sha1_base64="73xIx97oVatgLzkmMg0RueTGgTk=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0N6KXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUrPXKFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9Mpf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQTqgxnAqelbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkyhRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az1sjcT//M6mYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6Jaq3rNy0r9Jk+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/1U4yR</latexit>
<latexit

i

+i

1,6,12

<latexit sha1_base64="JsS7fZpIst1fAP/i0XIPG4b56Fs=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KEPS2teu6MZlBdsK7VgyaaYNzTxIMkoZ+h9uXCji1n9x59+YaSuo6IELh3Pu5d573EhwpRH6sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+go8JYUtamoQjljUsUEzxgbc21YDeRZMR3Beu6k4vU794xqXgYXOtpxByfjALucUq0kW77LtNkkOBitYhLs0G+gGxUrTTKCCK7gnCt0TAEoWq9XILYkBQFsERrkH/vD0Ma+yzQVBClehhF2kmI1JwKNsv1Y8UiQidkxHqGBsRnyknmV8/giVGG0AulqUDDufp9IiG+UlPfNZ0+0WP120vFv7xerL26k/AgijUL6GKRFwuoQ5hGAIdcMqrF1BBCJTe3QjomklBtgsqZEL4+hf+TTsnGyMZXZ4Xm+TKOLDgCx+AUYFADTXAJWqANKJDgATyBZ+veerRerNdFa8ZazhyCH7DePgFVz5HA</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r4j53QRufGSBu66EFFOs0fGzpjA=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaXq9SdWvuDGSZeAWpQoFGr/LV7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOCl3M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26IScWqVPokTZkobM1N8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE10FOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo16XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZmU7YheIsvLxP/vHZd85oX1fpNkUYJjuEEzsCDS6jDHTTABwYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDmCP3A+fwDpO4yJ</latexit>
<latexit

8

+i

<latexit sha1_base64="iCbDsWM2/1S99bF/4yvjnF1i8Cc=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN6KXjy2YGyhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzUrPXKFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9Mpf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQTqgxnAqelbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkyhRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az1sjcT//M6mYlqwYTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjL7mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1eJf1G9rnrNy0r9Jk+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/z0IyQ</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="6NqgphrnH9V9T/fHlQZK7mqk+ig=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KEOm79kV3bisYB/QDiWTZtrQzMMkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BszbQUVPXDhcM693HuPG3EmFUIfRmZjc2t7J7ub29s/ODzKH590ZBgLQtsk5KHouVhSzgLaVkxx2osExb7LadedXqd+d0aFZGFwp+YRdXw8DpjHCFZacgYuVXiYlIuVor0Y5gvIRLWqXUYQmVVk1W1bE4RqjXIJWpqkKIA1WsP8+2AUktingSIcS9m3UKScBAvFCKeL3CCWNMJkise0r2mAfSqdZHn0Al5oZQS9UOgKFFyq3ycS7Es5913d6WM1kb+9VPzL68fKazgJC6JY0YCsFnkxhyqEaQJwxAQlis81wUQwfSskEywwUTqnnA7h61P4P+mUTAuZ1m2l0Lxax5EFZ+AcXAIL1EET3IAWaAMC7sEDeALPxsx4NF6M11VrxljPnIIfMN4+Ae00kYw=</latexit>

3,4,9

<latexit sha1_base64="Tb+K85CGj4Fox+U8hmo3gzUqooc=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgIYSdoEZvQS8eI5gHJGuYnfQmQ2YfzMwqYcl/ePGgiFf/xZt/42yyQhQtaCiquunuciPBlbbtTyu3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3WiqMJYMmC0UoOy5VIHgATc21gE4kgfqugLY7vkr99j1IxcPgVk8icHw6DLjHGdVGuuu5oGk/IeVquTYt9Islu2LPgBfIqU0uzggmmVJCGRr94kdvELLYh0AzQZXqEjvSTkKl5kzAtNCLFUSUjekQuoYG1AflJLOrp/jIKAPshdJUoPFMXZxIqK/UxHdNp0/1SP32UvEvrxtr79xJeBDFGgI2X+TFAusQpxHgAZfAtJgYQpnk5lbMRlRSpk1QaQjfn+L/SataIXaF3JyU6pdZHHl0gA7RMSKohuroGjVQEzEk0SN6Ri/Wg/VkvVpv89aclc3sox+w3r8A0dWRZw==</latexit>

+i

1,2,7

i
<latexit sha1_base64="qsH/ev+oz3zwauYRpuw/Lu4SPRM=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KEPS+qi7ohuXFWwrtGPJpJk2NPMgyShl6H+4caGIW//FnX9jZjqCih64cDjnXu69x40EVxqhD6uwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xulbd3OiqMJWVtGopQ3rhEMcED1tZcC3YTSUZ8V7CuO7lI/e4dk4qHwbWeRszxySjgHqdEG+m27zJNBkmtWq82ZqVBuYLsY4TPThBENsqQkQauY4hzpQJytAbl9/4wpLHPAk0FUaqHUaSdhEjNqWCzUj9WLCJ0QkasZ2hAfKacJLt6Bg+MMoReKE0FGmbq94mE+EpNfdd0+kSP1W8vFf/yerH2Gk7CgyjWLKDzRV4soA5hGgEccsmoFlNDCJXc3ArpmEhCtQkqDeHrU/g/6dRsjGx8dVRpnudxFMEe2AeHAINT0ASXoAXagAIJHsATeLburUfrxXqdtxasfGYX/ID19gno2JF2</latexit>

2,3,8

Figure 4.3: A graphical representation of the various non-trivial phase factors of the
form β (i,j,k) . A trivial phase of +1 is applied for any configuration not shown on this
picture.

we call the off-shell double semion model or semion code
H = − ∑ Qν + ∑ B p ,
ν

(4.3.7)

p

where the generalised plaquette operator B p is a modification of B̃ p obtained by multiplying it by a phase factor that depends on the string-net configuration on which it is
applied. More specifically, we have
B p := B̃ p × β̂ p ,

(4.3.8)

with
β̂ p :=

∑

string configurations ~i

β p (~i )|~i ih~i |,

(4.3.9)

where the sum is over all possible string-net configurations on the edges 1 through 12
shown in Fig. 4.1. β p (~i ) is the phase factor corresponding to the string configuration ~i,
which is a bit-string where each position represents a qubit. Each bit takes the value 0
when the qubit is unoccupied and 1 otherwise. The phase factor β p (~i ) can be written as
β p = β (6,1,12) β (1,2,7) β (2,3,8) β (3,4,9) β (4,5,10) β (5,6,11) ,

(4.3.10)

where β (i,j,k) is a function of the string configuration of edges i, j and k belonging to
vertex v(i, j, k ). The specific values for each of the β (i,j,k) are shown graphically in Fig.
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4.3. With the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.3.7) and the new formulation of plaquette operators
in Eq. (4.3.8), we achieved Result 1.
For future reference, notice that the generalised plaquette operator B p can be written
as
Bp =

∏ σix ∏ (−1)
i∈ p

+
n−
j −1 n j

!

∏ β3v ,

(4.3.11)

v∈ p

j∈ p

where we use the notation i ∈ p to indicate the qubit associated to edge i in plaquette p.

v ∈ p is used to identify the vertices belonging to plaquette p. The superscript 3 is used

to emphasise that the β3v are acting on the 3 qubits of a vertex. The complete algebraic
expression of the product of all β3v in a plaquette p is [94]:
−

− −

−

+ +

+ +

− −

+

− +

+ −

−

− −

+ +

∏ β3v = in12 (n1 n6 −n1 n6 ) in7 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 ) in8 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 ) in9 (n3 n4 −n3 n4 )

v∈ p

×i

+
−
n10
(n4+ n5+ −n4− n5− ) n11
(n5− n6+ −n5+ n6− )

i

(4.3.12)

,

The crucial point now is that the new generalised plaquette operators, B p , satisfy the
desired properties to put forward the stabiliser formalism of quantum error correction.
Namely,
B2p = 1, B†p = B p , [ B p , B p0 ] = 0, [ Qv , B p ] = 0; ∀ p, p0 , v ∈ Λ,

(4.3.13)

regardless of the vertex-free condition in Eq. (4.3.3). The study of H is rendered much
simpler than that of H̃ on the whole Hilbert space since now the plaquette operators
commute. The proofs of the properties mentioned in Eq. (4.3.13) can be found in App.
B.2.

4.4

Constructing open-string operators

This topological order carries very interesting topological charges at the endpoints of
open strings. They are called semions, making reference to the fact that they are anyons
and their wave function acquires an i phase under their exchange, i.e. half of the one
acquired by a fermion. There exists two types of semions in the model, the one defined
by convention as the anyon and its inverse. From now on, we name these two different
possibilities as chiralities. Moreover, there exists another type of strings creating two
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plaquette excitations at its endpoints. These strings, called Sz , are made of σz operators
along the path, identical to the corresponding ones in the toric code.
Given the ground state of H, we seek open-string operators creating excitations
at their endpoints without affecting the rest of the stabilisers [119], as well as closedstring operators, that commute with vertex and plaquette operators. In our case, excited
states correspond to states in a −1 eigenstate for a vertex operator or a +1 eigenstate
of a plaquette operator. We say that an excitation is present at vertex v (plaquette p)

if the state of the system is in an −1 (+1) eigenstate of Qv (B p ). Since we have that
∏all vertices Qν = ∏all plaquettes B p = 1, excitations are always created in pairs.

In order to find such string operators, it is convenient to introduce a new notation
for the generalised plaquette operators. We write
Bp =

∏
i∈ p

σix

∑

string conf. ~i


b p ~i |~i ih~i |,

(4.4.1)

where p denotes the interior edges of a plaquette (edges 1 through 6 in Fig. 4.1) and
the string configurations in the sum are taken on edges 1 through 12. b p (~i ) denotes the
complex phase picked up when applying operator B p to the configuration ~i and takes
the values {±1, ±i }. Note that the b p factor differs from β p in the −1 factors appearing

in Eq. (4.3.11). b p includes the −1 factors as well as the product of β3v .
Given two string configurations ~i and ~α on a set of edges, it is useful to define the
string configuration ~i ⊕~α to be the configuration ~i onto which the string occupancy of
occupied edges in configuration ~α have been flipped, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. It is
equivalent to sum (mod 2) of the two bit-strings. Additionally, we define the configuration ~α p of plaquette p as the string configuration which is empty everywhere except for
the six edges in the interior of plaquette p, which corresponds to edges 1 through 6 in
Fig. 4.1.

4.4.1

Algorithm to generate strings

We want to construct strings that create two vertex excitations at the endpoints but commute with all the plaquette operators along a path P . From the topological properties
of the model we know there exist two different chiralities of string operators. To distin-
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Figure 4.4: The string configuration ~α is added to the configuration ~i. A dashed line
indicates an edge not occupied by a string, while a full line indicates that the edge is
occupied. Adding the ~α configuration has the effect of flipping the occupancy of the
edges in configuration ~i which are occupied by a string in ~α.
guish open strings with different chiralities , negative chirality strings will be defined as
−
+ z
z is a string creating one plaquette excitation at each endpoint of
SP
: = SP
SP 0 , where SP
0

+
z is therefore a multiplication of σ z operators forming a path P 0 in the reciprocal
SP
. SP
0

+
lattice which is contained in the support of SP
. Thus, negative chirality strings create

plaquette excitations at the enpoints, as well as the vertex excitations. We will compute
+
−
SP
and then apply this definition to obtain SP
.

A naive attempt to construct these strings as a chain of σ x operators, following the

similarities with the toric code, will resoundingly fail. As a consequence of the phases
on the external legs of plaquette operators, σ x operators create vertex excitations but
also plaquette excitations. In order to get a string that creates two vertex excitations
at the endpoints but commutes with all the plaquette operators along the path, P , it is

necessary to add some extra phases to the chain of σ x on the outer legs. An approach
to this problem is described in [94, 118] but it is not successfully solved since the strings
are not defined at the endpoints.
+
As it was aforementioned, we want to construct strings, SP
, that create two vertex

excitations at the endpoints but commute with all operators along a path P . In order to
find these string operators, we consider the following ansatz:
+
SP
=

∏ σix

i ∈P

∑

~i ∈ Conn(P )


FP+ ~i |~i ih~i |,

(4.4.2)

+
where FP+ (~i ) is a phase factor acquired when SP
is applied on configuration ~i. FP+ (~i ) can
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take values in {±1, ±i } and only depends on qubits belonging to Conn(P ). Conn(P )
is defined as:

Conn(P ) := {links of P and its external legs}.

(4.4.3)

It is also useful to define the set of plaquettes

BP := { p : ∂p ∩ Conn(P ) 6= ∅},

(4.4.4)

which is the set of plaquettes that have at least one of their interior edges contained in
Conn(P ). Equivalently, one can define BP to be the set of plaquettes such that for at
least one string configuration ~i, b p (~i ⊕~αP ) 6= b p (~i ). The structure of S+ is illustrated in
P

Fig. 4.5.

Ansatz (4.4.2) satisfies the following properties:
(i) Anticommutes with vertex operators at the endpoints of P , while it commutes
with every other vertex and plaquette operators.

(ii) Acts trivially on edges outside Conn(P ).
Operators satisfying (i) and (ii) are called (positive chirality) string operators. Additionally, we may be interested in the properties:
(iii) Squares to the identity.
(iv) Hermitian.
If these are satisfied, they will be called canonical string operators. Properties (iii) and
(iv) are satisfied if


 h  i∗
FP+ ~i ⊕~αP = FP+ ~i
.

(4.4.5)

+
Since we want SP
to commute with all plaquettes in BP (for the rest of plaquettes, it
 +

commutes by construction), we can impose that the commutator vanishes, SP
, B p = 0,

which yields the equation






b p ~i ⊕~αP
+ ~
p
+ ~


FP i ⊕~α =
FP i .
b p ~i

(4.4.6)
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+
Figure 4.5: The structure of SP
, where the path P is indicated by the full black edges
x
where the σ operators are applied. The phase factors FP+ depends on the configuration
of all the edges identified with a dot, which are collectively denoted by Conn(P ). The
+
on the ground state of the system is to create a pair of vertex excitations at
effect of SP
the vertices at the endpoints of the path P , which are identified by big red dots.

It will be useful to define the function θP (~i, p) := b p (~i ⊕~αP )/b p (~i ), which relates FP+ (~i ⊕
~α p ) to F + (~i ). We can generalise Eq. (4.4.6) and function θP (~i, p) for an arbitrary number
P

of plaquettes, namely,





FP+ ~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ ... ⊕~α pm = θP ~i, p1 , ..., pm FP+ ~i ,
where θP (~i, p1 , ..., pm ) can be expressed as


~
θP i, p1 , . . . , pm =

m

∏
i =1

b pi ~i ⊕~αP
b pi ~i

iL
−1

iL
−1

!

~α

pj

j =1

!

~α

(4.4.7)

,

(4.4.8)

pj

j =1

As a consequence of the fact that plaquette operators commute, the order of the plaquettes p1 , ..., pm in θP (~i, p1 , ..., pm ) does not matter. The function θP (~i, p1 , ..., pm ) relates

the value of FP+ at a configuration ~i to that at configuration ~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ ... ⊕~α pm . These two
configurations differ by a sum of plaquettes and may be considered part of the same

configuration class CP ~i , defined as





M
~α p ,
(4.4.9)
CP ~i := ~j : ~j = ~i


p∈subset(BP )
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which can be regarded as the set of configurations related to ~i by a sum of plaquettes in

BP . Taking all this into account, one can obtain an algorithm to compute the phases FP+

of ansatz (4.4.2). This is given by Algorithm 1.
for every configuration class CP (~i ) do
Set FP+ (~i ) = eiφ ;
for every subset ( p1 , . . . , pm ) ⊆ BP do
Set FP+ (~i

m
L
~α pi ) = θP (~i, p1 , . . . , pm ) FP+ (~i ) ;

i =1

end
end
Algorithm 1: Determination of the FP+ functions for a path P . eiφ takes values in
{±1, ±i }
Algorithm 1 begins by picking a configuration ~i and setting its value to a phase in

{±1, ±i }. Any phase picked up by the algorithm yields a valid string operator. Once
the value for configuration~i is fixed, it assignes values to the rest of the configurations in
the same configuration class by making use of Eq. (4.4.7). Afterwards, a configuration,
belonging to a configuration class where the values have not yet been fixed, is chosen
and the same procedure is repeated till all configuration classes have been fixed. An
explicit example of this can be seen in Sec. 4.4.2.
Each time Algorithm 1 picks a configuration ~i, an initial phase {±1, ±i } must be

chosen. All of these choices yield valid string operators. One may wonder what is the
physical difference between different choices. To answer this question, one should note

+
+
first that, given a string operator SP
, we can obtain another string operator S̃P
multi-

+
plying SP
by an operator SCz , where C is a closed loop contained in Conn(P ). Since SCz

is a loop, it may be expressed as a multiplication of vertex operators (unless it is a non+
trivial loop, which may happen for closed strings). Therefore S̃P
still commutes with all

plaquette and vertex operators and it is contained in Conn(P ), satisfying properties (i)

+
and (ii). It is also possible to obtain another string operator multiplying SP
by a linear

combination of Sz operators on closed loops, i.e.,
+
S̃P

=

+
SP



 
 

C1
z
C2
z
~
c(0)I + c ~α
SC1 + c ~α
SC2 + ... ,

(4.4.10)
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Self and mutual statistics of excitations in the DS model
S+
S−
Sz
S−
commute
anticommute
anticommute
S+
anticommute
commute
anticommute
z
S
anticommute anticommute
commute
Table 4.1: This table shows the self and mutual statistics of the string operators in the
DS model.
where c(~αC ) are coefficients associated with the closed-string operator SCz and C1 , ...,

Cn are closed paths in the reciprocal lattice contained in Conn(P ). For any two strings

generated by Algorithm 1 differing only in the choice of initial phases, we can always
find a relation of the form given by Eq. (4.4.10).

As it is shown in App. B.3, it is always possible to determine FP+ using Algorithm 1

+
such that the resulting SP
is a string operator. Furthermore, it is possible to enforce the

constraint given in Eq. (4.4.5) such that we obtain canonical string operators. Regarding

the commutation relations between crossing strings, two positive-chirality string operators built by the Algorithm, S+ , anticommute when they cross once. This is proved
in App. ?? and shows that the excitations created by the string operators are semions.
One can straightforwardly generalise these results for the rest of the string operators to
obtain Tab. 4.1. As we mentioned in Ch. 3, the quasiparticle created by string operators
are called semions, referring to the fact that if we interchange two semions, the wave
function of the system acquires a phase of π/2 (instead of 0 or π as in the case of bosons
or fermions, respectively). In this section we have achieved Result 2.

4.4.2

Example of an open-string operator

It is instructive to illustrate the workings of Alg. 1 in order to gain a more intuitive
understanding. Consider the short path P = {e}, consisting only of edge e shown in
Fig. 4.6. Remember that any given configuration on the 5 edges included in Conn({e})

is represented by a bit string of length 5, for which a 0 at position i indicates a +1
eigenstate of the corresponding σz , while a 1 indicates a −1 eigenstate of σz .

We would like to find a canonical string. Therefore, to find a suitable function F{+e}
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<latexit
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<latexit
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<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="NQGicIkmxwbiqxPuu94zs6x1czI=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgaUnUar0VvXisYmuhXUo2zbah2eySZIWy9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2e0KKvpg4PHeDDPz/FhwbRD6cEoLi0vLK+XVytr6xuZWdXuno6NEUdamkYhU1yeaCS5Z23AjWDdWjIS+YHf+5DLz7+6Z0jySt2YaMy8kI8kDTomx0k29MqjWkFtH+PwUQeSiHDlp4GMMcaHUQIHWoPreH0Y0CZk0VBCtexjFxkuJMpwKNqv0E81iQidkxHqWShIy7aX5pTN4YJUhDCJlSxqYq98nUhJqPQ192xkSM9a/vUz8y+slJmh4KZdxYpik80VBIqCJYPY2HHLFqBFTSwhV3N4K6ZgoQo0NJwvh61P4P+kcuRi5+Pqk1rwo4iiDPbAPDgEGZ6AJrkALtAEFAXgAT+DZmTiPzovzOm8tOcXMLvgB5+0T5meM7w==</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="Blb5NqyOPXVoxjpHGYLqgdlo0aY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdSLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD41BMihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvqp5b9e6vK/VGHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifPxjojak=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="/OWl5VXPMI8QgoiwFP4asrAXU18=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GpL6qruiG5ct2Ae0Q8mkmTY2kxmSjFCGfoEbF4q49ZPc+Tem0xFU9MCFwzn3cu89fiy4Ngh9OIWl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3unvLvX1lGiKGvRSESq6xPNBJesZbgRrBsrRkJfsI4/uZ77nXumNI/krZnGzAvJSPKAU2Ks1KwOyhXkniF8eY4gclGGjNTwCYY4VyogR2NQfu8PI5qETBoqiNY9jGLjpUQZTgWblfqJZjGhEzJiPUslCZn20uzQGTyyyhAGkbIlDczU7xMpCbWehr7tDIkZ69/eXPzL6yUmqHkpl3FimKSLRUEioIng/Gs45IpRI6aWEKq4vRXSMVGEGptNyYbw9Sn8n7SrLkYubp5W6ld5HEVwAA7BMcDgAtTBDWiAFqCAgQfwBJ6dO+fReXFeF60FJ5/ZBz/gvH0CrZqM2A==</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="oIqt6gkYOQdbRHiG/xkNYAMquWg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdSLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD42BHpQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4Y2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOyYbgrb68TtpXVc+tevfXlXojj6MIZ3AOl+BBDepwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPHxvwjas=</latexit>

Figure 4.6: The layout we consider to find a possible string operator Se+ creating a pair of
vertex excitations at v1,2,3 and v3,4,5 . The red edges correspond to the qubits in Conn(e),
the ones on which Se+ acts non-trivially, with edge e corresponding to qubit 3. Se+ anti
commutes with both vertex operators Qv1,2,3 = σ1z σ2z σ3z and Qv3,4,5 = σ3z σ4z σ5z , while commuting with every other vertex operators as well as every generalised plaquette operators.
following Alg. 1, the condition in Eq. (4.4.5) must be included. The configuration

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) is first chosen and we set F{+e} (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 1. Noting that B{e} contains the

4 plaquettes identified as p, q, r and s in Fig. 4.6, we find the following values for F{+e} :
F{+e} (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 1,

F{+e} (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) = 1,

F{+e} (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) = −i,
F{+e} (1, 1, 1, 0, 0) = i,

F{+e} (1, 0, 1, 1, 0) = −i, F{+e} (0, 0, 0, 1, 1) = −i,
F{+e} (1, 0, 0, 1, 0) = i,

F{+e} (0, 0, 1, 1, 1) = i,

F{+e} (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) = −i, F{+e} (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) = −1, F{+e} (0, 1, 1, 1, 0) = −i, F{+e} (1, 0, 0, 0, 1) = i,
F{+e} (0, 1, 0, 0, 1) = i,

F{+e} (1, 1, 0, 1, 1) = −1, F{+e} (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) = i,

F{+e} (1, 0, 1, 0, 1) = −i.

As we mentioned beofore, when calculating canonical, two different classes of configurations, CP (~i ) and CP (~i +~αP ), are fixed in every step. This is a direct consequence of
Eq. (??).

Choosing next a configuration in a different configuration class which is not fixed
yet, e.g. (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) and setting F{+e} (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) = 1, we obtain F{+e} :
F{+e} (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) = 1,

F{+e} (0, 0, 1, 0, 1) = 1,

F{+e} (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) = 1,

F{+e} (0, 0, 1, 1, 0) = 1,

F{+e} (1, 1, 0, 0, 1) = −i, F{+e} (1, 1, 0, 1, 0) = −i,

F{+e} (1, 1, 1, 0, 1) = i,

F{+e} (1, 0, 1, 1, 1) = −1, F{+e} (0, 1, 1, 1, 1) = −1, F{+e} (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) = i,

F{+e} (1, 1, 1, 1, 0) = i,
F{+e} (1, 0, 1, 0, 0) = i,

F{+e} (1, 0, 0, 1, 1) = −1, F{+e} (0, 1, 0, 1, 1) = −1, F{+e} (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) = −i, F{+e} (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) = −i.
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We continue iterating until the value of F{+e} is fixed for all possible configurations. From

the values presented above, the constraint in Eq. (??) is manifestly satisfied. Therefore,
it is an example of a canonical-string operator.

One can check that the values found for F{+e} indeed satisfy Eq. (??), and thus we

find that S{+e} commutes with the four neighbouring plaquette operators B p , Bq , Br and
Bs shown in Fig. 4.6, as well as all the other plaquette operators which are farther away

while it creates two vertex excitations.

4.4.3

Completeness of string operators

In standard quantum error correction, it is important to find out how X and Z Pauli
operators affect to the ground state. We know from the toric code that σz creates two
errors on the plaquette operators next to the edge where σz is applied. It is straightforward to correct these errors. Since Sz strings are the same for both the toric code and the
DS model, the same applies.
However, we do not know how a X Pauli operator acts on the ground state. In this
+
section, we decompose a σ x Pauli operator into the product of a string operator SP
times

a linear superposition of products of σz operators. To do so, we first note that any matrix
ρ of size 2n × 2n can be written as a linear combination of Pauli operators, i.e.
ρ=

∑

c( Px , Pz ) Px Pz ,

(4.4.11)

Px ,Pz

where Px ( Pz ) are Pauli operators acting on n qubits and formed of products of identities
and σx (σz ) operators only and where c( Px , Pz ) are complex numbers.
Given the matrix ρ, one can recover the coefficients c( Px , Pz ) using the formula
c( Px , Pz ) =

1
Tr ( Px Pz ρ) .
2n

(4.4.12)

In our case, we note that a chain of σ x operators on path P , denoted by XP , can be

written as

+
XP = SP
× ∑[ FP+ (~i )]∗ |~i ih~i |.
~i

Given the form of ∑~i [ FP+ (~i )]∗ |~i ih~i |, we can writte

(4.4.13)
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<latexit
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<latexit
sha1_base64="bERoMPi7jsjoiO8mzWJ5ledolrw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWRuUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVr1ir12zyOIpzBOVyCB9dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AfymMuA==</latexit>
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<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="ntM2nJNqqkFdIzXRO2Lr9nOLg/g=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIR9Fj04rGCaQttKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4pXf5M3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlRJrg2nvftVDY2t7Z3qrvu3v7B4VHNPW7rNFcMA5aKVHUjqlFwiYHhRmA3U0iTSGAnmtzN/c4zKs1T+WimGYYJHUkec0aNlR6uBrW61/AWIOvEL0kdSrQGta/+MGV5gtIwQbXu+V5mwoIqw5nAmdvPNWaUTegIe5ZKmqAOi8WhM3JulSGJU2VLGrJQf08UNNF6mkS2M6FmrFe9ufif18tNfBMWXGa5QcmWi+JcEJOS+ddkyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZuNa0PwV19eJ+3Lhu81/HrztgyjCqdwBhfgwzU04R5aEAADhBd4g3fnyXl1PpaNFaecOIE/cD5/ABTTi44=</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="bERoMPi7jsjoiO8mzWJ5ledolrw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWRuUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVr1ir12zyOIpzBOVyCB9dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AfymMuA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="phrzf+SOCMPRk1Th1FGJ3sYnHHw=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhKfdVd047IF+4B2KJk008ZmMmOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8Z0OoKKHrhwOOde7r3HjwXXBqEPp7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG6Vt3daOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1DTeCdWLFSOgL1vbHVzO/fc+U5pG8MZOYeSEZSh5wSoyVGnf9cgW5pwhfnCGIXJQhI1V8jCHOlQrIUe+X33uDiCYhk4YKonUXo9h4KVGGU8GmpV6iWUzomAxZ11JJQqa9NDt0Cg+sMoBBpGxJAzP1+0RKQq0noW87Q2JG+rc3E//yuokJql7KZZwYJul8UZAIaCI4+xoOuGLUiIklhCpub4V0RBShxmZTsiF8fQr/J60jFyMXN04qtcs8jiLYA/vgEGBwDmrgGtRBE1DAwAN4As/OrfPovDiv89aCk8/sgh9w3j4BDSWNFw==</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="iKkBUcjVvCWkXxP5F8c5mcCgFY8=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZn1GW9BLx4TMA9IljA7mU1GZ2eXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnGwiqGhBQ1HVTXdXkAiuDcYfTmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++0dJwqypo0FrHqBEQzwSVrGm4E6ySKkSgQrB3cXU399j1TmsfyxowT5kdkKHnIKTFWaiT9cgW7p9i7OMMIuzhHTqresYe8uVKBOer98ntvENM0YtJQQbTuejgxfkaU4VSwSamXapYQekeGrGupJBHTfpYfOkEHVhmgMFa2pEG5+n0iI5HW4yiwnRExI/3bm4p/ed3UhFU/4zJJDZN0tihMBTIxmn6NBlwxasTYEkIVt7ciOiKKUGOzKdkQvj5F/5PWketh12ucVGqX8ziKsAf7cAgenEMNrqEOTaDA4AGe4Nm5dR6dF+d11lpw5jO78APO2ycLoY0W</latexit>

5

3

1
<latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit>
<latexit

q

<latexit sha1_base64="hjmVmtCzN++4XhlYw6HcgsFKp60=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cq1hbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941HGqGLZYLGLVCahGwSW2DDcCO4lCGgUC28H4JvfbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVa6v6j0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZpdOyYlVBiSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvRy8T+vm5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJib522TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZG04egrf48jJ5PKt7bt27O681ros4ynAEx3AKHlxCA26hCS1gEMIzvMKbM3ZenHfnY95acoqZQ/gD5/MHtO6MzQ==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="JYBj3t+WTAQe8bLkJgi7MxOh5ms=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOyXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBfaWMtw==</latexit>
<latexit

r

3

<latexit sha1_base64="phrzf+SOCMPRk1Th1FGJ3sYnHHw=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhKfdVd047IF+4B2KJk008ZmMmOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8Z0OoKKHrhwOOde7r3HjwXXBqEPp7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG6Vt3daOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1DTeCdWLFSOgL1vbHVzO/fc+U5pG8MZOYeSEZSh5wSoyVGnf9cgW5pwhfnCGIXJQhI1V8jCHOlQrIUe+X33uDiCYhk4YKonUXo9h4KVGGU8GmpV6iWUzomAxZ11JJQqa9NDt0Cg+sMoBBpGxJAzP1+0RKQq0noW87Q2JG+rc3E//yuokJql7KZZwYJul8UZAIaCI4+xoOuGLUiIklhCpub4V0RBShxmZTsiF8fQr/J60jFyMXN04qtcs8jiLYA/vgEGBwDmrgGtRBE1DAwAN4As/OrfPovDiv89aCk8/sgh9w3j4BDSWNFw==</latexit>

r

2
<latexit sha1_base64="bGronyvkxiOrftIdMcDlRYPusyM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWRuUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSrlU9t+o1ryr12zyOIpzBOVyCB9dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AfCGMtg==</latexit>
<latexit

1

3

<latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="O9Sl+vFpnAmYXQELEm0wKMEVc+c=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZn1GW9BLx4TMA9IljA76U1GZ2eXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnGwiqGhBQ1HVTXdXkAiuDSEfTmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++0dJwqBk0Wi1h1AqpBcAlNw42ATqKARoGAdnB3NfXb96A0j+WNGSfgR3QoecgZNVZqqH65QtxT4l2cEUxckiMnVe/Yw95cqaA56v3ye28QszQCaZigWnc9khg/o8pwJmBS6qUaEsru6BC6lkoagfaz/NAJPrDKAIexsiUNztXvExmNtB5Hge2MqBnp395U/Mvrpias+hmXSWpAstmiMBXYxHj6NR5wBcyIsSWUKW5vxWxEFWXGZlOyIXx9iv8nrSPXI67XOKnULudxFNEe2keHyEPnqIauUR01EUOAHtATenZunUfnxXmdtRac+cwu+gHn7RMOqY0Y</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="JYBj3t+WTAQe8bLkJgi7MxOh5ms=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOyXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBfaWMtw==</latexit>
<latexit

p

<latexit sha1_base64="JYBj3t+WTAQe8bLkJgi7MxOh5ms=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOyXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBfaWMtw==</latexit>
<latexit

5
<latexit sha1_base64="hjmVmtCzN++4XhlYw6HcgsFKp60=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cq1hbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941HGqGLZYLGLVCahGwSW2DDcCO4lCGgUC28H4JvfbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVa6v6j0qzW37s5AlolXkBoUaParX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTSi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrPZpdOyYlVBiSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvRy8T+vm5rwys+4TFKDks0XhakgJib522TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZG04egrf48jJ5PKt7bt27O681ros4ynAEx3AKHlxCA26hCS1gEMIzvMKbM3ZenHfnY95acoqZQ/gD5/MHtO6MzQ==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="iKkBUcjVvCWkXxP5F8c5mcCgFY8=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZn1GW9BLx4TMA9IljA7mU1GZ2eXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnGwiqGhBQ1HVTXdXkAiuDcYfTmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++0dJwqypo0FrHqBEQzwSVrGm4E6ySKkSgQrB3cXU399j1TmsfyxowT5kdkKHnIKTFWaiT9cgW7p9i7OMMIuzhHTqresYe8uVKBOer98ntvENM0YtJQQbTuejgxfkaU4VSwSamXapYQekeGrGupJBHTfpYfOkEHVhmgMFa2pEG5+n0iI5HW4yiwnRExI/3bm4p/ed3UhFU/4zJJDZN0tihMBTIxmn6NBlwxasTYEkIVt7ciOiKKUGOzKdkQvj5F/5PWketh12ucVGqX8ziKsAf7cAgenEMNrqEOTaDA4AGe4Nm5dR6dF+d11lpw5jO78APO2ycLoY0W</latexit>

p

r

2

q

<latexit sha1_base64="O9Sl+vFpnAmYXQELEm0wKMEVc+c=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZn1GW9BLx4TMA9IljA76U1GZ2eXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnGwiqGhBQ1HVTXdXkAiuDSEfTmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++0dJwqBk0Wi1h1AqpBcAlNw42ATqKARoGAdnB3NfXb96A0j+WNGSfgR3QoecgZNVZqqH65QtxT4l2cEUxckiMnVe/Yw95cqaA56v3ye28QszQCaZigWnc9khg/o8pwJmBS6qUaEsru6BC6lkoagfaz/NAJPrDKAIexsiUNztXvExmNtB5Hge2MqBnp395U/Mvrpias+hmXSWpAstmiMBXYxHj6NR5wBcyIsSWUKW5vxWxEFWXGZlOyIXx9iv8nrSPXI67XOKnULudxFNEe2keHyEPnqIauUR01EUOAHtATenZunUfnxXmdtRac+cwu+gHn7RMOqY0Y</latexit>
<latexit

2

1

<latexit sha1_base64="bGronyvkxiOrftIdMcDlRYPusyM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWRuUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSrlU9t+o1ryr12zyOIpzBOVyCB9dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AfCGMtg==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="iKkBUcjVvCWkXxP5F8c5mcCgFY8=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZn1GW9BLx4TMA9IljA7mU1GZ2eXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnGwiqGhBQ1HVTXdXkAiuDcYfTmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++0dJwqypo0FrHqBEQzwSVrGm4E6ySKkSgQrB3cXU399j1TmsfyxowT5kdkKHnIKTFWaiT9cgW7p9i7OMMIuzhHTqresYe8uVKBOer98ntvENM0YtJQQbTuejgxfkaU4VSwSamXapYQekeGrGupJBHTfpYfOkEHVhmgMFa2pEG5+n0iI5HW4yiwnRExI/3bm4p/ed3UhFU/4zJJDZN0tihMBTIxmn6NBlwxasTYEkIVt7ciOiKKUGOzKdkQvj5F/5PWketh12ucVGqX8ziKsAf7cAgenEMNrqEOTaDA4AGe4Nm5dR6dF+d11lpw5jO78APO2ycLoY0W</latexit>

(a)

4
<latexit sha1_base64="ntM2nJNqqkFdIzXRO2Lr9nOLg/g=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIR9Fj04rGCaQttKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4pXf5M3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlRJrg2nvftVDY2t7Z3qrvu3v7B4VHNPW7rNFcMA5aKVHUjqlFwiYHhRmA3U0iTSGAnmtzN/c4zKs1T+WimGYYJHUkec0aNlR6uBrW61/AWIOvEL0kdSrQGta/+MGV5gtIwQbXu+V5mwoIqw5nAmdvPNWaUTegIe5ZKmqAOi8WhM3JulSGJU2VLGrJQf08UNNF6mkS2M6FmrFe9ufif18tNfBMWXGa5QcmWi+JcEJOS+ddkyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZuNa0PwV19eJ+3Lhu81/HrztgyjCqdwBhfgwzU04R5aEAADhBd4g3fnyXl1PpaNFaecOIE/cD5/ABTTi44=</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="bERoMPi7jsjoiO8mzWJ5ledolrw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipWRuUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVr1ir12zyOIpzBOVyCB9dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AfymMuA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="phrzf+SOCMPRk1Th1FGJ3sYnHHw=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhKfdVd047IF+4B2KJk008ZmMmOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8Z0OoKKHrhwOOde7r3HjwXXBqEPp7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG6Vt3daOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1DTeCdWLFSOgL1vbHVzO/fc+U5pG8MZOYeSEZSh5wSoyVGnf9cgW5pwhfnCGIXJQhI1V8jCHOlQrIUe+X33uDiCYhk4YKonUXo9h4KVGGU8GmpV6iWUzomAxZ11JJQqa9NDt0Cg+sMoBBpGxJAzP1+0RKQq0noW87Q2JG+rc3E//yuokJql7KZZwYJul8UZAIaCI4+xoOuGLUiIklhCpub4V0RBShxmZTsiF8fQr/J60jFyMXN04qtcs8jiLYA/vgEGBwDmrgGtRBE1DAwAN4As/OrfPovDiv89aCk8/sgh9w3j4BDSWN
sha1_base64="phrzf+SOCMPRk1Th1FGJ3sYnHHw=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhKfdVd047IF+4B2KJk008ZmMmOSEcrQL3DjQhG3fpI7/8Z0OoKKHrhwOOde7r3HjwXXBqEPp7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG6Vt3daOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1DTeCdWLFSOgL1vbHVzO/fc+U5pG8MZOYeSEZSh5wSoyVGnf9cgW5pwhfnCGIXJQhI1V8jCHOlQrIUe+X33uDiCYhk4YKonUXo9h4KVGGU8GmpV6iWUzomAxZ11JJQqa9NDt0Cg+sMoBBpGxJAzP1+0RKQq0noW87Q2JG+rc3E//yuokJql7KZZwYJul8UZAIaCI4+xoOuGLUiIklhCpub4V0RBShxmZTsiF8fQr/J60jFyMXN04qtcs8jiLYA/vgEGBwDmrgGtRBE1DAwAN4As/OrfPovDiv89aCk8/sgh9w3j4BDSWNFw==</latexit>
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<latexit
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Figure 4 7 The 3 possible edge orientations on which the σ x operator can be applied
Qubit 3 is affected in all cases and may leave flux excitations on the 4 surrounding
plaquettes labeled by p q r and s The probabilities of measuring a given flux pattern
are given in Table 4 2

+
XP = SP
×

∑

c( Pz ) Pz

(4 4 14)

Pz ∈Conn(P )

where Pz is a Pauli operator containing only identities and σz and where we write Pz ∈

Conn(P ) in a abuse of notation to signify that Pz acts non-trivially only on the qubits in
Conn(P ) In our case we are interested in decomposing the part of ∑~ F + (~i )|~i ih~i | of Sv
P

An explicit calculation gives

c( Pz ) =

1
2

Conn(P )

∑h~i| Pz |~ii[ FP+ (~i)]∗

P

(4 4 15)

~

It is now a straightforward matter to compute the probabilities of measuring a specific flux configuration after applying the operator XP For example the probabilities
of the various flux configurations after applying a single σ x on the three possible edge

orientation is given in table 4 2 Note that the probabilities found are insensitive to the
phases used to initialise the F{e} function in Alg 1
Remarkably Eq (4 4 14) shows that string operators form a basis of 2n × 2n operators

the since Pauli operators can be written in terms of these strings
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Vertex excitation configuration
Probability
( B p , Bq , Br , Bs )
orientation 1 orientation 2 orientation 3
9
1
9
(0, 0, 0, 0)
16
16
16
1
1
1
(1, 1, 0, 0)
16
16
16
1
1
1
(1, 0, 1, 0)
16
16
16
1
9
1
(0, 1, 1, 0)
16
16
16
1
1
1
(1, 0, 0, 1)
16
16
16
1
1
1
(0, 1, 0, 1)
16
16
16
1
1
1
(0, 0, 1, 1)
16
16
16
1
1
1
(1, 1, 1, 1)
16
16
16
Table 4.2: The various probabilities of getting a given flux excitation configuration after
the application of the operator σ x on a qubit, for the three possible orientations. The
plaquettes label correspond to the ones in Fig. 4.7

4.5

Constructing closed strings: logical operators

In this section, we construct closed-string operators fulfilling the algebra to become
logical operators.
If we consider now a closed path, C , and we use Algorithm 1 to find a closed-string

operator, we will not find in general a positive-chirality nor a negative-chirality string,

but some mixing of both. This is a direct consequence of Eq. (4.4.10) and the fact that
for a closed string there is no difference in the pattern of plaquette violations between
positive- and negative-chirality strings, since there are no endpoints. From Eq. (4.4.10)
we can see that starting from a positive-chirality string, SC+ , it is possible to add Sz

operators forming a non-trivial loop to the linear superposition. Once this is done, the
resulting operator, S̃C , does not have a well-defined chirality and we have a mixing
of both positive- and negative-chirality strings. Remember, that for an open string, we
may obtain the negative-chirality string by multiplying it by an open string Sz , violating
the plaquettes at the endpoints. For closed strings we may proceed analogously to
obtain the opposite chirality multiplying by a non-trivial closed string SCz 0 . Since we

are multiplying SC+ by a linear combination of trivial and non-trivial loops of Sz , the

chirality of S̃C is no longer positive nor negative. Thus, we drop the ‘+’ superscript in
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S̃C .
The mixing of chiralities becomes apparent when computing the commutator be+
, where paths C and O
tween a closed string, SC , and a positive-chirality open string, SO

cross once (see Fig. 4.8):


  
+ ~
C F ~i
F
i
+~
α
C
 +

O
  
,
h~i | SO
, SC |~i i =
+ ~
FO
i FC ~i +~αO

(4.5.1)

where here [· , ·] is the commutator in the group sense, i.e., [ g, h] = g−1 h−1 gh. If SC was

a positive-chirality string, the result of the commutator should be -1 for every configuration ~i. Since in general it is a mixed-chirality string, we have that it is +1 for certain
vertex sectors and -1 for other vertex sectors. A vertex sector is defined as a set of configurations:

VP (~i ) = {~j : qv (~j) = qv (~i ) ∀v ∈ Conn(P )},

(4.5.2)

where qv (~j) is the eigenvalue of the operator Qv associated to the eigenstate whose
configuration is ~j. This is the set of configurations sharing the same pattern of vertex
eigenvalues. In this particular case, the path considered to calculate the vertex sectors is
the union of C and O , i.e. VC∪O (~i ). The result of the commutator in a given vertex sector
can be tuned by modifying the initial phases assigned to FC in Algorithm 1. Note that

the multiplication of plaquettes contained inside the closed-loop C (when C is trivial) is

+
and it can be
a negative-chirality string (see Fig. (4.8)), given that it commutes with SO

shown that its support is Conn(C ).

It is important to note that canonical strings must fulfill Eq. (4.4.5) and ~αC restricted

to Conn(C ) can be expressed as the sum of plaquettes on one side of the string, ~αC =

~α p1 + ... +~α pm as it is pictured in Fig. 4.8. As a consequence, we have the requirement
that initial phases in Algorithm 1 must be set to

h 
i− 1
2
~
~
FC i = ± θC i, p1 , ..., pm
.

(4.5.3)

In order to circumvent those issues and build non-trivial loops with commutation
relations which are the same for every class configuration, it turns out to be useful to
build closed string operators as the product of open strings, which do not mix semion
types.
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Figure 4.8: A closed string, SC , and a positive-chirality open string, SO
, where paths O
C
C
and C cross once. ~α can be written in this particular examples as ~α = ~α p1 + ... +~α p6 .
The multiplication of plaquettes inside C , i.e., B p1 ...B p7 is a negative-chirality string in
Conn(C ).

Consider two open paths P1 = {e1P1 , e2P1 , . . . , enP11 } and P2 = {e1P2 , e2P2 , . . . , enP22 } such

that P1 ∪ P2 = {e1P1 , e2P1 , . . . , enP11 } ∪ {e1P2 , e2P2 , . . . , enP22 } is a valid path, which may be
closed. Consider the string operator

+
+ +
SP
= SP
S ,
1 ∪P2
1 P2

(4.5.4)

+
+
, built from two function FP+1 and FP+2 which were both obtained from
with SP
and SP
2
1
+
Alg. 1. It is clear by construction that SP
is a string operator acting on path P1 ∪ P2 .
1 ∪P2

It is also clear that they are unitary operators. However, the resulting string operators
are not canonical, i.e. neither Hermitian nor square to one.

Multiplying open strings to build closed loops, we can construct logical operators
with an appropriate commutation relations. We have checked in a computer assisted
calculation that the string operators created by the multiplication of string operators
satisfies the corresponding commutation relations,i.e. the same for every string class
configuration, even in the case that the strings cross at the point where there is an excitation (see Fig. 4.9). These operators are not canonical anymore, but they are valid
operators since they are unitary.
Once we have a prescription to build closed string operators which satisfy the expected algebra, i.e. anticommuting operators (see Tab. 4.1), we place the lattice on a
torus and consider the non-trivial loops on it. We consider two set of logical operators,
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4.6. ERROR CORRECTION WITH THE SEMION CODE
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1 [P2
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, S H } and {SV
, S H } which are illustrated in Fig. 4.10. Their action on the degenerate

ground state manifold, {|Ω1 i, Ω2 i, Ω3 i, Ω4 i} is the following:
+
SV
| Ω1 i = | Ω3 i

+
SV
|Ω3 i = eiϕ |Ω1 i

0

0

iϕ
S+
H | Ω1 i = e | Ω1 i

iϕ
S+
H | Ω3 i = − e | Ω3 i

−
SV
| Ω2 i = | Ω4 i

−
SV
|Ω2 i = eiφ |Ω4 i

0

0

iφ
S−
H | Ω2 i = e | Ω2 i

iφ
S−
H | Ω4 i = − e | Ω4 i

(4.5.5)
(4.5.6)
(4.5.7)
(4.5.8)

This corresponds to the action of a logical X and a logical Y. However, we face the
0

0

± 2
2
iϕ iφ
iϕ iφ
problem that (S±
H ) 6 = 1 and ( SV ) 6 = 1, so e ( e ) and e ( e ) could be different in
0

each vertex sector. Since eiϕ and eiϕ are constant within each vertex sector, they can
be regarded as global phases. This phases does not prevent the logical operators to
behave properly in the ground state and thus they constitute the logical operators for
this topological code, accomplishing Result 3.

4.6

Error correction with the semion code

Along this chapter, we have built the toolbox to perform topological quantum error
correction with the double semion model: stabiliser operators to measure syndromes,
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Figure 4.10: This picture shows an example of a set of logical operators that can be
+ +
− −
+ −
− +
considered in a torus. {SV
, S H } = { SV
, S H } = 0, while [SV
, S H ] = [ SV
, S H ] = 0 Dashed
and solid lines indicate the correspondence between boundaries to form a torus.

open string operators to correct them, and closed loops working as logical operators.

Given a lattice, placed on a torus, with a pattern of errors, our code works as follows:
first, we measure the vertex and plaquette operators, which are now well-defined when
vertex and plaquette excitations come into play. Vertex (plaquette) operators commute
with all terms in the Hamiltonian and their eigenvectors are +1(−1) when there is no
excitation and −1(+1) when there is an error. Therefore, the semion code is within
the stabiliser formalism. Second, we correct the errors. It is important to highlight that
flip and phase errors cannot be corrected independently, since vertex excitations create
both types of errors. This fact makes the semion code a new example of non-CSS code.
In order to correct the errors, we figure out the most-likely path connecting two errors
and apply an open string to correct them. In this step, the algorithm we develop to
create open-string operators is used . And last, we measure the logical operators, which
are constructed as a concatenation of open strings. These logical operators act on the
4-degenerate ground states and are defined globally. The degeneracy of the ground
state and the global character of the logical operators prove that the semion code is a
topological code. Finally, we get the result presented as Result 4.
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4.7

Outlook

The most natural generalisation of this formalism could be applying it to the 3D double
semion model [94]. Low lying excitations in the 3D double semion model are vertex
string operators which produce confined point defects. Having the microscopic formulation of them could give novel insights of their nature.
Regarding experimental outcomes, it would be interesting to present a planar semion
code, using different types of boundaries to create logical operators. Since periodic
boundary condition are difficult to accomplish experimentally, looking for a surface
code with boundaries could be an approach to realise this model in the laboratories.
Another extension of this work could be studying the threshold of this new topological code [110, 120]. A higher threshold might be expected since open-string operators
creating vertex excitations also creates extra phases along the path, as it shows Tab. 4.2.
These phases might provide information for correcting errors more efficiently than in
the toric codes.
This procedure of building string operators could be generalise to other Levin-Wen
models, such as Fibbonaci anyon model [121], which consist in local commuting terms.
Within these systems, it maybe possible to obtain a universal set of fault tolerant quantum gates and reduce the overhead that appears in abelian codes.
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Chapter 5
Topological insulators
La ciencia, muchacho, está hecha de errores, pero de errores útiles de cometer pues,
poco a poco, conducen a la verdad.
– J. Verne, Viaje al centro de la Tierra (1864)

5.1

Introduction

Topological insulators (TI) are just an example of a broader type of topological phase,
called SPT phases, as mentioned in the general introduction. The hallmark of a twodimensional (2D) TI is an insulating bulk energy gap along with gapless edge states
[57,122–124]. At each boundary, two counterpropagating edge states with opposite spin
polarization and wave numbers form Kramers pairs, i.e. two distinct degenerate states
connected by time-reversal symmetry. These states are denoted helical edge states due
to the connection between spin and propagation direction. Due to time-reversal symmetry protection, elastic backscattering of a single electron from a helical edge state (HES)
to its Kramers partner is not possible by any time-reversal invariant potential, e.g. disorder [125]. Thereby an important mechanism to hinder ballistic transport is absent and
quantised conductance of 2e2 /h per pair of HESs is within reach. The first experimentally realised 2D TI in a HgTe quantum well (QW) did find quantised conductance in
micrometer-sized samples [126–129]. Prior to the experiments, HgTe QWs were in fact
predicted to be 2D TIs beyond a certain QW thickness [130]. These efforts also resulted
in a rather generic Dirac-like model describing the essential physics of some 2D TIs,
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which is known as the Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model. InAs/GaSb double QWs
were also suggested theoretically to be 2D TIs described by the BHZ model [131], which
has been tested experimentally afterwards [132–135].
Deviations from the quantised conductance have also been found experimentally for
longer edges in both HgTe [126, 127, 136, 137] and InAs/GaSb [138] QW TIs.
A possible source for these deviations is the spin-orbit (SO) coupling. SO coupling
is a relativistic quantum mechanical effect which describes the interaction between the
spin and orbital degrees of freedom of electrons when moving in an external electric
field. As a result of special relativity, the electron is under the action of an effective
magnetic field in the rest frame. This effective magnetic field is proportional to the
electron velocity and couples to the electron spin by the magnetic dipole interaction,
leading to the following equation for the SO coupling:
HSO ∝ σ · Be f f ∝ σ (∇V × p) = λSO ∇V ( p × σ )

(5.1.1)

where σ is the spin, V is the external electric potential experienced by the electron, p is
the electron’s momentum, and λSO denotes the SO coefficient. There are various fields
of physics in which SO plays a relevant role: the fine structure splitting of the optical
spectroscopy is explained by means of SO coupling in atomic physics; in condensed
matter, the SO interaction with Bloch electrons gives rise to several effective terms by
considering the crystal symmetries and local orbitals around Fermi energy.; the band
structure of the system can be strongly affected by these coupling terms. The most
known of these SO forms are the Rashba and the Dresselhaus terms, resulting from the
structure inversion asymmetry and bulk inversion asymmetry of the materials, respectively [139]. There are also Luttinger terms which describe the SO coupling from the
valence hole bands [140].
In a particularly interesting proposal for inelastic backscattering, Schmidt et al. [141]
considered HESs without axial spin symmetry. The Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSOC)
[142, 143] and bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) [131, 144, 145] can break the axial spin
symmetry of the HESs. In this case, a pair of HESs acquire a more generic and intriguing spin structure than merely having opposite and constant spin orientations independently of energy. Time-reversal symmetry still dictates that the two counterpropagating
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Kramers partners have orthogonal spins, but it does not require equal spins at different
energies as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. These states were named generic helical edge states
(GHESs). Recently, Kainaris et al. [146] extended the original work [141] on transport
in short GHESs with electronic interaction and disorder to longer GHESs. Furthermore,
the spin structure of the GHESs was also shown to change the non-interacting transport properties of a point contact and of disordered 2D TI strips [147]. Moreover, the
spin structure of GHESs plays a role in the Umklapp-scattering-induced energy gap
suggested to host parafermions, a generalisation of Majorana Fermions [148].
These studies show that it is worthwhile to analyse the GHESs and their microscopic
origin further, which is the purpose of this chapter. Rod et al. [149] studied the spin
texture of GHESs due to BIA within the BHZ model. In contrast, we consider how
RSOC can produce GHESs within the BHZ model.
Though the basic properties of topological insulators are now well-established, there
is much work to be done with these new and fascinating materials.

5.2

Summary of main results

We develop analytical models for the generic helical edge states appearing at an isolated boundary and in the case of a finite width ribbon, where the overlap of the edge
states on different boundaries plays an important role.
1. We analyze the spin structure of the generic helical edge states appearing at the
boundary of 2D topological insulators without axial spin symmetry [150]. For the
edge states, the spin orientation varies with energy or equivalently momentum k.
This is possible in systems without axial spin symmetry, broken for instance by
spin-orbit coupling. Importantly, time reversal symmetry still ensures counterpropagating states to be Kramers partners with orthogonal spins, and the protection against elastic scattering is still preserved.
2. For an isolated edge, we are able to give an analytical formula for the so-called
spin structure, which describes how much the spin orientation of the generic helical edge state does change. We discover that generic helical edge states are pro-
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duced when the effective spin-orbit coupling term is non-linear in the momentum. Using the non-linear effective Rashba spin-orbit coupling terms, we are
able to provide an explicit expression for the so-called spin structure parameter
k0 , which measures the amount of spin orientation variation for small k. We obtain a closed analytical expression for the spin structure parameter k0 . For realistic
HgTe and InAs/GaSb TIs, we observe that the spin orientation of the edge states
are quite robust against even large Rashba spin-orbit coupling strengths for the
single edged case. Nevertheless, the spin orientation does change slightly with
energy. Moreover, we find good agreement between the numerical and analytical
approaches [150].
3. In contrast, we discover that the combination of Rashba spin-orbit coupling and
finite width enhance significantly the spin rotation versus energy of the GHESs.
The new physical element of the ribbon is the coupling of the generic helical edge
states on opposite edges. Combining the finite width and the spin-orbit coupling,
two gaps and two associated avoided crossings arise in the generic helical edge
states spectrum symmetrically around k = 0. Moreover, we find the position
in momentum of these gaps and the relation between their size ∆edge versus the
ribbon width. From our analytical approach, we find an expression for edge states
including the RSOC [150].
4. Remarkably, we find that, for a finite width, the edge states become true generic
helical states with a variation in the spin orientation close to the two avoided crossings, where all the states have similar energy. We calculate the total spin rotation
Ts , which is related to the integral of the spin orientation variation over the entire
region of k-space. The numerical calculations show that the total spin rotation
decreases with the ribbon width and, moreover, that Ts ∝ R20 [150]. Furthermore,
we show that our analytical models compare well to full numerical tight-binding
calculations.
Our study is focused on the generic helical edge states produced by Rashba spinorbit coupling within the BHZ model.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the dispersion relation and spin orientation for (a) helical edge
states with constant spin orientation and (b) generic helical edge states with energydependent spin orientation. We analyse the generic helical edge states and their spin
orientation variation due to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling within the BHZ model.

5.3
5.3.1

Generic helical edge states
Phenomenology of the generic helical edge states

First, we discuss the GHESs phenomenologically, to give an idea of what we are going
to calculate in detail later on. GHESs can be modelled as two counterpropagating onedimensional (1D) states with linear dispersion relations ek,± = ±}vk, i.e.
H0 =

∑

η }vkc†kη ckη

(5.3.1)

k,η =±1

as in [141,146,147,151]. Here c†kη (ckη ) creates (annihilates) a state |k, η i with momentum

k and propagating direction η. The states of opposite k and η are Kramers partners

such that elastic scattering due to e.g. impurities is still absent. The spin s j (j = x, y, z)
expectation values of the Kramers partners are also opposite, i.e.

hk, +|s j |k, +i = −h−k, −|s j | − k, −i, j = x, y, z.

(5.3.2)

The counterpropagating states at each k can be related to the spin states σ =↑, ↓ along

a definite direction by a momentum dependent (and thereby energy dependent) SU(2)
matrix Bk as [141]


ck↑
ck↓





= Bk

ck+
ck−


.

(5.3.3)
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Time-reversal symmetry and Bk ∈ SU(2) lead to Bk = B−k . Consistent with these facts,

Schmidt et al. [141] introduced the following expansion for small |k |  k0 :


1 − k4 /(2k40 )
−k2 /k20
Bk =
,
k2 /k20
1 − k4 /(2k40 )

(5.3.4)

where the spin quantisation axis is chosen to have at the band crossing point k = 0,
ck=0,+ = ck=0↑ and ck=0,− = ck=0↓ as in Fig. 5.1(b). In other words, a constant rotation

of all the spins regardless of k has been removed from Bk in Eq. (5.3.4)). Such a kindependent rotation corresponds to a constant rotation matrix and can be removed by
choosing a rotated basis for the spin. Importantly, a phenomenological spin structure
parameter k0 has been introduced in the expansion (5.3.4), which measures the velocity
of spin rotation in momentum space. It is shown that the correction to the quantised
conductance due to backscattering processes scales as temperature to the fourth power
with a prefactor depending on k0 [141].
To gain more insight into the spin structure of the GHESs, we also evaluate the total
spin rotation of the edge states, which we define as
Z


Ts = dk |hk1 , ↑ |k1 , +i|2 − |hk, ↑ |k, +i|2 .

(5.3.5)

Here k1 is a fixed reference momentum and the integration is over the range of k-space,
where the edge states exist. The idea behind Ts is to quantify the total variation of the
spin orientation of the edge state |k, +i over all relevant k. We have constructed Ts such
that if |k, +i is a HES (i.e. |k, +i = |k, ↑i), then Ts = 0. Likewise, if the spin of |k, +i is

rotated by the same amount for all k, then we still get Ts = 0. This is due to the reference
term |hk1 , ↑ |k1 , +i|2 with an arbitrary, but fixed, momentum k1 . In our calculations, we
choose k1 to be the momentum where the edge state dispersion crosses the upper bulk

band gap edge. In the cases we have analysed, the reference term |hk1 , ↑ |k1 , +i|2 is

very close to one and quite unaffected by small changes in k1 . However, generally the
choice of k1 does affect the numerical value of Ts , but not its variation versus some
physical parameter. The behaviour of the spin rotation is more complex for a ribbon
than for a single edge, especially for narrower ribbons, as the edge state wave function
can have components on both edges. The quantity Ts is useful in that case as this kind
of behaviour is difficult to capture with the parameter k0 , which quantifies the rotation
close to k = 0. The unit of both Ts and k0 is inverse length.
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Before proceeding, we consider a simple 1D model Hamiltonian for a pair of HESs

with a generic linear spin-orbit coupling, i.e.
H = h̄vkσz + ( a x σx + ay σy )k.

(5.3.6)

Here σi , i = x, y, z, are the Pauli matrices and a x , ay are the spin-orbit coupling strengths.
By diagonalization, we see that this often used [152, 153] simple model does not introduce a k-dependent Bk , since all matrix elements are linear in momentum k. Thereby, it
does not give rise to energy-dependent spin orientation and to GHESs, i.e. Ts = 0. This
is consistent with the lack of the lowest order inelastic backscattering due to a linear
spin-orbit coupling combined with a phonon exchange [154]. Moreover, it has served
to illustrate the spin structure of the generic helical edge states claimed in Result 1. In
order to get non-trivial GHESs, we resort to calculations for the realistic BHZ model
with RSOC.

5.3.2

Realistic GHES: the BHZ model with Rashba SOC

The BHZ model is an effective four band model describing the basic physics of a 2D
TI [130]. It was derived using k · p theory for the band structure of a HgTe QW and

therefore valid for small wavevectors k = (k x , k y ), i.e. close to the Γ point. It accounts
correctly for the physics of HgTe QWs close to the critical well thickness, which marks
the transition between a normal semiconductor band structure and an inverted band
structure with topologically protected edge states [130]. The BHZ Hamiltonian consists
of two disconnected blocks related by time reversal symmetry. Each block has the form
of a massive Dirac model in 2D in addition to quadratic terms crucial for the band inversion and thereby the topological properties of the material. In fact, its Dirac-like nature
makes the BHZ model rather generic for 2D TIs — even though it grew out of a specific material choice. The BHZ basis states consist of two Kramer pairs of electron-like,

| E±i, and hole-like, | H ±i, states, respectively. The states labeled with + (−) are often

referred to as the spin up (spin down), since they have positive (negative) total angular
momentum projection [155]. In this sense, the time-reversed blocks of the BHZ model
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have opposite spin. In the basis {| E+i, | H +i, | E−i, | H −i}, the BHZ Hamiltonian is


e k + Mk
Ak +
0
0
 Ak −

e k − Mk
0
0
,
H0 = 
(5.3.7)

0
0
ek + Mk − Ak − 
0
0
− Ak + ek − Mk
where k ± = k x ± ik y , ek = − Dk2 , Mk = M0 − Bk2 and k2 = k2x + k2y . The sign of
M0 /B determines whether the system holds HESs [156] and D 6= 0 induces particle-hole

asymmetry in H0 . Table 5.1 gives the parameters for two different systems modelled by
the BHZ model, namely HgTe QWs [130] and InAs/GaSb double QWs [131].
To introduce Rahsba SOC, we use an extension of the BHZ model to include structural inversion asymmetry (SIA) terms [142]. Remarkably, the RSOC couples the two
blocks of H0 such that the axial spin symmetry is broken. Here, we take into account
only the most important RSOC linear in momentum, i.e.

0
0 −iR0 k − 0
 0
0
0
0
HR = 
 iR0 k + 0
0
0
0
0
0
0



,


(5.3.8)

and therefore our full Hamiltonian is H = H0 + HR . Interestingly, the Rashba term in
HR only couples the electron-like bands of both spins, which makes our model more
complex than the simple 2 × 2 model Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.3.6)). As a result, GHESs
are now possible. The strength of the RSOC, R0 , depends of the amount of SIA, which
is often related to an internal or external electric field. For a HgTe QW one can control
the RSOC with an external field [142], while it is an internal field for InAs/GaSb double
QWs [131]. The HgTe has a zincblende crystal structure which lacks inversion symmetry. Therefore, bulk-inversion-asymmetric terms can in principle be included [144], but
are often disregarded due to their small size [123, 144]. However, in InAs/GaSb double
QWs BIA terms are in fact significant [131], so our calculations for this system without
BIA terms are not an attempt to model the real system in detail.
Our derivations only include the first order term as seen in Eq. (5.3.8)). To support
this approximation, we have performed a numerical tight-binding calculation including
(1)

(3)

both HR and HR , which indeed shows that no gap appears in the edge state spectrum
(see Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: The edge state dispersions (blue solid lines) including both the first and
(1)
(3)
third order RSOC terms, HR and HR , found by a numerical tight-binding calculation.
The parameters are given in Table 5.1. Comparing to Fig. 5.3, we observe that the third
order term only introduces minor changes in the edge state spectrum. The prefactor T0
of the third order RSOC term is chosen in order to have T0 = 0.57R0 according to the
values given by Rothe et al. [142].

Before we proceed to the GHESs, we briefly comment on the bulk bands including
the RSOC. By diagonalizing H = H0 + HR , we find
q
Jk + Kk±
R0 k
n
2
E1,2 = − Dk ±
−
,
2
q 2
p
E3,4

R k
= − Dk ± 0 +
2
2

Jk + Kk±
2

,

(5.3.9a)
(5.3.9b)

where p (n) is the bulk band with positive (negative) energy and we define Jk = 4A2 k2 +
q
4B2 k4 + R20 k2 + 4M02 and Kk± = −4Bk2 (2M0 ± R0 k ) ± 4M0 R0 k and k = k2x + k2y > 0.
Fig. 5.3 shows the bulk energy bands with RSOC (together with the edge state dispersions that we consider below). The bulk bands shift due to the RSOC causing the band
gap for HgTe to become indirect. Moreover, the size of the bulk band gap is changed
slightly, but not enough to change the topology of the system.
The RSOC breaks the spin degeneracy of the BHZ model in a way that GHESs with
energy-dependent spin orientation now become feasible [150]. We treat the GHESs below in two cases: a single isolated edge and a finite width ribbon with two parallel
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Material
A (meV nm)
B (meV nm2 )
D (meV nm2 )
M0 (meV)
R0 (meV nm)

HgTe
365.0
-686.0
-512.0
-10.0
15.6 ez

100
InAs/GaSb
37.0
-66.0
-58.0
-7.8
-7.0

Table 5.1: The BHZ model parameters for two QW systems in the topological regime
[157]. The parameters for the HgTe QW correspond to a well width of 7 nm, while the
values for the InAs/GaSb double QWs are for equal widths of 10nm for both wells. The
RSOC constant R0 includes a value for the external electric field ez (in meV) in the case
of HgTe.

edges. The isolated edge case offers more analytical insight and we are able to extract
the spin structure parameter k0 defined in Eq. (5.3.4)).
Without the RSOC, it is possible to obtain the HESs analytically for both an isolated
edge and a ribbon with two edges [156]. Including the RSOC makes obtaining exact
analytical forms by the same method much more challenging, since it is now a problem
with four coupled differential equations. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain analytical
results by assuming that the GHESs with RSOC are combinations of the HESs without
RSOC, neglecting the possible contribution of the bulk bands. This is a good approximation, since the edge states naturally have a small spatial overlap with the bulk states
as long as the edge states are well-localised at the boundary. This is well satisfied especially for momenta close to zero and well into the bulk gap. We find that the bulk
gap is reduced as R0 increases and so does the range of applicability of the analytical
results. Moreover, we also compare our analytical results with the solution via exact diagonalisation of a tight-binding regularisation of the BHZ Hamiltonian for a ribbon of
width W with periodic boundary conditions in the x direction and edges at y = −W/2

and y = W/2. This calculation allows us to unambiguously check the validity of our
analytical model.

First, we find the GHESs in the presence of RSOC for an isolated edge. We obtain
explicit expressions for the spin orientation versus energy and find good agreement
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with the large-width limit of the numerics. We show that for a single edge the spin
orientation is only weakly dependent on energy for a real HgTe sample, i.e. the spin
orientation is actually quite robust against RSOC. The expressions become much more
complicated when a ribbon is considered, but the results as a function of the width of
the sample show more interesting patterns, where spin rotation versus energy cannot
be neglected.
The pair of GHESs appearing at an isolated boundary of a 2D TI are described by
the BHZ model including the RSOC. As mentioned above, the starting point is the exact
HESs without the RSOC. The HES dispersions are linear [158], i.e. Eσky = E0 + sh̄vk y ,
where s = +(−) for σ =↑ (↓), v is the constant velocity and E0 denotes an energy shift.
The HESs located at the boundary of the half-plane x > 0 are given by
1
ψky σ ( x, y) = √ eiky y gsky ( x )φ̂σ ,
L

(5.3.10)

i.e. a plane-wave running along the y-axis combined with a transverse wave function
gsky ( x ) determining the width of the HES and a k y -independent four-component spinor
φ̂σ . There is one spinor from each time-reversed block of the BHZ model, i.e. φ̂↑ (φ̂↓ )
only has non-zero components on the two first (last) entries with positive (negative)
total angular momentum projection. Periodic boundary conditions are used along the
edge of length L.
To include the RSOC analytically, we write the full Hamiltonian H = H0 + HR in a
basis of the HESs for R0 = 0 given in Eq. (5.3.10)), i.e.
H0 + HR =

∑

k y ,σ∈{↑,↓}

Eσky c†σky cσky +

∑0 ∑0 hψky σ | HR |ψk0y σ0 ic†σky cσ0 k0y ,

(5.3.11)

k y ,k y σσ

where c†σky (cσky ) creates (annihilates) a particle in the HES ψky σ . In this approach, we
neglect the matrix elements between the edge and bulk states. These are presumably
very small, bulk and edge states are spatially separated to a very large extent. This is
an excellent assumption well within the bulk gap close to the Γ point, whereas the bulk
states begin to play a role close to the bulk band gap edge as our numerics show. The full
Hamiltonian (5.3.11) simplifies by noting that the matrix elements of HR are diagonal in
k y due to the plane-wave part of the HESs (5.3.10). Moreover, HR only couples opposite
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spins, so we find
H=

∑
ky

c†↑ky , c†↓ky





E0 + h̄vk y
k y αky
k y αky
E0 − h̄vk y



c↑k y
c↓k y


,

(5.3.12)

where an effective RSOC αky ≡ hψky ↑ | HR |ψky ↓ i/k y is introduced. In terms of the BHZ
parameters, we find

where a =

α k y = R0

B−D
2Bk y

= R0

(B −
2B2

D2 [ A2 B+2( B2 − D2 ) M0 ]
2B( B2 − D2 ) M02

Z ∞



dxgky ( x ) π x + k y g−ky ( x )

0
D )2 


h i
1 − ak2y + O k4y .

(5.3.13)

and we expanded in k y in the last step. The exact result

for αky is detailed in Section C .
The form of H in Eq. (5.3.12)) is clearly very similar to the simple 1D Hamiltonian
for a pair of HESs with a generic spin-orbit coupling Eq. (5.3.6)), since the effective spinorbit term αky σx k y resembles a x σx k. The important difference is that our effective RSOC
αky depends on k y and therefore gives rise to GHESs with k y -dependent (or equivalently
energy-dependent) spin orientation as we shall see shortly. In contrast, the spin-orbit
coupling in Eq. (5.3.6)) only leads to a constant wavevector-independent spin rotation.
In other words, the effective spin-orbit term αky σx k y has to be non-linear in k y for GHESs
to arise.
By diagonalizing H in Eq. (5.3.12)), we get the dispersion relations including the

RSOC

EkRSOC
= E0 ± h̄vαky k y ,
y ,±

(5.3.14a)

and the eigenstates in k y -space

q
1 ± vαv
±
1
ky
,
=√  q
v
1
∓
2
vαk


Ψ k y ,±

(5.3.14b)

y

where ± corresponds to two different edge states with the renormalised velocity vαky =
q
v2 + (αky /h̄)2 . For R0 = 0, the states are simply ψky ↑ and ψky ↓ , whereas for R0 6= 0

they become a superposition of both spins. Moreover, they are GHESs due to their k y dependent spin orientation. Due to time-reversal symmetry, the eigenstates constitute
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Bulk and edge state dispersion with the RSOC for a single edge (Fig. 5.3a)
and a ribbon (Fig. 5.3b) in a HgTe QW. The parameters are given in Table 5.1 and the
electric field ez is such that R0 = A. The bulk gap is marked by dashed horizontal lines
and the bulk bands Eq. (5.3.9)) are for H0 + HR with periodic boundary conditions in
both directions. Analytical results are not shown in the entire bulk energy gap, because
our method requires the existence of both edge states at the same time. The insets show
the edge state dispersions close to k = 0.

a Kramers pair with opposite spin orientations, i.e. orthogonal spinors. This is seen
by applying the time-reversal operator Θ to Ψky ,± and using α−ky = αky , i.e. ΘΨky ,± =

∓Ψ−ky ,∓ . Finally, we observe that the RSOC does not open a gap in the spectrum in

accordance with time-reversal symmetry, but merely renormalises the velocity close to
k y = 0 and creates a slight non-linearity for larger k y .

The GHES dispersions (5.3.14a) for a HgTe QW with R0 = A are shown in Fig. 5.3a
along with a comparison to our numerical results using the tight-binding regularisation
for W = 1000 nm. We find that the effect of the RSOC on the dispersions is rather weak
for a HgTe sample. We also present similar calculations for a InAs/GaSb double QW
in Fig. 5.4. Our analytical method only works if both HESs without RSOC exist simultaneously, hence the dispersions do not cover the entire bulk gap as seen in Figs. 5.3
and 5.4. Although the bulk bands are quite different for the InAs/GaSb and HgTe QWs,
we find that the behaviour of the GHESs is very similar for similar values of R0 - both
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Figure 5.4: Dispersion relation for InAs/GaSb QWs using the BHZ Hamiltonian with
the parameters given by Table 5.1 without taking the BIA terms into account. Analytical
results for an isolated edge and numerical results for W = 1000 nm for the edge states
almost coincide.

in the single edge case and for the ribbon. Therefore, we do not show more figures
for InAS/GaSb with the understanding that the results for the latter are similar to our
results for HgTe in the presence of an electric field such that R0 ≈ 0.2A.
Next, we consider the k y -dependence of the spin orientation of the GHESs in the case
of an HgTe TI. In Fig. 5.5, we show the amount of spin ↓ in the state Ψky ,+ , which is a

spin ↑ state for R0 = 0, i.e. the projection P = |hk y , ↓ |k y , +i|2 = |hψky ↓ |Ψky ,+ i|2 . We find
a reasonably good comparison between the analytical results for the isolated edge and

the numerical results for a large width of W = 1000 nm. The small discrepancy between
the analytical and numerical projections could be due to the truncation of the Hilbert
space in the analytical calculation. As seen in the figure, the spin rotation is rather small
in a realistic HgTe QW even for relatively large values of R0 , i.e. the spin orientation of
the edge states is rather robust against large external electric field. The analytical theory
requires simultaneous existence of both HESs without RSOC. The analytical projection
in Fig. 5.5 is shown in both the bulk band gap region (solid curve) and in the region of
coexistence between edge and bulk states (dotted curve). By using the projection, we
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obtain the total spin rotation Ts in Eq. (5.3.5)). From the numerical results for the entire
k-space, we find that Ts is proportional to R20 to a good approximation.
Now, we find the analytical form of the spin structure parameter [141] k0 in Eq.
(5.3.4)) for the BHZ model including the RSOC. We do this by introducing two unitary
transformations, which together diagonalise H in Eq. (5.3.12)). The first transformation

is k y -independent and rotates the spin basis such that it removes the k y -independent
part of αky . This part does not lead to GHESs as discussed above. This rotation is convenient to set the spin quantisation axis, i.e. the spins point along the new rotated spin
quantisation axis at k = 0. The second unitary transformation is k y -dependent and
transforms between the eigenstates and the new rotated spin basis. In other words, it
is the matrix Bk in Eq. (5.3.3)). In the following, we perform the steps explicitly. First,
we define δαky := αky − α0 , where α0 = αky =0 is k y -independent. Thereby, we can diagonalise the α0 part of H, i.e.


E0 + h̄vk y
k y (α0 + δαky )
H=∑
Cky
k
(
α
+
δα
)
E
−
h̄vk
y
y
0
0
k
y
ky


E0 + h̄vα0 k y
0
†
= ∑ Cky U
U † Cky
0
E
−
h̄v
k
α
y
0
0
ky


sin(θ ) cos(θ )
†
+ ∑ Cky Uk y δαky
U † Cky .
(5.3.15)
cos
(
θ
)
−
sin
(
θ
)
ky
q

†
†
= c↑ky , c↓ky , h̄vα0 = (h̄v)2 + α20 and the first k y -independent unitary transCk†y

Here Ck†y



formation U is


U=

cos(θ/2) − sin(θ/2)
sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2)


(5.3.16)

where cos(θ ) := v/vα0 and sin(θ ) := α0 /(h̄vα0 ). This transformation is simply a k y independent rotation to a new spin basis,
!
c ↑0 k y
= U†
c ↓0 k y

c↑k y
c↓k y

!
,

(5.3.17)

where ↑0 and ↓0 are the eigenstates of H at k y = 0. Finally, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian completely by a second unitary transformation and obtain
!
E0 + k y h̄vαky
0
0†
0
H = ∑Cky Vky
Vk†y Cky ,
0
E0 − k y h̄vαky
k
y
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q

0
where Ck†y = c†↑0 ky , c†↓0 ky and h̄vαky =
(h̄v)2 + α2ky . As expected, we find the same

dispersions as in Eq. (5.3.14a)). More importantly, we acquire an analytical form of the
unitary transformation Vky , which by construction is exactly Bky from Eq. (5.3.3)), i.e.


cos(φ/2) − sin(φ/2)
Bky = Vky =
,
(5.3.18)
sin(φ/2) cos(φ/2)
where cos(φ) := [(h̄v)2 + αky α0 ]/(h̄2 vα0 vαky ) and sin(φ) := δαky v/(vα0 h̄vαky ). Therefore,
we have now found the k y -dependent matrix Bky relating the GHESs to the HESs with
a fixed spin axis for a specific model, namely the BHZ model including the RSOC. We
remark that δαky = 0 at k y = 0 by definition, so Vky =0 is the unity matrix and therefore

↑0 and ↓0 become eigenstates at k y = 0.

We can find the spin structure parameter k0 in Eq. (5.3.4)) controlling the amount of

spin rotation for small k y . By expanding Bky = Vky around k y = 0, we obtain
D2 | R0 A( B− D )| A2 B + 2M0 ( B2 − D2 )
1
√
.
=
k20
2 B2 − D2 M02 4A2 B2 ( B+ D )+( B− D )3 R20

(5.3.19)

Thereby, we have an explicit expression for k0 - a parameter originally introduced
based on symmetry arguments. Such an expression in terms of the BHZ parameters is
valuable beyond the case of HgTe QWs due to the generic Dirac-like nature of the BHZ
model. Interestingly, we observe that the particle-hole asymmetry parameter D plays
an essential role for k0 , i.e. for D = 0 no spin rotation appears and therefore no GHESs
come out in the case studied here. This is valid beyond the expansion of Bky in k y , since
( D =0)

the effective RSOC in Eq. (5.3.13)) is k y -independent to all orders, αky

= R0 /2, for

D = 0 such that Bky is the identity matrix. Curiously, the parameter D is often removed
in many theoretical discussions of topology [159] and thereby the interesting physics of
GHESs might be missed. Furthermore, Eq. (5.3.19)) also reveals that k0 depends on the
Dirac mass M0 and the RSOC strength R0 in rather non-trivial ways. In Eq. (5.3.19)),
one can find the closed analytical expression we asserted in Result 2.
We also consider the GHESs for a ribbon with two parallel edges using the BHZ
model including the RSOC. Thereby, four edge states come into play, since a pair of
GHESs exist on each edge for well-separated edges. We pay special attention to how
the finite size effects can enhance spin orientation variation of the GHESs as the width
of the ribbon W gets smaller and the edge states on opposite sides begin to overlap.
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Before including the RSOC, we briefly summarise the HESs and their dispersions
without RSOC for a ribbon [156]. An important difference between the ribbon and the
single-edge case is that we do not have the energy dispersions in closed analytical forms
for the ribbon, but instead as the solutions to a cumbersome equation (see Section C for
more details). Nevertheless, the physical consequence of the finite width is clear: a gap
opens at the crossing point of the dispersions found for the isolated edge [156]. The
dispersions for a ribbon have a limiting cusp form for a wide ribbon, i.e.
Eke=±
→ E0 ± h̄v|k x |
x

for

W → ∞,

(5.3.20)

where Ek+x (Ek−x ) is the energy dispersion above (below) the gap for W ≤ ∞. Therefore,

the label e = ± should not be confused with the single-edge case, where ± often refers

to the sign of the velocity. The velocity v and energy shift E0 are identical to the singleedge case. Noticeably, Eke=±
are independent of the spin σ, since equal spins travel in
x
opposite directions on the two edges.
A ribbon with edges at y = ±W/2 has four HESs without RSOC ψke x σ ( x, y), where

e = ± labels the energy Eke x to which the state belongs. As for an isolated edge, the

states have a plane-wave part running along the edges, i.e. ψke x σ ∝ eik x x . Only the first
(last) two components of the states ψke x ↑ (ψke x ↓ ) are non-zero, corresponding to the spin
up (spin down) block of H0 . However, in contrast to the single-edge case, the spinors

are not constant, but rather the relative weight of the two components vary with both
k x and y. A particular state ψke x σ is not always localised on the same edge. Instead, the
localisation changes gradually from one edge to the other when crossing k x = 0. For
k x > 0, the states
ψk+x ↑ , ψk−x ↓ are localised close to y = W/2 and
ψk−x ↑ , ψk+x ↓ are localised close to y = −W/2,

(5.3.21a)
(5.3.21b)

and viceversa for k x < 0.
As for the isolated edge, we build an analytical model using only the HESs without
RSOC. Since this approach leaves out the overlaps between bulk and edge states, it
becomes worse for a narrow ribbon, where bulk and edge states become comparable
in spatial extend. Therefore, our analytical results are more reliable for small momenta
well within the bulk gap as we shall see.
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Figure 5.5: The projection P = |hψky ↓ |Ψky ,+ i|2 of the GHES Ψky ,+ with R0 = 0.5A
into the R0 = 0 spin-↓ state as a function of k y using the parameters of a HgTe QW
in table 5.1. The figure shows a comparison of the analytical results with the numerics
with W = 1000 nm. The analytical projection is seen in both the bulk energy band
gap (solid black curve) and in the regime of coexistence of bulk and edge states (dotted
black curve). Moreover, we have manually removed the numerical results close to k = 0
where a very narrow peak appears due to finite size effect, see Fig. 5.7.
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By including the RSOC in the subspace of the HESs without RSOC, ψke x σ , the Hamiltonian becomes
H = H0 + HR =

∑

σ,k x ,e

Eke x (cek x σ )† cek x σ +

0

0

∑0 ∑0 ∑0 hψke x σ | HR |ψke0x σ0 i(cekx σ )† cek0x σ0 ,

(5.3.22)

k x ,k x σ,σ e,e

where (cek x σ )† [cek x σ ] creates [annihilates] a particle in the HES ψke x σ of energy Eke x . The
RSOC Eq. (5.3.8)) only couples opposite spins and the Hamiltonian is diagonal in k x ,
0

since hψke x σ | HR |ψke 0 σ0 i ∝ δk x ,k0x . We order the basis as {|ψk+x ↑ i, |ψk−x ↓ i, |ψk−x ↑ i, |ψk+x ↓ i} such
x

that the first two entries are localised on the opposite edge of the last two as seen in Eq.
(5.3.21)), i.e.
Ek+x
ib
0 id+
 −ib
−
Ek x id− 0

H = H0 + HR = ∑ C†k x 
−id− Ek−x −ib
 0
kx
−id+
0
ib Ek+x





Ck x ,


(5.3.23)



† , ( c− )† , ( c− )† , ( c+ )† and we introduced the inter-edge matrix
where C†k x = (c+
)
kx ↑
kx ↓
kx ↑
kx ↓
elements

id+ = hψk+x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i,
id− = hψk−x ↑ | HR |ψk−x ↓ i,

(5.3.24a)
(5.3.24b)

and the intra-edge matrix element
ib = hψk−x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i,

(5.3.25)

which all depend on k x . In Eq. (5.3.23)), we used that the intra-edge matrix elements on
opposite edges are related as ib = hψk−x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i = −hψk+x ↓ | HR |ψk−x ↑ i. Thereby, we are
left with only three matrix elements. The detailed formulas are given in Appendix C.

Due to the ordering of the basis, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.3.23)) has two 2 × 2 blocks

in the diagonal, one for each edge. Each 2 × 2 block resembles the Hamiltonian (5.3.12)

found for an isolated edge and an effective intra-edge RSOC could be introduced as

b/k x . However, due to the limiting cusp form of the energy dispersions in Eq. (5.3.20)),
one should instead define the effective intra-edge RSOC as αintra
= −b/|k x |. With this
kx

definition, αintra
corresponds to the effective RSOC for the isolated edge in Eq. (5.3.13))
kx
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in the wide ribbon limit. However, as the width gets smaller, we find an increased k x for small k x . This indicates an increased spin orientation change
dependence of αintra
kx
for small k x as W decreases, which we also find below by direct calculation.
The opposite edges of the ribbon are coupled by the inter-edge elements d± in the

anti-diagonal of H, which vanish for W → ∞. Finally, we mention that performing

unitary transformations of H to find k0 is difficult, since we do not have closed formulas
for Eke x .

By diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.3.23)), the dispersion relations including the RSOC become
RSOC
k x ,sτ

E

1q
=τ
[s(d− − d+ ) + Ek−x − Ek+x ]2 + 4b2
2
i
1h
+
s(d+ + d− ) + Ek+x + Ek−x
2

(5.3.26)

where s = ±1 and τ = ±1. In the wide ribbon limit, where the inter-edge matrix

elements d± are insignificant, these dispersions resemble the isolated-edge dispersions
in Eq. (5.3.14a)). For a finite width W, however, the inter-edge matrix elements d± come
into play and create four different dispersions. As shown in Fig. 5.3b and in Fig. 5.8,
two gaps arise symmetrically with respect to k x = 0. Therefore, we have found that the
spin degeneration present for R0 = 0 between ψke x ↑ and ψke x ↓ is broken by the interplay
of RSOC and a finite width, where both ingredients are necessary. A similar effect of

SIA combined with finite size has also been found in one dimension higher, namely for
the 2D Dirac surface states on a 3D TI [160].
In Fig. 5.6, we show the position kgap and value ∆edge of the gaps as a function of
W for different R0 . We compare numerical and analytical calculations on a logarithmic
scale. As the width is increased, the position of the gap goes rapidly towards k x = 0 and
the value of the gap goes to zero, such that we recover the result for an isolated edge.
Interestingly enough, there are several values of the width, depending on the value of
R0 , where the gap is particularly reduced. The reason is essentially that the actual transverse wave function including RSOC for an isolated edge has a form which is similar
to an exponential times a sine. This means that the solution for an isolated edge state
(including the gapless dispersions) also becomes the solution for a finite ribbon, when
the zeros of the transverse wave function match the width. This destructive interference
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Comparison of analytical and numerical results for the value of the gap
∆edge [meV] vs. width of the ribbon (Fig. 5.6a) and position of the gap in momentum
kgap [nm−1 ] vs. width of the ribbon (Fig. 5.6b). We use the HgTe parameters in Table
5.1.
has been studied before both with [161] and without [162] RSOC. It is shown that the
gap vanishes periodically with a period almost inversely proportional to the strength
of the RSOC. In these particular values of the width, the coupling between the edges is
cancelled without reaching the large width limit. As shown in Fig. 5.6, this effect is not
captured by the analytical theory, although it gives the essential decaying trends of both
the gap size ∆edge and position kgap correctly. The eigenvectors in k x -space in the basis

{|ψk+x ↑ i, |ψk−x ↓ i, |ψk−x ↑ i, |ψk+x ↓ i} are:

Ψk x ,sτ = p

1
2
8b2 + 2ζ sτ


is2b
 −sζ sτ 


 iζ sτ 
2b

(5.3.27)

where s = ±1 and τ = ±1 and we defined
ζ sτ =

s(d+ − d− ) + Ek+x

− Ek−x

−τ

q

s(d− − d+ ) + Ek−x − Ek+x

2

+ 4b2 .

(5.3.28)

Here the two first and the two last components of Ψk x ,sτ represent spinors localised
on opposite edges. The four states Ψk x ,sτ are clearly present on both edges, but in
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Figure 5.7: The analytical projection of a ribbon edge state with primarily spin up
character (on the lower edge y = −W/2 and k > 0) into the spin down subspace,
i.e P = |hψk+x ↓ |Ψk x ,+− i|2 . In other words, the last component squared of Ψk x ,+− in Eq.
(5.3.27)). The parameters for HgTe in table 5.1 and R0 = A are used.

a very particular way: the spinor localised on one edge, ϕ a ∝ (is2b, −sζ sτ ) T , is always orthogonal to the spinor ϕb ∝ (iζ sτ , 2b) T localised on the opposite edge, since
ϕ†a ϕb = 0. In other words, the squared projections on the basis states on opposite
edges are pairwise identical, i.e. |hψk+x ↑ |Ψk x ,sτ i|2 = |hψk+x ↓ |Ψk x ,sτ i|2 and |hψk−x ↓ |Ψk x ,sτ i|2 =

|hψk−x ↑ |Ψk x ,sτ i|2 . Thus, the states always have half of the weight on each edge, i.e.

|hψk+x ↑ |Ψk x ,sτ i|2 + |hψk−x ↓ |Ψk x ,sτ i|2 = 1/2 independently of k x . Moreover, the Kramers

partner of Ψk x ,±± is Ψ−k x ,∓± . Furthermore, the dispersions EkRSOC
in Eq. (5.3.26)) and
x ,sτ
eigenstates in Eq. (5.3.27)) depend on both Ek+x and Ek−x , and therefore are only welldefined for momenta k x , where both Ek−x and Ek+x are well-defined, see Fig. 5.3.
Figure 5.6 and Eq. (5.3.27)) sum up Result 3.
Now, we will argue that the eigenstates Ψk x ,sτ are GHESs, since their spin orientation
on a single edge depends on k x . Due to the structure of Ψk x ,sτ discussed above, we
observe that the two edges of the ribbon suffer the same - but opposite - spin rotation.
Due to the coupling between the two edges and the RSOC, the dispersions have two
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Figure 5.8: The ribbon energy dispersions EkRSOC
Eq. (5.3.26)) and the spin structure of
x ,sτ
the GHESs close to the lower edge at y = −W/2. The combination of finite width and
RSOC produce splitting in k x -space and energy gaps at kgap 6= 0. The spin structure
associated to the two avoided crossings is illustrated by the colours: the states are more
than 99% pure spin ↑ (↓) on the lower edge in the blue (yellow) part of the dispersions,
whereas the spin orientation rotates when all states come close together (green regions).
The upper edge at y = W/2 has the opposite spin structure (see the main text). Therefore, the states become true GHESs in the green regions, which coincide with the peaks
in the projection seen in Fig. 5.7. The parameters for HgTe in table 5.1 are used together
with R0 = A and W = 200 nm.
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avoided crossings. These avoided crossings induce some particular characteristics of
the spin rotation. Fig. 5.7 shows the analytical results for the projection onto the spin
down subspace, P = |hψk+x ↓ |Ψk x ,s=1τ =−1 i|2 , as a function of k x for one of the edge states
which asymptotically is more than 99% spin up for different values of W on lower edge
(y = −W/2) and k x > 0. We can see that the projection reaches a relatively high value,
higher for larger widths, but in a very narrow range of k x , smaller for larger widths. The

peaks of the projections are located close to the position of the gap kgap . For clarity, we
only show a range of W from 140 nm to 300 nm, but the trend goes on indefinitely.
The avoided crossings of the ribbon dispersions and the associated spin structure of
the GHESs are illustrated on Fig. 5.8. As discussed above, the GHESs Ψk x ,sτ Eq. (5.3.27))
are always equally present on the lower (y = −W/2) and the upper (y = W/2) edge.
Fig. 5.8 only shows the spin structure of the lower edge. We illustrate how to understand

this by using the state Ψk x ,+− as an example. Away from the avoided crossing (the green
region), we find
1
Ψk x ,+− = √ (−ψk−x ↓ + iψk−x ↑ )
2

(5.3.29)

with more than 99% accuracy. For k x > 0, ψk−x ↑ (ψk−x ↓ ) is localised near the lower (upper)
edge and vice versa for k x < 0, see Eq. (5.3.21)). Thus, in this sense, Ψk x ,+− is spin ↑

for k x > 0 (blue region) and spin ↓ for k x < 0 (yellow region) on the lower edge, while

the upper edge has the opposite spin structure. In between these regions of almost pure

spin ↑ or ↓, the states become genuine GHESs with sisable amounts of both spin ↑ and

↓ present on each edge (the green region). These regions are quantified by the peaks in

the projections shown in Fig. 5.7. Noticeably, the weight of each spin component in the
almost pure spin regions (blue/yellow) of the GHESs is only 1/2, see e.g. Eq. (5.3.29)).
Thus, the entire weight of one spin component on one edge is carried by two different
dispersion curves. This is vastly different from the two simple linear dispersions found

for an isolated edge. Therefore, it is now clear that our states Ψk x ,sτ indeed are GHESs
with k x -dependent spin orientation. A remarkable difference between the isolated edge
and the ribbon is that the spin orientation change is enhanced a great deal by the finite
size.
In Fig. 5.9, we show that the total spin rotation Ts of Ψk x ,+− scales with R20 for not too
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Figure 5.9: Numerical value of the total spin rotation Ts of the GHES Ψk x ,+− rescaled
with R20 as a function of the ribbon width for different values of R0 .

large values of R0 . The total spin rotation is essentially the integral of the projections
in Fig. 5.7 due to our choice of k1 in Eq. (5.3.5)). We only show the numerical results
as the analytical states in Eq. (5.3.27)) are only available in the small k x range, where
both Ek+x and Ek−x are well-defined. Nevertheless, using the analytical states to find Ts ,
very similar results are obtained for analytically feasible values of R0 and W. Although
the maximum of the spin projection in Fig. 5.7 increases, the total value of the integral
is reduced when the ribbon widens to the single edge limit. The scaling with R20 works
perfectly well for R0 . 0.5A except for very small values of the width. (Note that
we only show W > 100 nm in Fig. 5.9.) For larger values of R0 , the scaled total spin
rotation Ts /R20 increases compared to the values of R0 ≤ 0.5A. However, for very large
spin-orbit couplings (like R0 = 2A in Fig. 5.9) and large widths, we obtain smaller

Ts /R20 ratio probably due to the reduced bulk gap of the system. Fig. 5.9 summarises
what is presumed in Result 4.
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Outlook

Our analytical GHESs for both the isolated edge and the ribbon open the possibility
to study other effects in the presence of RSOC, i.e. scattering of magnetic impurities
or the nuclear spins in the crystal. Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore the
transport properties of a ribbon, since we found a significant spin orientation change.
The history of spintronics can be traced back to the theoretical works of Rashba on
the spin-orbit effects in non-centrosymmetric crystals [163] and to experimental works
on the influence of the spin of electron on the transport properties in the ferromagnet/superconductor junctions. In the case studied above, channel conductivity could
be manipulated by the external electric field, where the spin conductivity is influenced
via the Rashba effect [164, 165]. The results of our study report a small rotation for the
materials considered. However, many promising new materials have been predicted as
candidates for TIs [166] and those new materials might open the possibility for a bigger
rotation and its potential use in spintronics.
Nevertheless, the results show that the GHESs in HgTe/CdTe QWs are strongly robust against inelastic scattering due to Rashba SO coupling. Deviations from the quantised conductance found experimentally should come from another source of interaction.

Chapter 6
Topological superconductors
Uncompromising purpose and the search of eternal truth have an unquestionable
sex appeal for the young and high-minded; but when a person loses the ability to
take pleasure in the mundane - in the cigarette on the stoop or the gingersnap in
the bath - she has probably put herself in unnecessary danger.
– A. Towles, Rules of Civility (2011)

6.1

Introduction

The idea of a fermionic particle being precisely its own antiparticle has puzzled physicists for generations. These exotic particles were hypothesised by Majorana and named
after him [167]. They have been thoroughly studied in high energy physics as a possible solution to the intriguing nature of neutrinos and dark matter [168]. However, the
detection of Majorana fermions remained elusive until they were introduced as quasiparticles in certain condensed matter systems. A series of experiments has claimed the
observation of signatures of Majorana states [169–174].
Due to its mathematical elegance, Majorana concluded that the tenets of relativity
and quantum theory make possible the existence of neutral fermions that are their own
antiparticles. They are postulated as actual fermions, in opposition to what is observed
in solid state physics.
Roughly, the condensed matter version of Majorana fermions constitutes half of a
usual fermion, i.e. an ordinary fermion is a superposition of two Majorana modes which
117
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can be separated by arbitrary distance. Therefore, they are not fermions, as were initially
thought of. The resulting state is highly delocalised and robust against local perturbations. Moreover, Majorana states exhibit novel statistics: they are non-abelian anyons
The two latter features drew the attention of the quantum computation community.
Braiding Majorana fermions provides a method for realizing topological quantum computation [16,39,175,176]. Novel methods combining Majorana physics with topological
error correction have also appeared recently [111, 112, 177–180]. Topological quantum
error-correcting codes are of particular interest since they have straightforward experimental implementation, besides technological difficulties. They only require the measurement of spatially local operators - a feature that is compatible with the local operations accessible in two-dimensional solid-state qubit architectures.
Correspondingly to these unusual properties, an increasing interest on how to obtain
and manipulate Majorana fermions has grown up. The appearance of Majorana states
was predicted in a system with odd superconducting pairing [181].
The BCS theory presents a new ground state of the interacting electron gas: the superconducting state. In this macroscopic quantum state, the electrons form coherent
bound states called Cooper pairs, which dramatically change the macroscopic properties of the system, giving rise to perfect conductivity and perfect diamagnetism. Cooper
pairs present some bosonic properties and their wave function should behave accordingly. Since their spatial part is always even under the interchange of the two particles,
their spin part needs to be even under this symmetry. Therefore, Cooper pairing couples spins as singlets. However, to have Majorana quasiparticles, i.e., a particle being
its own antiparticle, spin part of the wave functions should be a triplet, i.e., odd under the interchange of particles. The BCS theory enables many interesting predictions
on superconductivity:paramagnetic susceptibility of the conduction electrons and Andreev scattering, to name a few. Even if the electron moment is not well-defined, it can
be reformulated in terms of field operators. It mostly focuses on conventional superconductors, where the Cooper pairs originate from a small attractive electron-electron
interaction mediated by phonons. In the so-called unconventional superconductors - a
topic of intense research in current solid state physics - the pairing might originate even
from purely repulsive interactions.
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Since odd superconducting pairing has not been found in nature, the proposal seemed
to be unrealistic. A few years later, a remarkable idea to induce topological superconductivity at the surface of a topological insulator by means of proximity effect made
it feasible [62]. Currently, odd superconducting pairing mechanisms can be synthesised in different experimental platforms: topological insulators [62, 182] and semiconductors [170–172] proximity coupled to superconductors, diluted magnetic impurities
in superconducting lead [183], iron-based superconductors [184], quantum anomalous
Hall insulator [185], etc. These experiments make use of underlying superconductors
to eventually observe Majorana fermions. Most of these proposals use conventional
superconductors [62, 186, 187], although there are some proposals using high-Tc superconductors [188–190].
High-Tc superconductors are materials that behave as superconductors at unusually
high temperatures [6]. Describing the more exotic high-Tc superconductors has motivated a lot of research since they were experimentally discovered [6, 191–195]. Phasesensitive tests of pairing symmetry have provided strong evidence of predominantly
d-wave pairing symmetry in both the hole-doped and electron-doped high-Tc cuprate
superconductors [196]. However, the microscopic origin of high-Tc superconductors is
still unknown.
This year, superconductivity in bilayer graphene has been measured. Even if the
experiments were not carried out in a high-temperature environment, the results are
less correlated to classical than to high-temperature superconductors, given that low
dopping needs to be introduced [197]. Despite the fact that the density of electron is
very low, superconductivity is preserved. It is also highlighting that the electrons are
strongly correlated in the material. Although the absolute value of the temperature of
the twisted bilayer graphene is actually very low, if the ratio of absolute temperature
divided by the Fermi temperature is calculated, the bilayer twisted graphene belongs to
the same group of unconventional superconductors.
Motivated by the plethora of available two dimensional materials, one may wonder
what would happen when a d-wave superconductor induces a superconducting gap in
a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with spin-orbit coupling and a Zeeman field. A
realization of a 2DEG could be a semiconductor even though the answer to this question
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provides a general framework which can be applied also to other schemes [198] and
include quantum simulation in the pathway.
The motivation to study d-wave pairing is precisely that high-Tc superconductors
are postulated to have this pairing. The superconducting gap is larger for high-Tc superconductors, hence the induced superconducting gap on the 2DEG becomes wider.
The induced gap is proportional to the gap in the original superconductor but reduced
by a factor, as a consequence of proximity effect. Moreover, high-Tc superconductors
show anisotropic pairing. Therefore, they induce different pairing depending on the
orientation of the sample.
Considering a host d-wave superconductor, we analyse the interesting features of
the new Majorana fermions comparing them to the Majorana bound states induced by
s-wave superconductors. Since d-wave pairing has nodal lines, where the superconducting gap is zero, Majorana and nodal states coexist. As a consequence, nodal states
appear in the system where the gap in the effective model closes, similarly to what happens for Majorana states.
When examining d-wave superconductors, the presence of nodal lines gives rise to
bulk states at zero energy and cause two main effects: the Chern number is ill-defined
since the gap closes at the nodal points. However, the parity of the Chern number
provides a well-defined topological invariant and Majorana states are topologically
protected; nodal lines guarantee nodal states in the system, i.e. zero-energy modes
which are not localised. These may interact with Majorana states in disordered systems [199, 200].
Inspired by the aforementioned properties, it is worthwhile to also consider nodeless
pairings, which have potential applications and have been proposed in materials such
as water-intercalated sodium cobaltates or bilayer silicene [201–205].
The more general question of understanding what generic properties might be expected of singlet-paired tetragonal superconductors gave rise to a systematic symmetry
classification of all possible pairing channels [206]. Singlet pairing in tetragonal superconductors can take the well-known forms of s-wave and d-wave states. However,
it is also possible to have alternative singlet pairings which are compatible with the
symmetry group of tetragonal crystals D4h . Furthermore, four of these different mixed
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pairings are nodeless [207]. Thus, there are no nearby zero energy modes that may spoil
the topological protection of the edge states. Since the gap does not close, the Chern
number is well defined and related to the number of edge states via the bulk-edge correspondence [208–210].
There exists an increasing interest on Majorana quasiparticles coming from two different directions: from the fundamental point of view of understanding the nature of
anyons; regarding quantum computation, in order to perform braiding with these nonabelian quasiparticles.
Since there are many experimental platforms which postulate to host Majorana modes,
we focus on two special setups to carry out a detailed analysis. Our studies are also motivated by the emergent class of meta-materials - comprised of vertically stacked twodimensional building blocks - which provide us with a vast tool set to engineer their
properties on top of the already rich tunability of 2D materials.

6.2

Summary of main results

We examine the properties of emerging Majorana modes in a 2DEG with strong spinorbit coupling, a Zeeman field and proximity induced d-wave superconductivity. We
also consider the mixed nodeless pairings compatible with the point-group symmetry
of tetragonal superconductors.
1. Regarding d-wave pairing, we study a microscopic lattice version which involves
in real space nearest and next-to-nearest-neighbors interactions. We compute
the phase diagram of this model by means of the parity of the Chern number, a
topological invariant that is well-defined even for nodal systems [200]. In nodal
systems, there are nodal states coexisting with Majorana modes. One is tempted
to think that the robustness of the Majorana states is at risk. However, we propose
a noise analysis which shows the stability of the propagating Majorana modes
against static disorder [200].
2. Concerning the four possible mixed nodeless pairings compatible with the pointgroup symmetry of tetragonal superconductors, we are able to obtain the phase
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diagrams by numerically computing the Chern number and calculating the gap
closing conditions. The phase diagrams for s + ig and s + id xy are equivalent to the
s-wave case, since we can continuously deform the Hamiltonian without closing
the gap. The d+id pairing channel shows rich behaviour, with the Chern number
taking values up to 6 [207].
3. Focusing on the edge states coming from d-wave pairing, we show that although
the angular dependence of this pairing - that would intuitively increase the superconducting coherence length - , we remarkably demonstrate that Majorana modes
are almost as localised as the ones obtained with a constant s-wave pairing amplitude. Moreover, since realistic values of the d-wave gap are much greater than the
s-wave superconducting gap, a sharper localisation profile is expected for Majorana states induced by the former. To accomplish this task, we develop a phenomenological model using a d-wave superconductor as a parent Hamiltonian to
induce superconductivity. As a result, we get an effective pairing which has f wave symmetry (l = 3), in contrast to the effective p-wave symmetry (l = 1) that
appears for a parent s-wave superconductor [200].
4. Computing the energy spectra for the different nodeless pairing amplitudes, we
find that for certain cases the number of zero-energy modes is higher than the
Chern number. These extra zero-energy modes show to be topologically unprotected and disappear in the presence of disorder. For the d+id case we explain
why zero-modes appearing at k6= 0, π are possible, in contrast to what occurs

for other cases, where we have k = 0, π. Finally, we also see how massive edge

modes appear associated to the non-trivial topology of the upper band. This can
be proven by calculating the Chern number of the upper band [207].

6.3

Microscopic characterisation

We study the problem of a 2DEG with strong spin-orbit interaction and Zeeman field
as well as an induced superconducting pairing mechanism. Any of the proposals for
inducing superconductivity requires three key ingredients: Spin-Orbit Coupling (SOC),
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a strong Zeeman field and a parent superconductor. In certain parameter regimes, the
Hamiltonian presents an effective spin triplet pairing symmetry with propagating Majorana states at edges.
We begin by considering a 2DEG with SOC [211]. Crucially, the SOC breaks the spin
degeneracy of the 2DEG bands. Since we will eventually include superconductivity,
we already embed the particle-hole structure in the Hamiltonian. To this end, we use


Nambu spinor basis in momentum space, Ψ† (k) = ψ↑† (k), ψ↓† (k), ψ↓ (−k), −ψ↑ (−k) ,

where ψ(ψ† ) are annihilation (creation) operators satisfying the fermionic anti-commutation

relations. The Hamiltonian reads

Hα (k) =
with


Hα (k) =

1
2

Z

d2 k Ψ† (k) Hα (k)Ψ(k),




k2
− µ τz ⊗ Iσ + α τz ⊗ k y σx − k x σy ,
2m

(6.3.1)

(6.3.2)

where k x (k y ) is the crystalline momentum in the x (y)−direction, k2 = k2x + k2y , m is the
effective mass of the electron in the material, µ is the chemical potential, α is the Rashba
SOC strength and σi and τi are Pauli matrices acting on spin and particle-hole space
respectively. As a result, Hamiltonian Hα (k) is a 4 × 4 matrix.

Next, we include a Zeeman field perpendicular to the 2DEG plane to open a gap

between the spin-up and the spin-down bands:
HV = V Iτ ⊗ σz ,

(6.3.3)

where V := 21 gµ B B, provided that V is generated by a magnetic field B. The corresponding energy dispersion relations for the particle bands are
E± (k) =

p
k2
− µ ± V 2 + α2 k 2 .
2m

(6.3.4)

where ± denotes the upper and lower bands respectively. At k = 0 the separation

between the two is 2 |V |. If µ is placed inside the gap, |µ| < |V |, only the lower band is
occupied. This is necessary to reach the spinless regime.

By placing a superconductor on top of the 2DEG, it is possible to induce superconductivity through proximity effect. We can also consider a different setup with the same
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formalism: a superconductor with intrinsically strong spin-orbit interaction. Provided
that we assume spin-singlet pairing, the induced Hamiltonian is given by

H∆ (k) = ∆(k) τx ⊗ Iσ ,

(6.3.5)

where ∆(k) is the induced pairing amplitude or the present superconducting pairing.
Combining all terms from Eqs. (6.3.2), (6.3.3) and (6.3.5), we find the final Hamiltonian
with superconducting pairing
H = Hα (k) + HV + H∆ (k).

(6.3.6)

We introduce a Hamiltonian on a square lattice to study the topological phases arising
from 2D singlet superconductors with tetragonal D4h symmetry. Concretely, we analyse d-wave pairing as well as all possible nodeless pairing compatible with tetragonal
symmetry. As it is mentioned in the introduction, these two groups of pairings are particularly interesting. The Hamiltonian for these systems reads




ck,σ0
1
†
H=
c ,c
H (k)
,
c†−k,σ0
2 ∑ 0 k,σ −k,σ

(6.3.7)

k,σ,σ

where

H (k) =

e (k) − Vσz + g (k) · σ
i∆ (k) σy
−i∆∗ (k) σy
−e (k) + Vσz + g (k) · σ ∗


(6.3.8)


is the discretised version of Eq. (6.3.6), with e (k) = −2t cos k x + cos k y − µ, g (k) =

α sin k y , − sin k x , 0 is the SOC, V is the Zeeman field, ∆ (k) is the superconducting
pairing and σ are the Pauli matrices. ∆ (k) is an even function, i.e. ∆ (−k) = ∆ (k) as required by singlet pairing. The Hamiltonian is particle-hole symmetric, i.e., ΓH (k) Γ† =

− H ∗ (−k), with Γ = σx ⊗ I. The energy bands for this Hamiltonian take the form
2
E±
(k) = e2 (k) + | g (k)|2 + V 2 + |∆ (k)|2
q
± 2 e2 (k) | g (k)|2 + e2 (k) V 2 + |∆ (k)|2 V 2 ,

(6.3.9)

where E+ is the upper band and E− the lower. Due to particle-hole symmetry we also

have the hole-like solutions − E+ and − E− . It is important to obtain the conditions for
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which the energy gap closes, since these will signal a topological phase transition. From
Eq. (6.3.9) one can obtain the conditions that must be satisfied for the lower band gap,
E− (k), to close
e2 (k) + |∆ (k)|2 − V 2 − | g (k)|2 = 0,

(6.3.10)

|∆ (k)| | g (k)| = 0.

(6.3.11)

Up to this point we treat d-wave pairing in the same way as nodeless pairings. However, from now on, they will be treated separately. This is because being nodal or nodeless plays a important role in this analysis.
q

The energy bands for d-wave pairing are given by E (k) = ± e2 (k) + |d (k)|2 ,


˜ sin k x + i sin k y cos k y − cos k x . The gap vanishes at the points
where d (k) = 4i ∆

k x , k y , µ̃ = (0, 0, 0) , (0, π, 4t) , (π, 0, 4t) and (π, π, 8t), suggesting phase transitions.
Additionally, there are nodal lines, placed at k x = ±k y = ±k F .

Despite the existence of nodal lines that render the system gapless, it is possible to

define a topological invariant that distinguishes between non-trivial and trivial phases.
The Chern number [212] calculated for nodeless superconductors is no longer welldefined [199, 213]. To define the Chern number in a system with gapless lines like ours,
it is necessary to remove the nodal states by adding a small perturbation. Nevertheless,
the value of the Chern number is not independent of the perturbation introduced, and
only the parity of the Chern number is uniquely defined by this procedure. Thus, this
is a well-defined topological invariant even in the presence of bulk gapless excitations.
The parity of the Chern number can be computed as

(−1)νCh =

∏

sgn Eα (Γi ) ,

(6.3.12)

α,i =1,2,3,4

where Eα (k) is the eigenvalue of the discretised Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.3.8)) for each
band α. In our particular case, α only takes one single value because the model only has
one independent band, due to particle-hole symmetry. Γi are the time-reversal-invariant
momenta (0, 0), (0, π ), (π, 0) and (π, π ). Since d (k) vanishes at time-reversal-invariant
momenta we have

E1 (Γi ) = e (Γi ) = −2t cos Γi,x + cos Γi,y − µ̃ + 4t.

(6.3.13)
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Applying the definition, the following expression is obtained:
h
i
(−1)νCh = sgn (−µ̃) (−µ̃ + 4t)2 (−µ̃ + 8t) ,

(6.3.14)

and the parity of the Chern number is −1 in the interval 0 < µ̃ < 8t, where the system is
in a topological phase. The lower phase boundary marks a topological phase transition

at µ̃ = 0. Additionally, the lattice model presents an upper bound for the topological
phase at µ̃ = 8t arising from the gap closing at the M point (k x , k y ) = (π, π ).
However, to completely characterise the phase diagram for nodeless pairings, we
can use another topological invariant. The topological invariant associated with the
different topological phases for 2D superconductors with no time-reversal symmetry
is the Chern number [214]. The bulk-edge correspondence relates the Chern number
to the number of topological edge states at the boundary of the system [208, 215]. We
numerically compute the Chern number by discretising the Brillouin zone, using the
expression [216, 217]

νCh

1
=
2π

∑ Im
j

log ∏hψki ||ψki+1 i
i

!
,

(6.3.15)

j

where |ψki i is an eigenvector of the Hamiltonian evaluated at ki , j labels the different cells of the mesh that discretises the Brillouin zone and i runs over the four vertices of each cell. The expression in Eq. (6.3.15) is derived by integrating the Berry
curvature over the 2D Brillouin zone. The Berry curvature can be approximated as

−1
δA Im log ∏i h ψki || ψki+1 i j at cell j, where δA j is the area of the cell and the value of Im
j

is restricted to the principle branch of the logarithm. This definition yields a quantity
which is manifestly gauge invariant.

We are interested in the singlet nodeless pairings compatible with point-group symmetry D4h of a tetragonal superconductor. They are given by the s-wave pairing and
by four mixed pairings obtained by combining a real part from a 1D representation of
the point group and an imaginary part from another 1D representation [206]. These 1D
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representations (neglecting higher order terms) are
∆s (k) = ∆0s ,

(6.3.16)

∆ g (k) = ∆0g sin 2k x sin k y − sin 2k y sin k x ,


(6.3.17)

∆dxy (k) = ∆0dxy sin k x sin k y ,

(6.3.18)

∆d

(6.3.19)

x 2 − y2

(k) = ∆0d

x 2 − y2


cos k x − cos k y .

Combining these representations we get the four possible mixed nodeless pairings
∆s (k) + i∆ g (k) ,

(6.3.20)

∆s (k) + i∆dxy (k) ,

(6.3.21)

∆s (k) + i∆d

(6.3.22)

∆d

x 2 − y2

x 2 − y2

(k) ,

(k) + i∆dxy (k) .

(6.3.23)

In the following, they will be referred to as s + ig, s + id xy , s + id x2 −y2 and d + id respectively. All of them have various properties in common: they break time-reversal sym-

metry, they are nodeless and consequently they are characterised by the Chern number.
Eq. (6.3.20) mixes s-wave and g-wave pairings and Eq. (6.3.23) is completely d-wave
but not nodal. Eq. (6.3.21) and Eq. (6.3.22) mix d-wave and s-wave pairings.
Having defined a Hamiltonian on a lattice and identified the topological regime we
can focus on two different aspects: a noise analysis for the nodal pairing, in order to
check that the edge states remain localised despite the nodal state; an analysis of phase
diagrams corresponding to each of the nodeless pairing aforementioned.

6.3.1

Disorder analysis

We want to study the robustness of propagating Majorana states hosted by d-wave superconductors. Thus, we consider a cylindrical geometry with periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction and open boundary conditions in the x-direction. The lattice
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Hamiltonian renders:

Hmicro = ∑m,n

n

−(µ̃ − 4t)c†m,n cm,n



− t c†m+1,n cm,n

+c†m,n cm+1,n + c†m,n+1 cm,n + c†m,n cm,n+1

+ ∆˜ (c†m+1,n+1 c†m,n + c†m+1,n c†m,n+1 ) + h.c.
− i ∆˜ (c†m+1,n+1 c†m,n + c†m,n+1 c†m+1,n ) + h.c.
o
−∆˜ (c†m+2,n c†m,n ) + i ∆˜ (c†m,n+2 c†m,n ) + H.c. .

(6.3.24)

Notably, the pairing , when transformed from momentum to real space, involves nearest and next-to-nearest-neighbours interactions. This is in marked contrast to the microscopic model coming from a host s-wave superconductor, since the latter involves only
nearest-neighbours interactions.
In Fig. 6.1a we depict the energy spectrum for this particular geometry. The propagating Majorana states cross linearly at k y = 0 and are separated from bulk states by
a gap. At k y = ±k F the gap closes again at the Fermi momentum k F due to the nodal
character of the superconducting pairing.

We observe the stability of Majorana fermions under static disorder in our lattice
model. A random perturbation which depends on the site position modifies slightly the
chemical potential. In order to introduce this perturbation, we add a new term to Eq.
(6.3.24), namely:
Hδµ̃ (k y ) =

∑ δµ̃m c†m,ky cm,ky .

(6.3.25)

m

The coefficients δµ̃m ∈ [−σµ , σµ ] are picked from a random uniform distribution with

zero mean value and width 2σµ . In this analysis k y is taken to be a good quantum num-

ber, since we seek to probe the edge localisation along the x-direction and the stability of
the edge crossing at k y = 0. Disorder along the y-direction does not lead to localisation
due to the chiral nature of the edge states. Fig. 6.1 shows a comparison between the
spectrum with and without a static disorder. In Fig. 6.1b, we have included Hδµ̃ with
σµ = t to compute the energy spectrum averaging over many realizations. Even in the
presence of a random potential, the propagating Majorana modes are robust and cross
at k y = 0.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: Energy spectra for the d-wave pairing on a cylindrical geometry, (a) has no
disorder and (b) is the mean disorder of several samples where a random perturbation
was added at each lattice site, µ̃i = µ̃ + δµ̃i , with δµ̃i random numbers generated from
˜ = t, lattice sites in
a uniform distribution between −t and t. Parameters: µ̃ = 2t, ∆
x-direction N = 100.

Nodal states exposed to static disorder may change their position but cannot be removed,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.1b. These states appear when the gap closes, E =
q
e2 (k) + |d (k)|2 = 0, which can only happen if e (k) = d (k) = 0. e (k) = 0 is the

Fermi surface, while d (k) = 0 yields the nodal lines k x = ±k y . The intersection of the
nodal lines and the Fermi surface gives us the nodal states. Static disorder introduces

a perturbation, δµ̃, which consequently alters the Fermi surface, e + δe, changing the
point at which nodal lines cross the surface. As a consequence the position of the nodal
points may change but the crossing cannot be removed [218].
The result of this analysis is what we claim in Result 1. Majorana fermions may
interact with nodal states under certain conditions making the Majorana modes less
robust. However, in systems with negligible impurities, Majorana zero modes are still
robust since Fermi momenta for nodal states (k F 6= 0) and Majorana states (k ∼ 0) are
different. A detailed discussion of the stability of Majorana modes in the presence of
nodal states can be found in [199].
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−
+
Figure 6.2: Total Chern number of the occupied bands, νCh = νCh
+ νCh
, following the
definition of Eq. (6.3.15). (a) Phase diagram for s + ig pairing. Parameters α = ∆0s =
∆0g = t. Same diagram for s-wave and s + id xy cases. (b) Phase diagram for s + id x2 −y2
superconductor. Parameters α = ∆0s = ∆0d 2 2 = t. Parabola at the middle is shifted

by 4∆0d

x −y

x2 −y

, in contrast to s + ig case. (c) Phase diagram for d + id superconductor.
2

For |µ| < 4t, between the red dashed lines, we have two massive edge modes. This
can be observed by computing the Chern number of just one of the bands. Parameters
α = ∆0d 2 2 = ∆0dxy = t.
x −y

6.3.2

Topological phase diagrams

Now, we move on to study the properties of the nodeless superconducting pairings.
Each topological phase has a Chern number associated with it. Therefore, the following phase diagrams display the trivial and non-trivial phases which can be found by
varying the parameters of the Hamiltonian.
By means of Eq. (6.3.15) we compute the topological phase diagrams depicted in Fig.
6.2 for the four possible pairings, where the total Chern number of the occupied bands,
−
+
±
νCh = νCh
+ νCh
, is shown as a function of µ and V. νCh
is computed by substituting

the eigenvectors of the corresponding band in Eq. (6.3.15). The pairings s + ig and
s + id xy share the same diagram. The Chern number value changes at points where
the gap closes. Therefore we will solve Eq. (6.3.10) and Eq. (6.3.11) to determine these
gap-closing points. In particular, Eq. (6.3.11) is only satisfied when | g (k)| = 0, since

|∆ (k)| = 0 is not possible for our nodeless pairings (except for the d + id case at k =

(0, 0)). The condition | g (k)| = 0 implies that the momentum must be equal to k =
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(0, 0) , (0, π ) , (π, 0) , (π, π ), which are the time-reversal invariant momenta. These four
values for the momentum are then substituted in Eq. (6.3.10) yielding four gap-closing
equations. Since k = (0, π ) and k = (π, 0) yield the same equation we effectively have
three independent equations. In the following, we describe in detail the phase diagram
for each nodeless pairing channel. The mixed pairing amplitudes s + ig and s + id xy are
analysed within the same subsection since they are found to be topologically equivalent.

1. s + ig and 2. s + id xy

We first consider the pairing ∆ (k) = ∆0s + i∆0g sin 2k x sin k y − sin 2k y sin k x . From Eqs.
(6.3.10) and (6.3.11) we find the three equations where the gap closes, which are given
by
 2
V 2 = (4t + µ)2 + ∆0s ,
 2
2
2
V = µ + ∆0s ,
 2
2
2
V = (4t − µ) + ∆0s .

(6.3.26)
(6.3.27)
(6.3.28)

The upper gap between the upper and lower bands, E+ (k) − E− (k), does not close
since the condition |∆ (k)| = 0 cannot be satisfied. ∆0g does not appear in Eqs. (6.3.26)-

(6.3.28) because ∆ g (k) vanishes at the time-reversal invariant momenta. A continuous deformation of the Hamiltonian taking ∆0g → 0 does not close the gap. Thus, the

∆s (k) + i∆ g (k) superconductor and a conventional s-wave superconductor are topo-

logically equivalent.
For the s + id xy case, ∆ (k) = ∆0s + i∆0dxy sin k x sin k y , we obtain the same gap closing
equations that we had for the s + ig case, since ∆dxy (k) vanishes at the same points in
k = (0, 0) , (0, π ) , (π, 0) and (π, π ). This means we can also take ∆0dxy → 0 without

closing the gap. In the phase diagram of Fig. 6.2a we depict the different transition
points given by Eqs. (6.3.26)-(6.3.28). The Chern number takes values between -2 and 2,
which, by means of the bulk-edge correspondence, implies that the system can host up
to two edge states.
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3. s + id x2 −y2
Considering the s + id x2 −y2 pairing, ∆ (k) = ∆0s + i∆0d

x 2 − y2


cos k x − cos k y , we can com-

pute the gap closing points as we did for s + ig. We obtain the same equations as we
had in Sec. 6.3.2 (Eqs. (6.3.26) and (6.3.28)) but instead of Eq. (6.3.27) we now obtain
2

2

V =µ +



∆0s

2



+4

∆0d 2 2
x −y

2
.

(6.3.29)

In contrast to s + ig or s + id xy , where neither ∆0g nor ∆0dxy played any role, the pairing
amplitude ∆0d

x 2 − y2

appears in Eq. (6.3.29). The upper gap does not close. Notably, the

Chern number takes the same values as s + ig, see phase diagram in Fig. 6.2b. However,
now we have that the middle parabola given by Eq. (6.3.29) is shifted because of ∆0d
in contrast to s + ig and s + id xy .

x 2 − y2

,

4. d + id
For d + id pairing, ∆ (k) = ∆0d

x 2 − y2


cos k x − cos k y + i∆0dxy sin k x sin k y , substituting in

Eqs. (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) one finds the gap-closing conditions
V 2 = (4t + µ)2 ,

2
2
V = µ + 4 ∆0d

(6.3.30)
2
x 2 − y2

,

V 2 = (4t − µ)2 .

(6.3.31)
(6.3.32)

Remarkably, in this case the upper gap between the two particle bands closes, unlike
what happens for the other pairing channels. The condition |∆ (k)| = 0 for this particu-

lar case implies k = (0, 0) , (π, π ).

Substituting these values in e (k) = 0, we get µ = ±4t. Therefore the Chern number

+
of the upper band takes non-zero values for −4t < µ < 4t, in particular we have νCh
=2

(the Chern number of the upper band for other pairings was zero). The Chern number

of the occupied bands is plotted in Fig. 6.2c, taking values between 0 and 6, in contrast
to what we found in previous cases where we had values between -2 and 2.
Fig. 6.2 summarises the topological behaviour of all possible nodeless pairing considered and achieves Result 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: s + ig spectrum on a cylindrical geometry. Chern number is 1. The edge
states in (a) cross zero energy three times. By taking ∆0g from 2t to 0.5t, which is a
smooth deformation, we see how the zero-energy modes at k y 6= 0 disappear in (b).
Parameters: µ = 2t, V = 3t, α = ∆0s = t, lattice sites Nx = 50.

6.4

Topological edge states

A remarkable feature of these topological phases protected by symmetry is the existence
of protected edge states. Moreover, in topological superconductors the edge states are
Majorana zero-modes, which are non-abelian anyons. In the following, we analyse in
depth the robustness of Majorana states coming from d-wave pairing. We also highlight
and explain the particular properties of edge states for nodeless pairing.

6.4.1

Edge states from d-wave superconductor

In order to obtain the edge states we further simplify the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.3.8), let
us express it in the diagonal basis of Hα (k) + HV with Rashba coupling and Zeeman
field only:
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E+
0
∆+− ∆++
 0
E− ∆−− ∆+− 
,
H=
∗
 ∆+− ∆∗−− − E−
0 
∆∗++ ∆∗+−
0
− E+
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where

−αk∆(k) −ik x + k y
,
∆−− (k) = √
k
V 2 + α2 k 2
−αk∆(k) ik x + k y
∆++ (k) = √
,
k
V 2 + α2 k 2
−V∆(k)
.
∆+− (k) = √
V 2 + α2 k 2

(6.4.1)

(6.4.2)
(6.4.3)
(6.4.4)

Therefore, the originally parent pairing ∆(k) has generated an effective intraband ∆++ ,
∆−− and interband ∆+− pairing. If the interband coupling ∆+− , which is of the order

of ∆(k), is much smaller than the separation between the two particle bands ≈ |V |,

i.e., |V |  ∆(k), we can neglect the upper unoccupied band. As a result, we focus on
the 2 × 2 effective Hamiltonian given by the lower bands. In this limit, the intraband

terms couple electrons with the same spin, i.e. spin-triplet pairing, reaching the spinless
regime. This is essential to have Majorana bound states, since creation and annihilation
operators for Majorana quasiparticles must be equal to each other so as to fulfil the
condition that Majorana fermions are their own antiparticles.
For d-wave pairing symmetry, the amplitude is given by

∆ 
∆(k) = 2d k2x − k2y ,
kF

(6.4.5)

where k F is the Fermi momentum in the 2DEG. It is important to highlight that the dwave pairing amplitude, unlike the constant s-wave pairing, depends on the azimuth
angle, θk , since k2x − k2y = k2 cos(2θk ). The momentum parallel to the interface is con-

served and, therefore, the induced pairing for d-superconductors takes the form given in
Eq. (6.4.5) [219–223]. Note that for an s-wave parent superconductor where ∆(k) = ∆s
is constant, the above condition, |V |  ∆(k), is more restrictive than for a d-wave par-

ent superconductor, where |V |  ∆(k) is automatically satisfied for k ∼ 0, unlike the
s-wave case. We stress that the continuum theory given by Hamiltonian in Eq.(6.3.6) is

strictly valid in the vicinity of the Γ point k ≈ 0. Assuming that the Zeeman field is also
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much larger than the spin-orbit energy, |V |  ESO = 12 mα2 , and that we have a parent
d-wave superconductor, we arrive at the following effective Hamiltonian:
Heff (k) =

k2
2m

− µ − |V |
∆ f (k)
k2
∗
∆ f (k)
− 2m + µ + |V |

!
,

(6.4.6)

with an induced pairing


∆f =
where k F =

p

−α∆d
−ik x + k y
|V |

2
2
 k x − ky

k2F


,

(6.4.7)

2m (µ + |V |). The resulting pairing, ∆ f , has orbital f -wave symmetry,

l = 3, and forms a spin-triplet that allows the existence of Majorana states.

We note that the energy gap closes when µ + |V | = 0 signalling a phase transition.

For µ > − |V | the superconductor is in a topological phase, and in a trivial phase other-

wise. Additionally, the energy gap also closes at four nodal points at the Fermi surface
when k x = ±k y = ±k F [224].

It is worth mentioning that the effective f -wave pairing in Eq. (6.4.7) is obtained

when the crystallographic orientation of the d-wave parent superconductor with respect
to the 2DEG plane is the one shown in Fig. 6.4. Otherwise a different pairing symmetry
would be induced [219].
So far we have derived an effective two-band Hamiltonian, which is simple enough
to analytically compute the localisation and oscillation properties of the induced Majorana modes. In particular, we would like to study how the wave function of the Majorana fermions is modified due to the inclusion of a parent d-wave superconductor,
instead of the more commonly studied case with s-wave pairing symmetry.
Starting from Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.4.6), we assume semi-infinite boundary conditions in the x-direction and periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction. As mentioned before, we take the pairing amplitude ∆(k) to be real. Majorana zero modes
(MZMs) have to fulfil the zero energy condition Heff ψ = Eψ = 0 at k y = 0, giving rise
to the following system of differential equations
(

1 2
2m ∂ x ψ1
1 2
2m ∂ x ψ2

+
+

α∆0 3
∂ ψ
|V | x 2
α∆0 3
∂ ψ
|V | x 1

+ (µ + |V |) ψ1
+ (µ + |V |) ψ2

=0
=0

.

(6.4.8)
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Figure 6.4: Orientation of the d-wave superconductor with respect to the 2DEG with
SOC and Zeeman field.
The equation above can be easily decoupled using particle-hole symmetry, since ψ1
and ψ2 are related by ψ1 = −ψ2 . We are left with a single independent linear differen-

tial equation where the third order term comes from the f -wave pairing in Eq. (6.4.7).
Subsequently, a third degree characteristic polynomial is solved to find the solutions.
Since we consider a semi-infinite system and we are looking for localised states at the

edge, we enforce the boundary conditions: ψ( x = 0) = 0 and ψ( x = ∞) = 0. The only
possible solution for Eq. (6.4.8) with these constraints casts the form
ψ1 ( x ) = Ne−ux sin vx,

(6.4.9)

where u and v are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of one of the roots of the
characteristic polynomial. Since u and v are the solutions for a d-wave parent Hamiltonian, henceforth we will add the subindex ud and vd to denote these solutions.
For an s-wave parent Hamiltonian, the solution for MZMs also takes the form in Eq.
(6.4.9). In this case, the solutions are called us and vs . We first study the properties of
Majorana wave functions coming from a d-wave superconductor and we compare the
new results with the MZMs induced by an s-wave superconductor.
The decay of the MZMs into the bulk is given by ud ; and the amplitude of the oscillation of the wave function, by vd . The third order differential equation for ψ1 leads to a
third order algebraic equation for ud . Making use of the relations among the coefficients
of a third order polynomial and its roots, it is possible to find an explicit expression for
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: In Fig. 6.5a, the ratio between the exponential decays, ud /us , of Majoranas
coming from d- and s-wave superconductors, respectively, as a function of V and µ is
depicted. Only the area with |µ| < |V | is shown. Parameters: ∆s = ∆d and ESO =
0.05∆d . Fig. 6.5b represents the ratio between the localisation of MZMs induced by d
and s-wave superconductivity, ud /us , as a function of ESO and µ. Parameters: ∆s = ∆d
and V = 4∆d .
ud :

|q|
ud = −
q
−

r

p
cosh
3

3 |q|
2p

1
arccosh
3

1 |V | (µ + |V |)
,
3
α∆d

s !!
3
p
(6.4.10)

where p and q are defined as
1
V
p :=
3 2mα∆d

2

,

(6.4.11)

3
2
V
V
q := −
− (µ + |V |)
.
(6.4.12)
27 2mα∆d
α∆d
Having the analytic expression of the decay of the MZMs, one may wonder why it is

important that Majorana fermions remain localised. This is crucial for instance from the
point of view of quantum computation: one reason for the protection of the MZMs is
due to their non-local character that results into protection against local perturbations.
The coherence length of the superconductor ξ is inversely proportional to the superconducting gap. Consequently, the larger the gap, the more localised we may expect
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the MZMs to be. This is true regardless of whether the underlying pairing symmetry
is s-wave or d-wave. The angular dependence for d-wave superconductors, Eq. (6.4.5),
leads to an effective reduction of the superconducting gap, which implies a larger coherence length ξ on average in the superconductor. As a result, we may intuitively
expect a stronger interaction between Majorana fermions at the edges due to this larger
coherence length. An exponentially small gap in the length of the sample opens because
of the interaction of the two edge Majoranas. Therefore, edge localisation constitutes a
figure of merit for the usefulness of MZMs.
Remarkably, we show that for a wide range of values in the system parameters,
the effect of the angular dependence of the d-wave pairing symmetry is irrelevant and
MZMs are as isolated as for an underlying s-wave pairing. Furthermore, since experiments show a larger pairing gap for d-wave superconductors ∆d  ∆s [225–229], the
localisation of MZMs should be even more pronounced in that case.

Larger values of ud mean that MZMs are more localised and decay faster into the
bulk. We compare the decay ud with us =

α∆s
V

m, where |V |  ∆s , ESO , in Figs. 6.5a

and 6.5b. Fig. 6.5a shows the ratio ud /us as function of V and µ considering the underlying s-wave superconducting gap equal to the d-wave one, ∆s = ∆d , in order to isolate
and study the influence of the angular dependence solely. Fig. 6.5b shows this same ratio as a function of ESO and µ. The ratios between the Hamiltonian parameters are taken
to resemble experimental values in semiconductors such as InAs or InSb [226, 228, 229].
In Fig. 6.5a it can be seen that, provided the Zeeman energy V is large with respect to
∆d , the ratio ud /us is nearly equal to 1. This implies that the larger V, the more similar
the s-wave and the d-wave case become - regardless of the angular dependence of the
d-wave pairing.
Nevertheless, there are certain areas where the ratio ud /us decreases, where the localisation of MZMs coming from s-wave superconductor is much greater than the localisation of Majoranas induced by a d-wave superconductor. This can be seen in a small
band in the lower part of Fig. 6.5b where µ ∼ −V. Also, in Fig. 6.5a the ratio decreases

for low values of V. However, this latter area is outside the valid regime of our effective
model. In Fig. 6.5a, we need to have |V |  ∆s for us (and |V |  ∆(k) for ud ) and

|V |  ESO in Fig. 6.5b.
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A possible instance of d-wave superconductors corresponds to high-Tc superconductors, where the superconducting gap is one or two orders of magnitude greater than
a conventional s-wave superconductor [221, 225]. This means that ∆s would be much
smaller than ∆d . Considering realistic ∆s values, the ratios in Figs. 6.5a and 6.5b are
multiplied by the relation ∆d /∆s . Thus, MZMs arising from d-wave superconductors
should be much more localised for high V than their counterparts, induced by s-wave
superconductors.
Additionally, the wave function of MZMs, see Eq. (6.4.9), oscillates at a frequency
vd ,
v2d =
where s1 =

(µ+|V |)|V |
.
α∆d

2(s1 + 2u)
,
u

(6.4.13)

A detailed derivation of Eq. (6.4.13) can be found in Appendix

D. The equivalent
expression for Majoranas coming from an s-wave superconductor
r
is vs =

2m (µ + |V |) − m2

α∆s
V

2

. It is important to remark that vs can take imagi-

nary values. For 2m (µ + | B|) < m2

α∆
B

2

the square root is imaginary and the sine of

vs turns into a hyperbolic sine. Therefore, in order to compare vs and vd , we should

consider vs = 0 for the range mentioned before. Nevertheless, this occurs when V/∆s
is small. Therefore this region with vs = 0 is outside the scope of our calculations,
since we require |V |  ∆s . Outside these regions, when |V |  ∆s , ESO we have
p
vs ' 2m (µ + |V |) = k F . The resulting ratios vd /vs have very similar behaviour to

ud /us , taking values close to 1 but always smaller. The larger the Zeeman energy V, the

closer this ratio gets to 1. It was mentioned previously that the ratio ud /us is multiplied
by a factor ∆d /∆s when ∆d 6= ∆s . Contrary to what happens with the decay ratio, ud /us ,

the oscillation ratio does not appreciably change with ∆d /∆s and always keeps values
close to 1.

In sum, we get to Result 3: we have proven that the angular dependence of an underlying d-wave superconductor has little effect on the localisation and oscillation properties of MZMs induced on a 2DEG. Moreover, since d-wave superconductors have larger
superconducting pairing amplitudes, we may expect MZMs to be more localised than
in the s-wave parent superconductor case. This fact could have positive implications in
current proposals for topological quantum computation using MZMs, since the robust-
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ness of the Majorana quasiparticles partly relies on their non-local and edge-localised
character.

6.4.2

Edge states from nodeless pairing

We investigate the connection between the Chern number and the physics of the edge
states, when considering our previous system with open boundary conditions. Therefore, we place our model Hamiltonian on a cylindrical geometry with open boundary
conditions in the x-direction and periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction. In this
way, k y remains a good quantum number and we can observe the edge states appearing
at the boundaries of the cylinder.
The bulk-boundary correspondence establishes a relation between the bulk Chern
number and the edge states at the boundary of the system. This is given explicitly by
the equation [208, 209]
νCh = N+ − N− ,

(6.4.14)

where N+ (N− ) is the number of forward (backward) propagating edge states. The
above formula relates the Chern number with the spectral flow, i.e., the difference between the number of edge states connecting the negative energy band with the positive
energy band (forward propagating N+ ) and the number of edge states going the other
way around (backward propagating N− ). In general, we will expect for our model that
the number of edge states at one boundary equals the Chern number.
One may be tempted to equate the number of edge states to the number of zeroenergy modes, since the edge states cross the zero-energy level on their way across the
gap. Although this is usually true, we have found some exceptions in the s + ig and
d + id cases where one of the edge states crosses the zero-energy level more than once,
producing three zero-energy modes. These three zero-energy modes cannot be expected
to be topologically robust, since a smooth deformation of the Hamiltonian, such as the
introduction of weak disorder, can reduce the number of crossings to one. Thus, only
one of the zero-modes can be qualified as topologically robust. A particular example of
this can be seen in Fig. 6.3 for the case of s + ig, where only the crossing at k y = 0 is
topologically robust. By tuning ∆0g , the number of zero modes is reduced to one.
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As a consequence of the bulk-boundary correspondence, the edge states are topologically protected and are robust under weak static disorder. If disorder is weak and
respects particle-hole symmetry, the gap does not close and the topological states propagating at the edge of the system remain, since Eq. (6.4.14) still holds. This has been
tested by introducing weak disorder perturbations to the parameters of the Hamiltonian and diagonalising numerically to obtain the edge states.
Edge states in d + id
In this section, we study the d + id pairing channel in detail. One noteworthy characteristic of the d + id spectrum is the presence of zero-energy modes away of the timereversal invariant momenta k y = 0, π, where they appear for the other pairings considered. These new phenomena occur for regions of the topological phase diagram
with νCh = 3, 4, 6. We now explain why this happens for νCh = 4 and small Zeeman
field (central part of Fig. 6.2c), by applying some ideas of bulk-boundary correspondence [230,231]. In this region we have four edge states with four zero-energy modes at
k y 6= 0, π, even in the absence of Zeeman field or SOC.

We start by considering the d + id pairing without SOC nor Zeeman field. Hamil-

tonian in Eq. (6.3.7) can be separated in two independent subsystems, H = H↑ + H↓ .

Thus we have



1
H↑ = ∑ c†k,↑ , c−k,↓ H↑ (k)
2 k
with

H↑ (k) =



e (k)
∆ (k)
∗
∆ (k) −e (k)

ck,↑
c†−k,↓


,

(6.4.15)


.

(6.4.16)

H↓ can be obtained by turning the spins upside down and yields the same spectrum

as H↑ , i.e., the bands of H are now degenerate. We will now drop the ↑ and ↓ symbols for simplicity. Eq. (6.4.16) can be recast into the form H = h · σ, where h =


∆d 2 2 (k) , −∆dxy (k) , e (k) and σ are the Pauli matrices. Since we are interested
x −y

in the spectrum on a cylindrical geometry with periodic boundary conditions in y-

direction and open boundary conditions in x-direction, we will express H as a family
of one-dimensional Hamiltonians labeled by k y , i.e., Hky (k x ). Thereby, hky (k x ) defines a
map from the 1D Brillouin zone to a loop in R3 . Note that the origin of R3 corresponds
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to the closing of the gap. It is straightforward to see that the loop defined by hky (k x ) is
an ellipse contained in a plane by reexpressing hky (k x ) as
hky (k x ) = b0 + b1 cos k x + b2 sin k x ,

(6.4.17)

where b1 cos k x and b2 sin k x span the ellipse on a plane with normal vector n⊥ = b1 ×

b2 / |b1 × b2 | and b0 shifts the center of the ellipse from the origin. These vectors are

given by





−∆0d 2 2
x −y

cos k y , 0, −2t cos k y − µ ,


0
b1 cos k x = ∆d 2 2 , 0, −2t cos k x ,
x −y


b2 sin k x = 0, −∆0dxy sin k y , 0 sin k x .
b0 =

(6.4.18)
(6.4.19)
(6.4.20)

The vector b0 can be divided into two contributions. The first one shifts the ellipse
k

from the origin in direction parallel to the plane containing the loop, b0 . The other
contribution shifts it perpendicularly, b0⊥ .
It can be proven that if the loop defined by hky (k x ) contains the origin, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.4.15) has a zero-energy mode when placed on a chain with open boundary
conditions. To show this, we first move the loop to the xy-plane in R3 by making a simple rotation. This is equivalent to performing a SU(2) transformation to our Nambu

T
basis, dk x = U ck x ,↑ , c†−k x ,↓ . Next, we can smoothly deform the loop into a circle
without crossing the origin (since this would close the gap). After this smooth deforma-

tion, we obtain hky (k x ) = (cos k x , sin k x , 0). Fourier transforming this Hamiltonian back
to real space we find that for an open chain
0

H =

Nx −1

∑

n =1

d†n,↑ d†n+1,↓ + H.c.,

(6.4.21)

† , d , d†
where we can immediately see that d1,
↓ 1,↓ Nx ,↑ , and d Nx ,↑ do not appear, so that we

have zero-energy modes localised at the edges.

One can also prove [230] that even if the loop does not contain the origin, we have
edge states with non-zero energy if the projection of the loop in the perpendicular direction, n⊥ , does contain it. The energy of these edge states is given by the perpendicular
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: d + id spectra on a cylindrical geometry. Chern number is 4, which corresponds to the four edge states that cross zero energy at each boundary of the cylinder.
(a) No SOC nor Zeeman field, bands are degenerate. The dotted lines are the edge states
given by Eq. (6.4.22). (b) SOC and Zeeman field are non-zero (α = t, V = 0.7t). The
bands and the edge modes move with respect to the original ones, still depicted in red.
Note the two massive edge modes between the upper and the lower band. Parameters:
µ = 0, ∆0d 2 2 = ∆0dxy = t, Nx = 50.
x −y
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distance to the origin E = ±|b0 · n⊥ |. For the d + id case we have

4t cos k y + µ
0
E ky = ± s

 2 ∆ d x 2 − y2 .
4t2 + ∆0d

(6.4.22)

x 2 − y2

µ

This implies the existence of zero-energy modes at cos k y = ± 4t , which shows that we
have solutions at k y 6= 0, π.

The results we have obtained are valid for d + id paring without SOC nor Zeeman
field. The spectrum for this particular setting can be seen in Fig. 6.6a. When a small
Zeeman field is turned on, H↑ and H↓ no longer have the same spectrum and the degeneracy breaks down. One band moves up in energy and the other one moves down

doubling the number of Dirac cones. This can be accounted for in Eq. (6.4.22) by adding
a term ±V. The effect of SOC is rather complicated but it can be roughly described as

a horizontal displacement of the bands with respect to one another, that also doubles

the number of Dirac cones. Combining the Zeeman field and the SOC, the zero-energy
states are placed further apart from each other in momentum space. The final result
is four zero-energy modes away from k y = 0, π, see Fig. 6.6b. Remarkably, even with
no Zeeman field nor SOC the Chern number is non-zero and there are topologically
protected edge states. Note that in this case, weak disorder can slightly displace the
momentum k y at which the edge states cross the zero-energy level. However, these
edge states cannot be smoothly connected to the bulk, since they are topologically robust. Hence, these edge states always cross the zero-energy level and connect two bulk
bands, despite the crossing point might be slightly shifted due to disorder.
Another interesting feature of the d + id spectrum appears when we have a non+
zero Chern number for the upper band. In the region |µ| < 4t we have νCh
= 2, and we

can observe two massive edge modes in addition to the zero-energy modes that may

appear, as can be seen in Fig. 6.6b. This effect is something unique of the d + id pairing
symmetry.
Result 4 is achieved with this detailed description of the edge states coming from
nodeless pairing and the special features appearing with s + id pairing.
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Outlook

This analysis has direct implications in experiments and proposals with high-Tc superconductors [16], as well as in cold atoms simulation of d-wave superconductors [79],
with Raman-induced spin-orbit coupling [183].
Potential applications of anysotropic d + id superconducting pairings have been proposed in materials such as water-intercalated sodium cobaltates, bilayer silicene, epitaxial bilayer films of bismuth and nickel or FeAs-based superconductors [201–205, 232].
Interestingly, the ultra-highly doped monolayer graphene [233] was proposed to support d + id superconductivity originated from repulsive electron-electron interactions.
This begs the question of whether a similar analysis to the one presented here, but for
the corresponding dihedral symmetry group, could shed some light over the recently
discovered superconducting twisted bilayer graphene [234].
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Chapter 7
Summary of results
The dignity of movement of an iceberg is due to only one-eight of it being above
the water.
– E. Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon (1932)
Along this thesis, we have shown the versatility of topological orders. They can
emerge not only in spin systems but also in fermionic systems. Even if the phases
of matter displayed by both kind of systems are topological, the physical grounds on
which they are routed are different:
• The degrees of freedom that encode the topological properties are unlike. Indeed,

qubits are realised as spins on the lattice in spin systems, whereas the information
is carried by in the edge states in fermionic systems.

• The methods used to study the two types of systems differ, although they are
mostly analytical. In particular, spin systems have been studied in terms of exactly

solvable models constructed with sets of local commuting operators, whereas
fermions have been described by effective mean-field Hamiltonians.
• The topological phases of matter studied fall into the categories of topological

orders and symmetry protected topological phases. The latter need global symmetries to exist and their experimental signature is the presence of protected edge
states. The former endure when all global symmetries are broken and are characterised by the non-trivial statistics of their excitations.
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Regarding spin systems hosting topological orders, we have achieved novel results on
the double semion model.
• We have proposed a microscopic model for a symmetry enriched topological order, named bilayer double semion model. Being an exactly solvable model, it

combines the double semion model - a companion topological order of the toric
code - and a global onsite symmetry, called spin-flavour Z2 symmetry. Exploiting
this combination, we get two different classes of fractionalisation of the topological charge carried by the excitations of the topological order.
• We have provided a new symmetry protected topological phase with interactions,

the bilayer non-trivial paramagnet. This system hosts two different types of edge
states: the ones protected against perturbations by the spin-flavour Z2 symmetry
and others robust against any interactions which do not break Z2 spin symmetry.

• We have introduced a complete formulation of the double semion model exactly

solvable in the whole Hilbert space. Although the exactly solvable model previously studied is a well-defined gauge theory with the right corresponding topological properties, it encounters practical difficulties when regarded as a quantum
memory. Random errors most likely kick out the model from the subspace where
it is well-defined as such. Operators defined in the whole Hilbert space give account of all possible mentioned errors.

• We have formulated a code using the ground state of the double semion model

which is an additive, topological, stabiliser, non-CSS and non-Pauli code. We have
also constructed the microscopic operators that create semions, which were ill-

defined at the end points of the open strings in which semions are carried out. We
have calculated non-trivial closed strings as well. Open strings constitute logical operators that move the state of the system from one ground state to another
without any energy cost due to the degeneracy of the latter.
Concerning symmetry protected topological phases in fermionic systems, we have
also achieved very relevant results.
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• We have added spin-orbit coupling to 2D topological insulators and have analysed the resulting spin-rotation on the edge states which become generic helical

edge states. An isolated edge and a finite strip were under detailed studied using
experimental parameters.
• We have found that the spin-orientation slightly change with energy for an isolated edge. It is worth to mention the enhancement of the spin-rotation due to

the finite width of the sample. Through numerical calculations we have been able
to show that the total spin rotation is proportional to the square of the spin-orbit
parameter.
• We have analysed a quite general setup to construct a topological superconductor:

2D electron gas with strong-orbit coupling, a Zeeman field and a superconducting
coupling which can be induced by proximity effect or be present in the 2D electron
gas.

• High-Tc superconductors are experimentally shown to have d-wave pairing. Therefore, we have studied the edge states arising from this pairing, which are Majorana

modes with non-abelian statistics. However, the presence of nodal states - a consequence of the analytic form of the d-wave pairing - affects Majorana edge states
in an undesired way: it makes them less robust against disorder. It is precisely
this fact what motives our study on all possible nodeless pairing compatible with
tetragonal symmetry. This research has shown explicitly the bulk-edge correspondence and has given some light on the microscopic mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity.
We have pursued the following main objetives along this thesis:
• To analyse topological orders from the condensed matter approach and from the

quantum computing point of view. We have gone further in the latter approach
with spin systems, since we have built a quantum memory. On the contrary, we
have prepared the experimental setups to reduce the error rate by finding more
robust edge states in fermion systems,.
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• To give a more physical approach to topological quantum phases . While there
have been a lot of effort invested in classifying topological orders, much less
progress has been made in finding microscopic models that provide a physical
intuition on how these quantum phases really work. Our works have made improvements in this direction.
• To explain in great detail models that can be applied to a wide variety of ma-

terials and experimental platforms. Since topological features are not present in

nature as such, we have devised models that may provide experimental platforms
in which the interactions give rise to topological phases. Models analysed in both
spin and fermionic systems can be applied to a lot of materials and diverse experimental supports.

Chapter 8
Outlook
El hilo se ha perdido; el laberinto se ha perdido también. Ahora ni siquiera sabemos si nos rodea un laberinto, un secreto cosmos, o un caos azaroso. Nuestro
hermoso deber es imaginar que hay un laberinto y un hilo. Nunca daremos con el
hilo; acaso lo encontramos y lo perdemos en un acto de fe, en una cadencia, en el
sueño, en las palabras que se llaman filosofı́a o en la mera y sencilla felicidad.
– J. L. Borges, Los conjurados (1985)
Topological insulators, topological superconductors and topological metals have accomplished an outstanding status in areas that have defined frontline research in condensed matter physics. This strong interest is rooted on the fact that they may provide
the basis on which a new generations of electronics, superconductors and even quantum computers could be realised.
Finding out what is the role of symmetry in topological order is thus of paramount
importance. Symmetry has become one of the most powerful tools of theoretical physics,
as it has become evident that practically all laws of nature originate in it. It has been
generalised to mean invariance under any transformation in condensed matter physics
[235]. One of the main goals in this field is to reproduce symmetry fractionalisation
in experiments other than the fractional quantum Hall systems. In this thesis we have
made a step forward in this direction, although there are still many questions to be
answered. For instance, it would be desirable to generalise the model we presented
in Ch. 3 to include continuous and/or anti- unitary symmetries, since many physical
symmetries of interest fall into these classes. Another potential line of investigation
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would be the extension of these models to higher dimensional or fermionic systems. A
more demanding task is to incorporate symmetry-enriching topological effects beyond
fractionalisation of topological charges, like symmetry defects or the permutation of
anyons. Worth-mentioning, there are fundamental questions on symmetry fractionalisation that are currently opened: what kind of interaction is necessary to realise anomalous symmetry fractionalisation patterns on the surface of topological insulators and
superconductors; what observables can be measured to identify a symmetry fractionalisation pattern; how symmetry fractionalizes in 3D topological phases or correlated
gapless systems, to name a few.
Topological degeneracy is, together with fractionalisation, the hallmark of topological orders. While fractionalisation has been demonstrated theoretically and realised laboratories, there has been no corresponding success in tracking the evolution of groundstate degeneracy due to the lack of tractable microscopic models. The formalism presented in Ch. 4 applicable to the 3D double semion model [94], constitutes a promising
path. The method developed to explicitly find the string operators creating excitations
could be applied to Hamiltonians built of local commuting terms. Important generalisations of those Hamiltonians are the Levin-Wen models, for instance, doubled Fibonnaci
models.
Topological quantum computers are equivalent in computational power to other
standard models for quantum computation. Nonetheless, certain algorithms are more
naturally implemented into topological framework. For example, algorithms for evaluating the Jones polynomial were first developed in topological models [236]. Taken
this line of research into consideration, we are left with another interesting future work:
mapping the problem of error correction of the semion code to its corresponding statistical model. In doing so, we investigate the proper error recovery protocol for this
concrete model and calculate the threshold associated to this model.
On the other hand, the study of spin-orbit coupling for electrons has generated very
important research fields in the recent years, including spintronics, topological insulator, and topological superconductors. The realisation of high-dimensional spin-orbit
couplings has opened intriguing opportunities to explore novel features of quantum
systems, ranging from traditional spintronic effects to exotic topological physics [237].
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Ch. 5 and Ch. 6 present studies including Rashba spin-orbit coupling in fermionic systems, enlarging the realm of application of the field.
The results obtained in Ch. 5 could be useful in studying transport properties, since
spin orientation could introduce significant changes. Concerning spintronic applications, the realisation of bulk insulating topological insulators at room temperature is
important for the utilisation of spin-transfer torque [238]. Modulating topological systems with magnetic order at high temperatures, such as antiferromagnetic insulator
structures [239], can be used to achieve dissipation-less transport.
Ch. 6 is devoted mostly to the d + id superconducting pairing, which has been
proposed for ultra-highly doped monolayer graphene and bilayer silicon among other
materials. This pairing is particularly interesting to get topological superconductors
which host Majorana modes. Robust zero bias transport anomalies in semiconducting
nanowires with proximity-induced superconductivity have been convincingly demonstrated in various experiments. While these are compatible with the existence of Majorana zero modes at the ends of the nanowire, a direct proof of their non-locality
and topological protection still lacks. From another perspective, there are descriptions
of a unified framework for fault-tolerant quantum computation with Majorana-based
qubits [240]. An unambiguous demonstration of non-Abelian braiding would be significant step towards quantum information applications - while also establishing the most
exotic form of exchange statistics known hitherto.
We remain questioning about whether the innards of a quantum computer - the
qubits - will ever be able to consistently perform the complex choreography asked for
them [241]. The question faces not only technological challenges but also theoretical demanding tasks. No matter what would be the answer, we are learning at length heading
to what might be a mirage. Anyway, we are bounded to wait and see.
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Que la vida iba en serio
uno lo empieza a comprender más tarde
- como todos los jóvenes, yo vine
a llevarme la vida por delante.
– J. Gil de Biedma, Metro de CIU (2010)
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Appendix A
Technical details on the bilayer DS
model
This section is devoted to giving technical details to show that the bilayer DS model is
hermitian and exactly solvable, i.e. all operators in the Hamiltonian commute.
As an introduction, we remark on properties on the simple DS model. These insights
will be useful for the proofs we do later on.

A.1

Remarks on the DS model

As it is above mentioned, plaquette operators do not commute in the whole Hilbert
space. To obtain an exactly solvable model it is necessary to deal exclusively with states
in a certain subspace. Firstly, let us recall the definition of vertex and plaquette operators:
Av =

∏

σiz ,

i ∈s(v)

where

Sj = i

Bp = −
(1−σjz )/2

∏ σix ∏

i ∈∂p

Sj ,

(A.1)

j∈s( p)

.

We introduce now the S j operator to describe the plaquette operators in order to simplify the following calculations. Hence we formulate the plaquette operators as a product of σ x and S operators. In the σz basis the S j operator can be written as:


1 0
Sj =
.
0 i
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Figure A.1: Two neighbouring plaquette operators in the DS model are shown in the
figure. Solid lines represent the links where σlx is acting and dotted lines represent Sl
z
operator: Sl = i(1−σl )/2 . (a) In this position the two plaquette operators only share a
link. (b) Two plaquette operators can be one on top of the other. Then, they share every
link and act on these spins in the same manner. (c) This figure shows plaquette operators
a and b, which act on five spins with σlx and Sl . Due to the special commutation rule
among these operators (Eq. (A.3))), the commutator is only equal to zero in the invariant
subspace (see Eq. (A.4))).
S j commutes with σlz . On the contrary, the commutation rule with σlx is:
σ x S = (+iσz )Sσ x .

(A.3)

Due to the factor +iσz , semions appears in the system. However, it is precisely this factor what makes two neighbouring plaquettes not to commute. In order to show this fact,
we first calculate the commutator of two plaquettes sharing some spins. The definition
of a commutator throughoutthis section is the following: [ B p1 , B p2 ] := B p1 B p2 − B p2 B p1 .
There are three different relative positions where two plaquette operators share some
spins. These three possible positions are shown in Fig. A.1. In the following we analyse
each case.
The first situation to consider is shown in Fig. A.1 (a). The two plaquette operators
share only a qubit and both of them act on the common spin with Sl . As S j commutes
with itself, it follows that plaquette operators situated in this position trivially commute.
Fig. A.1 (b) illustrates the two plaquette operators one on top of the other. They then
share all spins, and operators act twice on each spin. Since every operator commutes
with itself, the two plaquette operators naturally commute.
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Av 1
a

1

1

b

2
5

3

4
Av 2

Figure A.2: The figure shows the resulting commutator of two plaquette operators in
Fig. A.1 (c) for the DS model. A non-trivial result is obtained. It can be factorised in
two vertex operators which are equal to one on the zero-flux rule subspace. Within the
brackets, solid red lines represent links where σlx act, while dotted red lines are links
where Sl are acting. Grey circles represent spins on the links. Concerning the result of
the commutator, grey solid lines represent links where σlz acts. The dashed grey line
represents a vertical link where no operator is acting due to cancelations. The left-hand
side is multiplied by a factor of σlx and Sl written in Eq. (A.4)).

The most interesting situation is represented in Fig. A.1 (c), where the plaquette
operators share five qubits. Using the commutation rule among σ x and S operators,
shown in Eq. (A.3)), the commutator gives:

[ B pa , B pb ](c) =(1 − (−i )σ1z (+i )σ2z (−i )σ3z (+i )σ4z )×

(A.4)

× σ1x S1 S2 σ2x σ3x S3 S4 σ4x (σ5z )2 =

=(1 − Av1 Av2 )σ1x S1 S2 σ2x σ3x S3 S4 σ4x .
This result is sketched schematically in Fig. A.2. In brackets, representing the commutator, we plot the two plaquette operators showing spins on the links as grey circles.
Moreover, we graphically show the result of this commutator. The result can be expressed as a product of two vertex operators. We plot as solid grey lines the links where
σz is acting. The link of spin 5 is plotted with a dashed grey line. This means that no
operator is acting on it. This is due to the fact that the two plaquette operators a and
b act on spin 5 with σ x and (σ x )2 = 1. As the result resembles graphically a scattering
diagram, we call this product of two vertices scattering operator. It is important to em-
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phasize that the resulting operator can be factorised into vertex operators. Concretely,
it can be written as a product of two vertex operators. Therefore the plaquette operators
do not commute in this particular case. In order to solve this problem and build an
exactly solvable model, an invariant subspace where the scattering operator is equal to
one (thus, the commutator is zero) is defined:
Av |ψi =

∏

i ∈s(v)

σiz |ψi = +|ψi.

(A.5)

The above equation is the same as the one to enforce the zero-flux subspace. The product
runs over the three links irradiating from a vertex. Acting on the ground state, this
condition is always fulfiled. Therefore, the plaquette operators are well-defined on the
ground state.
Another remark should be done regarding plaquette operators in the DS model. A
plaquette operator should square to one. However this is not the case for the entire
Hilbert space. Once again we need to restrict our calculation to the zero-flux subspace
to obtain the desired results. To show that, we specify the square of a DS plaquette
operator:

( B p )2 = σ1z σ2z σ3z σ5z σ6z .

(A.6)

The σz operators appear because Sl2 = σlz . This is illustrated in Fig. A.3 and, due to the
form of the resulting operator, we call it a crown operator. This result can be factorised
into a product of vertex operators:
6

( B p )2 = ∏ A vi .
i =1

The above equation means that the result of that product is 1 within the zero-flux rule
subspace. By restricting the DS model to an invariant subspace, we also show that the
Hamiltonian is hermitian. To do so we recall again the DS Hamiltonian:
H = − ∑ Av + ∑ B p .
v

(A.7)

p

where
Av =

∏

i ∈s(v)

σiz , and

Bp =

∏ σix ∏

i ∈∂p

j∈s( p)

Sj .
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Av 1
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1

Av 2

Av 6
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Av 3

5

4

Av 5

Av 4
Figure A.3: Pictorial view of the square of a plaquette operator in the DS model, in
Eq. (A.6)). Solid red lines represent links where σlx are acting. Dotted red lines are links
where Sl acts. Grey circles represent spins and grey solid lines represent links where σlz
acts. Dashed grey lines represent links where no operator acts due to cancelations.

The plaquette operators for the DS model present links associated with imaginary phases.
These six extra links in s( p) are irradiating from the hexagonal plaquette. These imaginary phases attached to the external legs of the plaquette operator contribute to the
Hamiltonian as a product of Sl operator: ∏ j∈s( p) S j . Although this product may lead to

complex phases, the only two possible results on the subspace of zero-flux rule are real
numbers, i.e. 1 or −1. Consequently, the Hamiltonian becomes real and hermitian on

this subspace. Therefore, the zero-flux rule plays an important role to get a hermitian
Hamiltonian.

The mathematical condition in Eq. (A.5)) has its equivalent property in electrodynamics: the Gauss law. In this example, the zero-flux rule is a Gauss law on a discrete
space.

A.2

Proofs of commutativity of the bilayer Double Semion

The bilayer DS model is an exactly solvable model with topological features. This subsection is devoted to demonstrating that it is indeed the case. Thus, every operator in
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.5.9)) commute with each other.
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Ari
z
1

x
1
z
2

BrI
x
2

Figure A.4: This figure shows a vertex operator (blue solid lines) and a plaquette operator of type I (black solid lines). The common spins are plotted twice as blue and black
circles to show that the vertex and plaquette operators act on the same spin but with
different operators.

Firstly, we calculate the commutator among a vertex operator and each type of plaquette operator. Then we move on to calculate the commutator of plaquette operators
among each other.
Vertex operator and type I -plaquette operator share two spins. The spins shared
are shown in Fig. A.4 as circles where σi is also specified. The commutator is readily
obtained taking into account that σlz and σlx anticommute. Therefore the result of the
commutator is:

[ Ari , BrI ] = (1 − (−1)2 )σ1z σ1x σ2z σ2x = 0.

(A.1)

Next we calculate the commutator of Ari and BriII . These two operators can be in
two different positions with respect to each other, as Fig. A.5 shows. If we study the
position shown in Fig. A.5 (a) and we remember that σlz and Sl operators commute, we
easily obtain:

[ Ari , BriII ] a = (1 − 1)S1 σ1z = 0.

(A.2)

In position (b) of Fig. A.5, the two operators Ari and BriII share three spins. Calculating the commutator between these two operators we get:


[ Ari , BriII ]b = 1 − (−1)2 σ1z σ2z σ3z S1 σ2x σ3x = 0.

(A.3)
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II
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Figure A.5: We show in this figure the two possible related positions between a vertex
(blue solid lines) and a plaquette operator of type II. The links where σlx is acting are
plotted in red solid lines. Sl acts on red dotted lines. Following the notation introduced
in Fig. A.4, the shared spins are plotted as red and blue circles associated with different
operators depending on the colour. (a) and (b) represent the two operators sharing one
or three spins respectively.
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Figure A.6: This figure shows the three possible positions of a vertex and a plaquette
operator of type III. The vertex operator and the spins on which it acts are shown in
blue. Type III-plaquette operator of together with σ x and S is illustrated in green. (a),
(b) and (c) sketch the possibilities considered in Eq. (A.4)), (A.5) and (A.6).
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The factor (−1)2 in the above formula comes from the fact that σ x and σz anticommute.
As it happens twice, the commutator gives a zero.
Now, we move on to calculate the commutator between vertex operator and plaquette operator of type III. The Fig. A.6 illustrates the three possible positions these two
operators can take up. The commutator for each case is obtained in the following. In
Fig. A.6 (a) the two operators share four spins. We only need to recall the anticommutation rule for σlx and σlz to work out the result:
III
4 z z z z x x x x
[ Ar2 , Brα
↑ ] a = (1 − (−1) ) σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 = 0.

(A.4)

The next case is shown in Fig. A.6 (b). The operators share only two spins and using
the fact that σlz anticommutes with σlx and S j commutes with σjz we get:
III
2 z z z x x
[ Ari , Brα
↑ ]b = (1 − (−1) ) σ1 σ2 σ3 σ1 σ2 S3 = 0.

(A.5)

This calculation is very similar to the commutator that appears in Eq. (A.3)). In Fig.
A.6 (c), a vertex operator on the upper layer is considered. Although the cover part of
III remains in the lower layer, it shares two spins with the chosen vertex operator. The
Brα
↑

commutator is calculated in the following:

III
2 z z x x
[ Ar1 , Brα
↑ ]c = (1 − (−1) ) σ1 σ2 σ1 σ2 = 0.

(A.6)

This finishes all possible combinations of vertex and plaquette operators. Now we
focus on the commutator of plaquette operators among themselves. We start with BrI
and BriII . These operators do not have any spin in common; BrI only acts in the interlayer
space while BriII is defined on the layers, so they trivially commute
III , shown in Fig. (A.7). Now
More interesting is the commutator between BrI and Brα
↑

the two operators are plaquette operators. The only spin they have in common is located in the interlayer links. All plaquette operators act with σlx on the interlayer layer.
Therefore they trivially commute.
III . These two operators have many
Finally, we solve the commutator of BriII and Brα
↑

possible positions to be located. However, the calculation for most of them resembles

the previous cases. The only non-trivial position is the one where they share twelve
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x
1
x
1

BrI

III
Br↵"

Figure A.7: The figure shows an example of two plaquette operators, one of type I and
another of type II with a spin in common. The shared spin is plotted twice, each circle
III (in green).
corresponding to BrI (in black) and Brα
↑
spins. This is possible when a plaquette of type II is on top of the cover part of a plaquette of type III. Although they share twelve spins only five (represented in Fig. A.8 with
a σ x or S operator next to them) are important to work out the result of the commutator:
III
II
z z z z x x
x
x
[ Brα
↑ , Bri , ] = (1 − σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 ) σ1 σ2 S3 σ4 S1 S2 σ3 S4 .

(A.7)

This commutator is non-zero in general. Notice that if the product σ1z σ2z σ3z σ4z equals to

+1 then the commutator cancels. The mentioned product can be factorised in vertex
III also
operators. Thus, it is 1 on the zero-flux subspace and the operators BriII and Brα
↑

commute.

Going through these detailed calculations, we end up showing that the bilayer DS
model is indeed an exactly solvable model, built as a sum of commuting operators.
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Figure A.8: The last commutator considered is pictured schematically in this figure.
The brackets represent the commutator and the result is shown in grey. The spins that
III (green) and BII (red) share are represented by grey circles. The relevant σ x and S
Brα
l
ri
↑
l
operators to calculate the commutator are shown next to the spins where they act.

Appendix B
Technical details on the semion code
B.1

Commutation of the plaquette operators on the vertexfree subspace

We consider two neighbouring plaquettes, p and q, and we show that on the vertex freesubpsace, B̃ p and B̃q commute. Taking only the terms that do not trivially commute for
two neighbouring plaquette operators B̃ p and B̃q , we get:

−
+
+
−
B̃ p B̃q − B̃q B̃ p PQ1 PQ2 ∝ [1 − (−1)n1 +n2 +n4 +n5 ] PQ1 PQ2 ,

(B.1)

where PQ1 and PQ2 are the projectors on eigenstates of vertex operators Q1 and Q2 re−

+

+

−

spectively. On the vertex free subspace, we find that (−1)n1 +n2 +n4 +n5 = 1. To see this,
one can consider the computational basis defined by {|~i i such that σz |~i i = (−1)i j |~i i},
j

where ~i = (i1 , i2 , . . . , in ) is a bit string of length N. Suppose that σ3z |~i i = +|~i i. In
−
+
that case, one finds that (−1)n1 +n2 PQ1 |~i i = − PQ1 |~i i, since only the states satisfying
+
−
σ1z σ2z |~i i = +|~i i are in the relevant subspace. Similarly, we find (−1)n4 +n5 PQ2 |~i i =
−
+
+
−
− PQ |~i i. We thus conclude that (−1)n1 +n2 +n4 +n5 PQ PQ = 1 in that case. For the
2

case

(−1)

1

2

σ3z |~i i = −|~i i,
n1− +n2+ +n4+ +n5−

a similar reasoning gives the same result. Since we find that [1 −
] PQ1 PQ2 |~i i = 0 for any state |~i i in the computational basis, we con-

clude that neighbouring plaquette operators commute in the vertex-free subspace.
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Properties of the generalised plaquette operators

The algebraic definition of the phase operator β̂ p is given by
−

− −

+ +

−

+ +

− −

β̂ p =in12 (n1 n6 −n1 n6 ) in7 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 )
+
− +
+ −
−
− −
+ +
× i n8 ( n2 n3 − n2 n3 ) i n9 ( n3 n4 − n3 n4 )
−
+ +
− −
+
− +
+ −
× in10 (n4 n5 −n4 n5 ) in11 (n5 n6 −n5 n6 ) ,

(B.1)

To make the connection with the operator written in the form of equation (4.3.9), we
note that in matrix form, we can write the above operator as
~

∑ |~jih~j| β̂ p |~iih~i| = ∑h~i| β̂ p |~ii|~iih~i| = ∑ eiβ p (i) |~iih~i|,
~i,~j

(B.2)

~i

~i

where we used the fact that β̂ p is diagonal in the computational basis and where we
~
wrote eiβ p (i) = h~i | β̂ p |~i i.

B.2.1

Hermiticity and unitarity of the plaquette operators

Given that definition, it is a straightforward matter to verify that B p is hermitian:
− +

− +

− +

− +

− +

− +

B†p = (−1)n6 n1 (−1)n1 n2 (−1)n2 n3 (−1)n3 n4 (−1)n4 n5 (−1)n5 n6
−

+ +

− −

−

− −

+ +

−

− −

+ +

+

+ −

− +

× in12 (n1 n6 −n1 n6 ) in7 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 )
+
+ −
− +
−
+ +
− −
× i n8 ( n2 n3 − n2 n3 ) i n9 ( n3 n4 − n3 n4 )

× in10 (n4 n5 −n4 n5 ) in11 (n5 n6 −n5 n6 )
× σ1x σ2x σ3x σ4x σ5x σ6x
=

(B.3)

σ1x σ2x σ3x σ4x σ5x σ6x
+ −

+ −

+ −

+ −

+ −

+ −

× (−1)n6 n1 (−1)n1 n2 (−1)n2 n3 (−1)n3 n4 (−1)n4 n5 (−1)n5 n6
−
− −
+ +
−
+ +
− −
× in12 (n1 n6 −n1 n6 ) in7 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 )
+
− +
+ −
−
− −
+ +
× i n8 ( n2 n3 − n2 n3 ) i n9 ( n3 n4 − n3 n4 )
−
+ +
− −
+
− +
+ −
× in10 (n4 n5 −n4 n5 ) in11 (n5 n6 −n5 n6 ) .
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Using the fact that ni± = 1 − ni∓ (hence ni+ + ni− = 1), we find that
+ −

+ −

+ −

+

− +

+ −

+ −

+

− +

+ −

(−1)n6 n1 (−1)n1 n2 (−1)n2 n3 (−1)n3 n4 (−1)n4 n5 (−1)n5 n6
− +

−

−

−

+

=(−1)n6 n1 +1−n6 −n1 (−1)n1 n2 +1−n1 −n2 (−1)n2 n3 +1−n2 −n3
− +

−

− +

+

−

− +

+

−

+

× (−1)n3 n4 +1−n3 −n4 (−1)n4 n5 +1−n4 −n5 (−1)n5 n6 +1−n5 −n6
=(−1)
×(−1)

n6− n1+

(−1)

n1+ +n1−
− +

n1− n2+

(−1)

(−1)

n2+ +n2−

− +

n2− n3+

(−1)

n3− n4+

(−1)

(−1)

n4+ +n4−

(−1)

n3+ +n3−

− +

− +

n4− n5+

(−1)
+

(B.4)

n5− n6+
−

+

−

(−1)n5 +n5 (−1)n6 +n6
− +

− +

=(−1)n6 n1 (−1)n1 n2 (−1)n2 n3 (−1)n3 n4 (−1)n4 n5 (−1)n5 n6 .

We thus have that B†p = B p .
Given the expression B.3 for B†p , it is clear that B†p B p = 1. We thus find that B p is
unitary, and squares to the identity.

B.2.2

Commutation of the plaquette operators

It is clear that if faces p and q do not share an edge, then [ B p , Bq ] = 0. The situation is not
so clear in the case where p and q do share an edge. Because of the structure of the plaquette operators, three possible cases need to be verified separately. The commutation
of B p and Bq is explicitly shown for those three possible cases below.
Commutation for the first orientation

1

4
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<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

5

2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

4
<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

5
<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

Figure B.1: The first orientation of neighbouring plaquettes B p and Bq which we consider. The blue edges correspond to the qubits implied non-trivially in both B p and
Bq .
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Consider two neighbouring plaquette operators B p and Bq as shown in figure B.1.
Keeping only the terms that do not trivially commute, we compute
− +

− +

−

− −

−

+ +

− −

+ +

B p Bq ∝ σ1x σ2x σ3x (−1)n1 n2 +n2 n3 in4 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 ) in5 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 )
− +
− +
−
− −
+ +
−
+ +
− −
× σ2x σ4x σ5x (−1)n5 n2 +n2 n4 in3 (n2 n5 −n2 n5 ) in1 (n2 n4 −n2 n4 )
− −
+ +
+
+ −
− +
+
− +
+ −
= σ x σ x σ x (−1)n5 n2 +n2 n4 in3 (n2 n5 −n2 n5 ) in1 (n2 n4 −n2 n4 )

(B.5)

2 4 5

− −

+ +

− +

+

+ −

− +

+

+ −

× σ1x σ2x σ3x (−1)n1 n2 +n2 n3 in4 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 ) in5 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 ) ,
where we reordered the terms, making modifying the projectors while exchanging position with the relevant σ x operators. Rewriting the phase factors so as to recover the
original ones, we find
− +

− +

−

− −

−

+ +

− −

− +

− +

− −

+ +

B p Bq ∝ σ2x σ4x σ5x (−1)n5 n2 +n2 n4 in3 (n2 n5 −n2 n5 ) in1 (n2 n4 −n2 n4 )
−

+

− +

− −

+ −

− +

+ −

× (−1)n5 +n4 in5 n2 −n3 n5 −n5 n2 +n3 n5 in2 n4 −n1 n4 +n2 n4 −n1 n4
− +
− +
−
+ +
− −
+ +
− −
−
× σ x σ x σ x (−1)n1 n2 +n2 n3 in4 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 ) in5 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 )

(B.6)

1 2 3

−

+

− −

+ −

+ −

− +

− +

+ −

− −

+ −

× (−1)n1 +n3 in1 n2 −n1 n2 +n1 n4 −n1 n4 × in2 n3 −n2 n3 +n3 n5 −n3 n5 .

Bring all the additional phase factors together, we get
− +

− +

−

− −

+ +

−

+ +

− −

B p Bq ∝ σ2x σ4x σ5x (−1)n5 n2 +n2 n4 in3 (n2 n5 −n2 n5 ) in1 (n2 n4 −n2 n4 )
−

+

− +

− −

+ −

− +

− +

− +

− −

+ −

+

−

+ −

− +

− −

+ −

+ −

− +

+ −

− −

× (−1)n5 +n4 in5 n2 −n3 n5 −n5 n2 +n3 n5 in2 n4 −n1 n4 +n2 n4 −n1 n4

× (−1)n1 +n3 in1 n2 −n1 n2 +n1 n4 −n1 n4 in2 n3 −n2 n3 +n3 n5 −n3 n5
− +
− +
−
+ +
− −
− −
+ +
−
× σ x σ x σ x (−1)n1 n2 +n2 n3 in4 (n1 n2 −n1 n2 ) in5 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 ) .

(B.7)

1 2 3

To complete the proof, we study more carefully the phase
−

+

− +

− −

+ −

− +

− +

− +

− −

+ −

(−1)n5 +n4 in5 n2 −n3 n5 −n5 n2 +n3 n5 in2 n4 −n1 n4 +n2 n4 −n1 n4
+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+ −

− +

− −

+ −

+ −

− +

+ −

− −

× (−1)n1 +n3 in1 n2 −n1 n2 +n1 n4 −n1 n4 in2 n3 −n2 n3 +n3 n5 −n3 n5
−

−

−

−

−

−

+

+

+

+

+

+

= (−1)n1 +n3 +n4 +n5 in5 −n2 +n3 +n5 +n2 +n4 +n1 −n4 +n1 −n2 +n2 −n3
+

−

+

−

= (−1)n1 +n3 +n4 +n5 i2n1 +2n3 +2n4 +2n5
+

−

+

(B.8)

−

= (−1)2n1 +2n3 +2n4 +2n5
= 1,

where we abundantly used the fact that 1 − ni± = ni∓ . We thus find that [ B p , Bq ] = 0,
since the expression in equation B.7 clearly corresponds to Bq B p .
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B.2. PROPERTIES OF THE GENERALISED PLAQUETTE OPERATORS

Commutation for the second orientation

1

4

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

1

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

4

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

3
<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

3
<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

5

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

5

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

Figure B.2: The second orientation of neighbouring plaquettes B p and Bq which we
consider. The blue edges correspond to the qubits implied non-trivially in both B p and
Bq .
We proceed in the same way as in the previous section to show that neighbouring
plaquette operators B p and Bq labeled as in figure B.2 commute. First writing down the
parts of B p and Bq that do not trivially commute, we find
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− +

−

− −

+ +

+

+ −

− +

B p Bq ∝ σ1x σ3x σ4x (−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 in2 (n1 n3 −n1 n3 ) in5 (n3 n4 −n3 n4 )
− +
− +
+ +
− −
−
+ −
− +
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− −
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+ −
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(B.9)
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× σ1x σ3x σ4x
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+ +
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+ −

− +

−

+ +

− −

(−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 in2 (n1 n3 −n1 n3 ) in5 (n3 n4 −n3 n4 ) ,

where the order of the operators was flipped. Rewriting the phases to recover the ones
present in the expression for B p and Bq , we get
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− −
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Bringing all the additional phase factors together, we find

(B.10)
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Finally, taking a closer look at the additional phase factor
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(B.12)

−

= (−1)n1 +n1 +2n2 +n4 +n4 +2n5
= 1.

We find again that [ B p , Bq ] = 0 for this orientation.
Commutation for the third orientation

1

4

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

3
<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

4

5
<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit
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3

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>
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Figure B.3: The third and last possible orientation of neighbouring plaquettes B p and
Bq . The green edges correspond to the qubits implied non-trivially in both B p and Bq .
Finally, we consider the commutation relation between neighbouring plaquettes in
the last orientation. Writing the part of B p and Bq that do not trivially commute, we
have
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i

= 1.
We thus see that [ B p , Bq ] = 0 for this third and last orientation as well.

B.2.3

The product of all plaquette operators gives the identity

We explicitly show below that the product of all plaquette operators on a closed surface
gives the identity. We first observe that the product of all the plaquettes involves ap-
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Figure B.4: The first orientation we consider for computing the operator affecting qubit
2.
plying the σ x operator on all qubit twice, thus cancelling. However, we must check that
the resulting phase factor is 1. In order to do so we must consider the three possible
orientations for individual qubits. First consider the qubit labeled by 2 on figure B.4.
The non-trivial parts of the product of the operators B p Bq Br Bs affecting qubit 2 are
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Bringing all the phase factors on the right yields
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Reorganizing the phase factors, we get
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+

= i2n1 n4 +2n3 n5 +n1 +n3 +n4 +n5 .

This last term is clearly independent of qubit 2. Since no other plaquette operator than
the four considered above affects this particular qubit, we conclude that the product of
all the plaquette operators of the system reduces to the identity on qubit 2.
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<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

1

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

3

4

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

3

5

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

4

5

1

3

<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

5

<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

Figure B.5: The second orientation we consider for calculating the operator affecting
qubit 3
We next consider a qubit of the orientation shown in figure B.5. The product of the
plaquette operators affecting qubit 3 gives
− +

− +

−

− −

+ +

− +

+

+ −

B p Bq Br Bs ∝σ1x σ3x σ4x (−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 in2 (n1 n3 −n1 n3 ) in5 (n3 n4 −n3 n4 )
− +
− +
+ −
− +
+ +
− −
+
−
× σ2x σ3x σ5x (−1)n5 n3 +n3 n2 in4 (n3 n5 −n3 n5 ) in1 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 )
+ +
−
− −
+ +
−
− −
× σ x σ x i n3 ( n1 n2 − n1 n2 ) σ x σ x i n3 ( n4 n5 − n4 n5 ) .

(B.20)
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Bringing all the phase factors to the right, we find
+ −

+ −

−

− −

+

+ +

+ −

− +

B p Bq Br Bs ∝ (−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 in2 (n1 n3 −n1 n3 ) in5 (n3 n4 −n3 n4 )
+ +
− −
− −
+ +
−
+ −
− +
+
× (−1)n5 n3 +n3 n2 in4 (n3 n5 −n3 n5 ) in1 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 )
+ +
−
− −
+ +
−
− −
× i n3 ( n1 n2 − n1 n2 ) i n3 ( n4 n5 − n4 n5 ) .

(B.21)

Reorganizing the phase factors, we get
+ −

+ −

− −

+ +

B p Bq Br Bs ∝ (−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 +n5 n3 +n3 n2
+ −

+ −

− −

+

−

−

+ +

+ −

− +

+

−

+

+ −

− +

× i2n1 n2 +2n1 n3 +2n2 n3 +n1 +n2 +n3 −1
× i2n3 n5 +2n3 n4 +2n4 n5 +n3 +n4 +n5
+

−

−

(B.22)

+

= i2n1 n2 +2n4 n5 +n1 +n2 +n4 +n5 ,

which is clearly independent of qubit 3. We thus conclude that the product of all the
plaquette operators gives the identity on qubit 3.
It remains to check the last possible orientation, as depicted by qubit 3 in figure B.6.
The product of the plaquette operators affecting qubit 3 gives

APPENDIX B. TECHNICAL DETAILS ON THE SEMION CODE

1

4

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

3
<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="woDejyenopqIyc7U1lPFAg3GcN8=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8laSIbW9FLx5bcG2hXUo2nW1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0IeTDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+ucr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXadFAqkwohhFKKc0JrF8SSRqNepXVMc8uijJZoDUrv/WHM0xAiwyXTukdJYryMKSO4hFmxn2pIGJ+wEfQsjVgI2svmh87wqVWGOIiVrcjgufp9ImOh1tPQt50hM2P928vFv7xeaoK6l4koSQ1EfLEoSCU2Mc6/xkOhgBs5tYRxJeytmI+ZYtzYbIo2hK9P8f/ErVYaFdo+Lzcvl2kU0DE6QWeIohpqomvUQi7iCNADekLPzp3z6Lw4r4vWFWc5c4R+wHn7BDYKjL8=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="zeKm9WFuVMGxOw1N2NaTGDnHIQE=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTMWqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWmf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFrnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE5EIzB</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="aCPEbpw3OUlytokUh0mLmVOglTk=">AAAB43icdVBNSwMxEM3Wr7p+Va9egkXwVJIitr0VvXis4NpCu5RsOtvGZj9IskJZ+gu8eFCv/idv/huzbQUVfTDweG+GmXlBKoU2hHw4pbX1jc2t8ra7s7u3f1BxD+90kikOHk9konoB0yBFDJ4RRkIvVcCiQEI3mF4VfvcBlBZJfGtmKfgRG8ciFJwZK92cDytVUiOEUEpxQWjjgljSajXrtIlpYVlU0QqdYeV9MEp4FkFsuGRa9ylJjZ8zZQSXMHcHmYaU8SkbQ9/SmEWg/Xxx6ByfWmWEw0TZig1eqN8nchZpPYsC2xkxM9G/vUL8y+tnJmz6uYjTzEDMl4vCTGKT4OJrPBIKuJEzSxhXwt6K+YQpxo3NxrUhfH2K/ydevdaq0Wr7cpVFGR2jE3SGKGqgNrpGHeQhjgA9omf04tw7T87rsrHkrCaO0A84b5/QJYuZ</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="zNTgZofPug8V+AKvqvoALxOI6vo=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxK0khmR1J3UpqVCLwV9yLzxPp2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1JoQ8iHk1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0e3Ok4VB5fHMlZdn2mQIgLXCCOhmyhgoS+h40+uMr9zD0qLOLox0wS8kI0iEQjOjJXa1UGxRMqEEEopzgitXRBLGo16hdYxzSyLElqhNSi+94cxT0OIDJdM6x4lifFmTBnBJcwL/VRDwviEjaBnacRC0N5scegcn1lliINY2YoMXqjfJ2Ys1Hoa+rYzZGasf3uZ+JfXS01Q92YiSlIDEV8uClKJTYyzr/FQKOBGTi1hXAl7K+Zjphg3NpuCDeHrU/w/cSvlRpm2q6Xm5SqNPDpBp+gcUVRDTXSNWshFHAF6QE/o2blzHp0X53XZmnNWM8foB5y3TzqTjMI=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="qMjmyg7fokgdF1DMU6Yin9nKz70=">AAAB53icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjy24NpCu5Rsmm1jsx8kWaEs/QVePKh49S9589+YbSuo6IOBx3szzMzzEym0wfjDWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4e3Ok4V4y6LZay6PtVcioi7RhjJu4niNPQl7/iTq9zv3HOlRRzdmGnCvZCOIhEIRo2V2tVBqYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gSxqNepXUEcktizIs0RqU3vvDmKUhjwyTVOsewYnxMqqMYJLPiv1U84SyCR3xnqURDbn2svmhM3RqlSEKYmUrMmiufp/IaKj1NPRtZ0jNWP/2cvEvr5eaoO5lIkpSwyO2WBSkEpkY5V+joVCcGTm1hDIl7K2IjamizNhsijaEr0/R/8StVhoV0j4vNy+XaRTgGE7gDAjUoAnX0AIXGHB4gCd4du6cR+fFeV20rjjLmSP4AeftEzeNjMA=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="cnh3JAYXJq9AqAtb0NwIApzSw6M=">AAAB53icdVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiRoJTNSqTupTUuFXgr6kHnjPJ2c98HMvEDEX9CmRUXb/lK7/k3z1KCiDlw4nHMv997jJ1Jog/GHk1tZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+we3Ok4V4y6LZaw6PtVcioi7RhjJO4niNPQlb/vjq8xv33OlRRzdmEnCvZAOIxEIRo2VWuf9YgmXMcaEEJQRUr3AltTrtQqpIZJZFiVYotkvvvcGMUtDHhkmqdZdghPjTakygkk+K/RSzRPKxnTIu5ZGNOTam84PnaETqwxQECtbkUFz9fvElIZaT0LfdobUjPRvLxP/8rqpCWreVERJanjEFouCVCITo+xrNBCKMyMnllCmhL0VsRFVlBmbTcGG8PUp+p+4lXK9TFpnpcblMo08HMExnAKBKjTgGprgAgMOD/AEz86d8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgE8FozD</latexit>
<latexit

Figure B.6: The third possible orientation for calculating the effect of the product of the
plaquette operators on qubit 3.
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Bringing all the phase factors to the right, we find
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+ −

+ −

+

−

− +

+ +

− −

B p Bq Br Bs ∝ (−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 in2 (n1 n3 −n1 n3 ) in5 (n3 n4 −n3 n4 )
+ +
− −
+ +
− −
−
+ −
− +
+
× (−1)n5 n3 +n3 n2 in1 (n2 n3 −n2 n3 ) in4 (n3 n5 −n3 n5 )
− −
−
+ +
− −
−
+ +
× i n3 ( n4 n5 − n4 n5 ) i n3 ( n1 n2 − n1 n2 ) .

(B.24)

Reorganizing the phase factors, we get
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+ −

− −

+ +

B p Bq Br Bs ∝ (−1)n1 n3 +n3 n4 +n5 n3 +n3 n2
+ −

+ −

− −

+

−

−

× i2n1 n2 +2n1 n3 +2n2 n3 +n1 +n2 +n3 −1
×i

2n3+ n4− +2n3+ n5+ +2n4− n5+ +n3+ +n4− +n5+
+ −

− +

+

−

−

(B.25)

+

= i2n1 n2 +2n4 n5 +n1 +n2 +n4 +n5 ,

which once again is independent of qubit 3.
Putting those results together, we find that the product of all the plaquette operators
act trivially on all the qubits of the system, thus showing that

∏

all plaquettes

B p = 1.

(B.26)
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B.3. PROOFS REGARDING ALGORITHM 1

Proofs regarding Algorithm 1

It was mentioned in the maintext that it is always possible to determine FP+ using Al-

+
is a string operator. Furthermore, it is possible to
gorithm 1 such that the resulting SP

enforce the contraint given in Eq. (4.4.5) such that we obtain canonical string operators.
In order to prove this statement we formulate Theorem 1 and prove it in what follows.

Theorem 1. Let P be a an open non self-crossing path. The functions FP+ defined by Algorithm
+
is a string operator. Furthermore, it is possible to chose the phases φ such that
1 are such that SP
the string operators are canonical.

B.3.1

Useful technical lemmas

In order to prove Theorem 1, we show several technical lemmas essentially following
from the plaquette operators properties.
Lemma 1. Let { p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } an ordered set of plaquettes
and let {q1 , q2 , . . . , qn } be a permu

~
~
tation of it. For any configuration i, we have that θP i, p1 , p2 , . . . , pn = θP ~i, q1 , q2 , . . . , qn .
Proof. According to Eq. 4.4.8, we have that
m

θP (~i, p1 , . . . , pm ) =

L
h~i ~α pi ⊕~αP | B pm . . . B p1 |~i ⊕~αP i
i =1

m

L
h~i ~α pi | B pm . . . B p1 |~i i
i =1

=

m
L
h~i ~αqi ⊕~αP | Bq( pm ) . . . Bq( p1 ) |~i ⊕~αP i
i =1

m

L
h~i ~αqi | Bq( pm ) . . . Bq( p1 ) |~i i

(B.1)

= θ P ( q1 , . . . , q m ),

i =1

where q( pi ) denotes the permutation of plaquettes that exchange { p1 , . . . , pm } to {q1 , . . . , qm },
and where we used the fact that the plaquette operators all commute.
Lemma 2. Let { p1 , p2 , . . . , pm } and {q1 , q2 , . . . , qk } be two different set of plaquettes in BP
n
m
L
L
~αqi on the string configuration of Conn(P ). Then, for any vector ~i, we
such that ~α pi =
find that

i =1

i =1





~
~
θP i, p1 , p2 , . . . , pm = θP i, q1 , q2 , . . . , qk .

(B.2)
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Proof. First notice that given the structure of the plaquette operators,
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k
m
L
L
~αqi
~α pi =
i =1

m

k

i =1

s

on Conn(P ) implies that ∏ B pi ∏ Bq j ∏ Brl = 1, where {r1 , . . . , rs } are all the plaquei =1
j =1
l =1
L

L
L
qj
k
~
α
⊕ ( sl=1 ~αrl ), where the
ttes outside of BP . We also have that im=1 ~α pi =
j =1
configurations are taken over the whole system. Using those facts, we find
m

θP (~i, p1 , . . . , pm ) =

L
h~i ~α pi ⊕~αP | B pm . . . B p1 ∏im=1 B pi ∏kj=1 Bq j ∏sl=1 Brl |~i ⊕~αP i
i =1

m

L
h~i ~α pi | B pm . . . B p1 ∏im=1 B p1 ∏kj=1 Bq j ∏sl=1 Brl |~i i
i =1

=

m
L
h~i ~α pi ⊕~αP | ∏kj=1 Bq j ∏sl=1 Brl |~i ⊕~αP i
i =1

m

L
h~i ~α pi | ∏kj=1 Bq j ∏sl=1 Brl |~i i
i =1



m
L
h~i ~α pi ⊕~αP | ∏sl=1 Brl ∑~i |~jih~j| ∏kj=1 Bq j |~i ⊕~αP i
= i =1 m


L
h~i ~α pi | ∏sl=1 Brl ∑~i |~jih~j| ∏kj=1 Bq j |~i i
i =1

L
L
L
L
h~i kj=1 ~αq j ⊕ ( sl=1 ~αrl ) ⊕~αP | ∏sl=1 Brl |~i kj=1 ~αq j ⊕~αP i h~i kj=1 ~αq j ⊕~αP | ∏kj=1 Bq j |~i ⊕~αP i
=
L
L
L
L
h~i kj=1 ~αq j ⊕ ( s ~αrl ) | ∏s Br |~i kj=1 ~αq j i
h~i kj=1 ~αq j | ∏kj=1 Bq |~i i
l =1

=

h~i

l =1
l
s
rl
~ Lkj=1 ~αq j i
j=1 ~α ⊕ ( l =1 ~α ) | XP ∏l =1 Brl XP |i
θP (~i, q1 , . . . , qk ), =
L
L
L
h~i kj=1 ~αq j ⊕ ( sl=1 ~αrl ) | ∏sl=1 Brl |~i kj=1 ~αq j i

Lk

qj

j

Ls

θP (~i, q1 , . . . , qk ),

where we used the fact that XP commutes with the plaquette operators Brl , since the
plaquettes in {r1 , . . . , rs } are not in Conn(P ).
Lemma 3. Suppose that for any set of plaquettes { p1 , p2 , . . . , pm } ⊂ BP and for a string
configuration ~i, we have that FP+ (~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ) = θP (~i, p1 , . . . , pm ) FP+ (~i ) and FP+ (~i ⊕
~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ) = θP (~i ⊕~αP , p1 , . . . , pm ) FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ). If FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ , then
for any set of plaquettes {q1 , . . . , qk } ⊂ BP , we have that FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqk ) =
[ FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqk )]∗ .
Proof. By hypothesis, we have that
FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ) = θP (~i, q1 ) FP+ (~i ),

(B.3)

FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αq1 ) = [θP (~i, q1 )]−1 FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ),

(B.4)

as well as
where we took advantage of the fact that θP (~i ⊕~αP , q1 ) = [θP (~i, q1 )]−1 , as is clear from
Eq. (4.4.5).
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Using the fact that FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ in Eq. B.3, we find

[ FP+ (~i ⊕~αP )]∗

FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αq1 ) +
−1 + ~
q1
~
= [θP (i, q1 )] FP (i ⊕~α ) =
FP (~i ⊕~αq1 ).
+~
P
FP (i ⊕~α )

(B.5)

Since FP+ lies on the unit circle, we find that

FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αq1 ) FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ) = 1,

(B.6)

FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αq1 ) = [ FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 )]∗ .

(B.7)

which in turn implies that

The same reasoning can be recursively employed to show that
FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqk ) = [ FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqk )]∗ .

(B.8)

+ 2
Lemma 4. FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ for any string configuration ~i if and only if [SP
] = 1.
+ 2
] gives
Proof. Explicit calculation of [SP

+ 2
[ SP
] =  ∏ σix
i∈ P

=

String conf. ~i

i0 ∈ P

FP+ (~i )|~i ⊕~αP ih~i ⊕~αP |

∑

FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) FP+ (~i )|~i ih~i |.

String conf. ~i



FP+ (~i )|~i ih~i |  ∏ σix0

∑

String conf. ~i

=

∑



∑

∑

String conf. ~i0

String conf. ~i0

FP+ (~i0 )|~i0 ih~i0 |

FP+ (~i0 )|~i0 ih~i0 |

+ 2
Clearly, FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ implies that [SP
] = 1, since FP+ (~i ) is a complex number
+ 2
lying on the unit circle. On the other hand, [SP
] = 1 implies that FP+ (~i ) FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = 1,
which means that FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ , once again because FP+ (~i ) is a complex number
lying on the unit circle.
+ †
+
Lemma 5. [SP
] = SP
if and only if FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ for any vector ~i.
+ †
Proof. Explicit calculation of [SP
] gives
+ †
[ SP
] =

=

∑

[ FP+ (~i )]∗ |~i ih~i | ∏ σix =
i ∈P

String conf. ~i

∏ σix

i ∈P

∑

∑

String conf. ~i

[ FP+ (~i )]∗ |~i ⊕~αP ih~i ⊕~αP |,

String conf. ~i

[ FP+ (~i )]∗

∏ σjx

j∈P

!2

|~i ih~i | ∏ σix
i ∈P
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+
+ †
. In that case, it is clear that [ FP+ (~i )]∗ = FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ).
] = SP
Suppose that [SP
+
+ †
.
] = SP
It is also clear that [ FP+ (~i )]∗ = FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) implies that [SP

Lemma 6. The functions FP+ constructed by Algorithm 1 are well-defined.
Proof. First note that Lemma 1 states that the order into which the plaquettes { p1 , . . . , pn }
appear in a specific subset of BP and the order into which the subsets are chosen do not
affect its value.
Next, we show that if there are two different sets of plaquettes { p1 , . . . , pm } ⊂ BP
and {q1 , . . . , qk } ⊂ BP such that ~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm = ~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqk , where it is understood
that the configurations are equal on Conn(P ) (as opposed to the whole lattice), then
Algorithm 1 ensures that FP+ (~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pn ) = FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqm ), for any
configurations ~i (and for configuration ~i ⊕~αP as well). This is a simple consequence of
+~
Lemma 3, which tells us that θP
(i, p1 , . . . , pm ) = θP+ (~i, q1 , . . . , qk ), and of the way that
the FP+ functions are built;
FP+ (~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ) = θP (~i, p1 , . . . , pm ) FP+ (~i )
= θP (~i, q1 , . . . , qk ) FP+ (~i ) = FP+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αqk ),
and similarly for the configuration ~i ⊕~αP .
Lemma 7. Let FP+ be a function determined by Algorithm 1. Then FP+ simultaneously satisfies
all the constraints (4.4.6) and (4.4.5).
Proof. We proceed by showing that FP+ simultaneously satisfies all the constraints (4.4.6).
Consider an arbitrary configuration ~i for which the value of FP+ (~i ) has been determined
using Algorithm 1. Two possible cases need to be analyzed:
case 1. If~i is one of the vectors picked to set an unknown value of FP+ (~i ), then we find that
for any plaquette p,
b p (~i ⊕~αP ) +
FP+ (~i ⊕~α p ) =
FP (~i ),
(B.9)
~
b p (i )
by definition of θP .
case 2. If ~i is not one of the vectors picked, then there is another vector ~i0 that was picked
and a set of plaquettes { p1 , . . . , pm } ⊂ BP such that either ~i = ~i0 ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm
or ~i = ~i0 ⊕ αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm . Consider first the former possibility, the later
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working exactly the same way. For any plaquette p, according to algorithm 1, we
find that
FP+ (~i ⊕~α p )
θP (~i0 , p1 , . . . , pm , p)
=
.
(B.10)
F + (~i )
θP (~i0 , p1 , . . . , pm )
P

By using definition (4.4.8), we find

b p (~i0 ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~αP )
θP (~i0 , p1 , . . . , pm , p)
=
θP (~i0 , p1 , . . . , pm )
b p (~i0 ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm )
b p (~i ⊕~αP )
.
=
b p (~i )
We thus have that in both cases, all the constraints (4.4.6) are satisfied.
For the case of constraints (4.4.5), there are once again two possible cases to be considered.
case 1. If ~i is one of the vector picked for an unknown value of FP+ (~i ), then algorithm 1
simply sets FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i )]∗ .
case 2. If ~i is not one of the vectors picked, then once again we find that ~i = ~i0 ⊕~α p1 ⊕
· · · ⊕~α pm or ~i = ~i0 ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm , as mentioned above. We consider next
the former case, the latter working exactly in the same way.
We find that
FP+ (~i ⊕~αP ) = FP+ (~i0 ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ).

(B.11)

Using Algorithm 1, we find that
FP+ (~i0
FP+ (~i0

m
M
j =1
m
M
j =1

~α p j ) = θP (~i0 , p1 , . . . , pm ) FP± (~i0 ),
~α p j ) = θP (~i0 ⊕~αP , p1 , . . . , pm ) FP+ (~i0 ⊕~αP ),

and
FP+ (~i0 ⊕~αP ) = [ FP+ (~i0 )]∗ .
Since all the conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied, we have that
F + (~i0 ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm )
P

= [ FP+ (~i0 ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm )]∗
= [ F + (~i )]∗ .
P

(B.12)

(B.13)
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Proof of Theorem 1

Given all the previous technical results, it is straightforward to give the proof of Theorem 1.
+
satisfy properties (i)
The functions FP+ defined by Algorithm 1, are such that SP

through (iv).

±
satisfies conditions (4.4.6) and (4.4.5). We
Proof. Using Lemma 7, it is clear that SP
thus have that condition (i) is satisfied. According to Lemmas 4 and 5, we also find
that conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. Furthermore, it is clear by construction of
F ± by Algorithm 1 that S± act non-trivially only on qubits inside Conn(P ), therefore
satisfying condition (iv) as well.

B.4

Properties of open crossing strings

In this appendix we detail the analytic demonstration of the commutation relations
among open strings. To do so ,we consider two crossing paths P and Q. Computing
+ +
SP
SQ , we get

+ +
SQ = ∏ σix
SP
i ∈P

= ∏ σix
i ∈P

= ∏ σix
i ∈P

∑

string conf. ~i

∏ σjx

j∈Q

∏ σjx

j∈Q

FP+ (~i )|~i ih~i | ∏ σjx
j∈Q

∑

string conf. ~j

+ ~ ~ ~
( j)| jih j|
FQ

∑

FP+ (~i )|~i ⊕~αQ ih~i ⊕~αQ |

∑

+~ ~ ~
FP+ (~i ⊕~αQ ) FQ
(i )|i ihi |.

string conf. ~i

string conf. ~i

∑

string conf. ~j

+~ ~
FQ
| jih j|

(B.1)

Similarly computing the product of the string operators in the reverse order, we get
+ +
SQ
SP =

∏ σix ∏ σjx

i ∈P

j∈Q

∑

string conf. ~i

+~
FP+ (~i ) FQ
(i ⊕~αP )|~i ih~i |.

(B.2)

Considering equations B.1 and B.2 suggests defining the quantity
,+ ~
R+
P ,Q ( i ) =

+~
FP+ (~i ⊕~αQ ) FQ
(i )
.
F + (~i ) F + (~i ⊕~αP )
P

Q

,+ ~
+
+
Clearly, R+
P ,Q (i ) determines the commutation relations between SP and SQ .

(B.3)
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,+
In this section we show various results on R+
P ,Q where P and Q are both open. Note

−,−
−,+
,−
that these results can be extended for R+
P ,Q , RP ,Q and RP ,Q , although a minus sign

−,+
,−
may appear in the cases of R+
P ,Q and RP ,Q , depending on the number of times that

paths P and Q cross.

,+
+
+
R+
P ,Q can be written in terms of θP and θQ defined in Eq. 4.4.8, given that the func-

,+
+
tions FP+ and FQ
are constructed using Alg. 1. R+
P ,Q can thus ultimately be written in

terms of plaquette operators. Additionally, it is independent of the underlying string
configuration ~i. This last fact essentially follows from the existence of short string operators flipping the configuration of a single e such that S{+e} commutes with all plaquette

operators and squares to the identity.

To show the last property, we consider two paths P and Q which are open and cross.

Q,left
p1
left
We define BP
= { pleft
⊕···⊕
1 , . . . , pm }, the set of plaquettes in BP such that ~α
left

left

~α pm = ~αQ when restricted to Conn(P ) and containing the left-most plaquette of BP .
Q,right

In a complementary way, we define BP
P ,down
BQ

P ,up

= BP \BPQ,left . In a similar way, BQ

and

can be defined( see Fig B.7). Consider an edge e, and a corresponding canonical

string operator Se+ . By construction, we have that (Se+ )2 = 1 and Se+ commutes with
every plaquette operators. We thus find that

h~i ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm |Se+ B p1 . . . B pm Se+ |~i ⊕~αP i
,+ ~
R+
(
i
)
=
P ,Q
h~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm |Se+ B p1 . . . B pm Se+ |~i i
h~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql |Se+ Bq1 . . . Bql Se+ |~i i
×
.
h~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql |Se+ Bq1 . . . Bql Se+ |~i ⊕~αQ i

(B.4)
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P,up
BQ

q1

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="JUBgOGj1aGg5k3lgvX7uYKgT+i4=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="PFO6UwYgx/zak3qqfK9/3MRj3/4=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkN/bgVvXisYGyhDWWz3bZLN5u4uxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GTVtBRR8MPN6bYWZemHCmtON8WCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eDwVsWpJNQnMY9lJ8SKciaor5nmtJNIiqOQ03Y4ucz99j2VisXiRk8TGkR4JNiQEayN5N/1M3fWL5Udu1GvVrwqcmzHqbkVNyeVmnfuIdcoOcqwRKtfeu8NYpJGVGjCsVJd10l0kGGpGeF0VuyliiaYTPCIdg0VOKIqyObHztCpUQZoGEtTQqO5+n0iw5FS0yg0nRHWY/Xby8W/vG6qh/UgYyJJNRVksWiYcqRjlH+OBkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE23yKZoQvj5F/xO/Yjds99orNy+WaRTgGE7gDFyoQROuoAU+EGDwAE/wbAnr0XqxXhetK9Zy5gh+wHr7BJI8jrs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OtE/ztX/TWmlXK/mnggukGn72Mc=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFSY+213RjcsWjC2koUymk3boZBJmJkIJ/Qw3LlTc+jfu/BsnaQQVPTBwOOde5twTJJwpjdCHVVlaXlldq67XNja3tnfqu3t3Kk4loS6JeSz7AVaUM0FdzTSn/URSHAWc9oLpde737qlULBa3epZQP8JjwUJGsDaSN4iwnhDMs+58WG8g+xw5rQsEkY0KFKTpnDrQKZUGKNEZ1t8Ho5ikERWacKyU56BE+xmWmhFO57VBqmiCyRSPqWeowBFVflZEnsMjo4xgGEvzhIaF+n0jw5FSsygwk3lE9dvLxb88L9Vh08+YSFJNBVl8FKYc6hjm98MRk5RoPjMEE8lMVkgmWGKiTUs1U8LXpfB/4p7YLdvpnjXaV2UbVXAADsExcMAlaIMb0AEuICAGD+AJPFvaerRerNfFaMUqd/bBD1hvnyRKkV0=</latexit>

q2

q3

<latexit sha1_base64="06Vu3dZPzd/uodvCMXKhBsiJ1pw=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Ckks/bgVvXisYGyhLWWz3bRLN5u4uxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GTVtBRR8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8WCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eDwVsWpJNQnMY9lJ8CKciaor5nmtJNIiqOA03Ywucz99j2VisXiRk8T2o/wSLCQEayN5N8NMm82KJUdu1GvepUqcmzHqbmemxOvVjmvINcoOcqwRGtQeu8NY5JGVGjCsVJd10l0P8NSM8LprNhLFU0wmeAR7RoqcERVP5sfO0OnRhmiMJamhEZz9ftEhiOlplFgOiOsx+q3l4t/ed1Uh/V+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlH+OhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE23yKZoQvj5F/xPfsxu2e10pNy+WaRTgGE7gDFyoQROuoAU+EGDwAE/wbAnr0XqxXhetK9Zy5gh+wHr7BJPAjrw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="y3u1jV2k8T/uW3hsd2ccTQ36BAM=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0na0I9b0YvHCsYW2lA22227dLOJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LQVVPTBwOO9GWbmBTFnStv2h5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHtypKJKEeiXgkuwFWlDNBPc00p91YUhwGnHaC6WXmd+6pVCwSN3oWUz/EY8FGjGBtJO9ukFbng2LJLjcbtYpbQ3bZtutOxclIpe5WXeQYJUMJVmgPiu/9YUSSkApNOFaq59ix9lMsNSOczgv9RNEYkyke056hAodU+eni2Dk6M8oQjSJpSmi0UL9PpDhUahYGpjPEeqJ+e5n4l9dL9Kjhp0zEiaaCLBeNEo50hLLP0ZBJSjSfGYKJZOZWRCZYYqJNPgUTwten6H/iVcrNsnPtlloXqzTycAKncA4O1KEFV9AGDwgweIAneLaE9Wi9WK/L1py1mjmGH7DePgGVRI69</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="uft/tzPf5KPB3D9QKEI5WEwVzVc=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjPiq7uiG5cVHFuYDiWTpm1oJhmSO0IZ+hluXKi49W/c+Tdm2hGq6IHA4Zx7ybknSgQ34LqfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u7dG5VqynyqhNKdiBgmuGQ+cBCsk2hG4kiwdjS+zv32A9OGK3kHk4SFMRlKPuCUgJWCbkxgRInIWtNetebW3RnwAjlzvca5h71CqaECrV71o9tXNI2ZBCqIMYHnJhBmRAOngk0r3dSwhNAxGbLAUkliZsJsFnmKj6zSxwOl7ZOAZ+riRkZiYyZxZCfziOa3l4t/eUEKg8sw4zJJgUk6/2iQCgwK5/fjPteMgphYQqjmNiumI6IJBdtSxZbwfSn+n/gn9Ubduz2tNa+KNsroAB2iY+ShC9REN6iFfESRQo/oGb044Dw5r87bfLTkFDv76Aec9y8QZ5FQ</latexit>
<latexit

Q,left
BP

<latexit sha1_base64="V9URA3PJKwLgEMCEpEKyoH3558k=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KkkR296KXjxWcG2hXUo2TdvQbHZJskJZ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r8x21ZQ0QcDj/dmmJkXJlIYi/GHt7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg7vTJxqxn0Wy1h3Qmq4FIr7VljJO4nmNAolb4eTq9xv33NtRKxu7TThQURHSgwFo9ZJftLPqrN+qYwrGGNCCMoJqV1gRxqNepXUEckthzIs0eqX3nuDmKURV5ZJakyX4MQGGdVWMMlnxV5qeELZhI5411FFI26CbH7sDJ06ZYCGsXalLJqr3ycyGhkzjULXGVE7Nr+9XPzL66Z2WA8yoZLUcsUWi4apRDZG+edoIDRnVk4doUwLdytiY6opsy6fogvh61P0P/GrlUaF3JyXm5fLNApwDCdwBgRq0IRraIEPDAQ8wBM8e8p79F6810XrirecOYIf8N4+AX8sjq8=</latexit>

p2

<latexit sha1_base64="2wZrxF1eJf24jJxrClTkSGW0pXI=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mUYttb0YvHCq4ttEvJptk2NJtdkqxQlv4GLx5UvPqHvPlvzLYVVPTBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjuh1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHdzpOFWUejUWsegHRTHDJPMONYL1EMRIFgnWD6VXud++Z0jyWt2aWMD8iY8lDTomxkpcMs/p8WK64Vdd1McYoJ7hx4VrSajVruIlwbllUYIXOsPw+GMU0jZg0VBCt+9hNjJ8RZTgVbF4apJolhE7JmPUtlSRi2s8Wx87RmVVGKIyVLWnQQv0+kZFI61kU2M6ImIn+7eXiX14/NWHTz7hMUsMkXS4KU4FMjPLP0YgrRo2YWUKo4vZWRCdEEWpsPiUbwten6H/i1aqtKr6pV9qXqzSKcAKncA4YGtCGa+iABxQ4PMATPDvSeXRenNdla8FZzRzDDzhvn4I0jrE=</latexit>

p4 q 4

q 5 p5
<latexit sha1_base64="eAv2uCswzuShQQwTfIJ98i33LsM=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lq7Met6MVjBWMLbSib7bZdutnE3Y1QQn+DFw8qXv1D3vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgpgzpW37w8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DWxUlklCPRDySnQArypmgnmaa004sKQ4DTtvB5DLz2/dUKhaJGz2NqR/ikWBDRrA2knfXT89n/WLJLjfq1YpbRXbZtmtOxclIpeaeucgxSoYSLNHqF997g4gkIRWacKxU17Fj7adYakY4nRV6iaIxJhM8ol1DBQ6p8tP5sTN0YpQBGkbSlNBorn6fSHGo1DQMTGeI9Vj99jLxL6+b6GHdT5mIE00FWSwaJhzpCGWfowGTlGg+NQQTycytiIyxxESbfAomhK9P0f/Eq5QbZefaLTUvlmnk4QiO4RQcqEETrqAFHhBg8ABP8GwJ69F6sV4XrTlrOXMIP2C9fQKYTI6/</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AxhmFnZAdDMNhAjdm3uWvPwXd8Q=">AAAB63icdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkM/bgVvXisYGyhLWWz3bRLN5u4uxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GTVtBRR8MPN6bYWZekHCmtG1/WCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eDwVsWpJNQnMY9lJ8CKciaor5nmtJNIiqOA03Ywucz99j2VisXiRk8T2o/wSLCQEayN5N8NMm82KJXtSqNedb0qsiu2XXNcJyduzTv3kGOUHGVYojUovfeGMUkjKjThWKmuYye6n2GpGeF0VuyliiaYTPCIdg0VOKKqn82PnaFTowxRGEtTQqO5+n0iw5FS0ygwnRHWY/Xby8W/vG6qw3o/YyJJNRVksShMOdIxyj9HQyYp0XxqCCaSmVsRGWOJiTb5FE0IX5+i/4nvVhoV59orNy+WaRTgGE7gDByoQROuoAU+EGDwAE/wbAnr0XqxXhetK9Zy5gh+wHr7BJbIjr4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NaH+8spgTC8vrhpWi727BtVQzqQ=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZmNiUluQS8eI7omkCxhdjKbDJl9MDMrhCWf4MWDilf/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXeXnwiuNMYfVm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h/cqTiVlLk0FrHs+EQxwSPmaq4F6ySSkdAXrO2PL2d++55JxePoVk8S5oVkGPGAU6KNdJP0q/1iCdv4vOKUHYTtKnbqZbwgjdoZcmw8RwmWaPWL771BTNOQRZoKolTXwYn2MiI1p4JNC71UsYTQMRmyrqERCZnysvmpU3RilAEKYmkq0miufp/ISKjUJPRNZ0j0SP32ZuJfXjfVQd3LeJSkmkV0sShIBdIxmv2NBlwyqsXEEEIlN7ciOiKSUG3SKZgQvj5F/xO3bDds57pSal4s08jDERzDKThQgyZcQQtcoDCEB3iCZ0tYj9aL9bpozVnLmUP4AevtE8Jajac=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2LNKUgYPoc+W+Nkqrd6fkQjjECI=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrK12vZW9OKxomsL7VKyabYNzWaXJCuU0p/gxYOKV/+RN/+N6Yegog8GHu/NMDMvTAXXBuMPZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3f6SRTlPk0EYlqhUQzwSXzDTeCtVLFSBwK1gyHl1O/ec+U5om8NaOUBTHpSx5xSoyVbtJutVsoYhefl72Sh7B7hr1qCc9JrXKKPBfPUIQFGt3Ce6eX0Cxm0lBBtG57ODXBmCjDqWCTfCfTLCV0SPqsbakkMdPBeHbqBB1bpYeiRNmSBs3U7xNjEms9ikPbGRMz0L+9qfiX185MVA3GXKaZYZLOF0WZQCZB079RjytGjRhZQqji9lZEB0QRamw6eRvC16fof+KX3JrrXZeL9YtFGjk4hCM4AQ8qUIcraIAPFPrwAE/w7Ajn0XlxXuetS85i5gB+wHn7BMbjjao=</latexit>

p8

<latexit sha1_base64="9xjRlrknH1xnfHEYZlrbD5/LVWY=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrK12vZW9OKxomsL7VKyabYNzWaXJCuU0p/gxYOKV/+RN/+N6Yegog8GHu/NMDMvTAXXBuMPZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3f6SRTlPk0EYlqhUQzwSXzDTeCtVLFSBwK1gyHl1O/ec+U5om8NaOUBTHpSx5xSoyVbtJurVsoYhefl72Sh7B7hr1qCc9JrXKKPBfPUIQFGt3Ce6eX0Cxm0lBBtG57ODXBmCjDqWCTfCfTLCV0SPqsbakkMdPBeHbqBB1bpYeiRNmSBs3U7xNjEms9ikPbGRMz0L+9qfiX185MVA3GXKaZY
sha1_base64="9xjRlrknH1xnfHEYZlrbD5/LVWY=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrK12vZW9OKxomsL7VKyabYNzWaXJCuU0p/gxYOKV/+RN/+N6Yegog8GHu/NMDMvTAXXBuMPZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3f6SRTlPk0EYlqhUQzwSXzDTeCtVLFSBwK1gyHl1O/ec+U5om8NaOUBTHpSx5xSoyVbtJurVsoYhefl72Sh7B7hr1qCc9JrXKKPBfPUIQFGt3Ce6eX0Cxm0lBBtG57ODXBmCjDqWCTfCfTLCV0SPqsbakkMdPBeHbqBB1bpYeiRNmSBs3U7xNjEms9ikPbGRMz0L+9qfiX185MVA3GXKaZYZLOF0WZQCZB079RjytGjRhZQqji9lZEB0QRamw6eRvC16fof+KX3JrrXZeL9YtFGjk4hCM4AQ8qUIcraIAPFPrwAE/w7Ajn0XlxXuetS85i5gB+wHn7BMhmjas=</latexit>

p9

<latexit sha1_base64="auYC7gdwWPtxl0Jh8feB6258z74=">AAACEXicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIKChB0RTW6iF48RjAkkMcxOepPB2QczvWJY9hu8+CtePKh49ebNv3FWIz7QgoGaqm66u7xYSYOu++qMjU9MTk3PzBbm5hcWl4rLK2cmSrSAuohUpJseN6BkCHWUqKAZa+CBp6DhXRzlfuMStJFReIrDGDoB74fSl4KjlbrFrcPztB1wHAiu0pNsu41whakCH7Os++XU7K9Ycsuu6zLGaE7Y/p5rSbVa2WEVynLLokRGqHWLL+1eJJIAQhSKG9NiboydlGuUQkFWaCcGYi4ueB9aloY8ANNJ30/K6IZVetSPtH0h0nf1e0fKA2OGgWcr8x3Nby8X//JaCfqVTirDOEEIxccgP1EUI5rnQ3tSg0A1tIQLLe2uVAy45gJtigUbwuel9H9S3ylXy+xkt3RwOEpjhqyRdbJJGNknB+SY1EidCHJNbsk9eXBunDvn0Xn6KB1zRj2r5Aec5zf4Vp8r</latexit>

Q,right
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<latexit sha1_base64="YkvecyKjTRTOHospNpVGifvpsOk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="JYxVAp4TO6aziT94lwRduo50OXc=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU0mK2PZW9OKxomsL7VKyabYNzX6QZIWy9Cd48aDi1X/kzX9jtq2gog8GHu/NMDPPT6TQBuMPp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w/udJwqxl0Wy1h1faq5FBF3jTCSdxPFaehL3vEnl7nfuedKizi6NdOEeyEdRSIQjBor3SQDMihXcBVjTAhBOSH1c2xJs9mokQYiuWVRgSXag/J7fxizNOSRYZJq3SM4MV5GlRFM8lmpn2qeUDahI96zNKIh1142P3WGTqwyREGsbEUGzdXvExkNtZ6Gvu0MqRnr314u/uX1UhM0vExESWp4xBaLglQiE6P8bzQUijMjp5ZQpoS9FbExVZQZm07JhvD1KfqfuLVqs0quzyqti2UaRTiCYzgFAnVowRW0wQUGI3iAJ3h2pPPovDivi9aCs5w5hB9w3j4Bug2Nog==</latexit>

p1

<latexit sha1_base64="MMCaEafYN5mbh809yYNARhb4YBk=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUse2t6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbms0uSVYoS3+DFw8qXv1D3vw3ZtsKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz3wymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DOx2nijKPxiJW3YBoJrhknuFGsG6iGIkCwTrB5Cr3O/dMaR7LWzNNmB+RkeQhp8RYyUsG2dlsUK64Vdd1McYoJ7h+4VrSbDZquIFwbllUYIn2oPzeH8Y0jZg0VBCte9hNjJ8RZTgVbFbqp5olhE7IiPUslSRi2s/mx87QiVWGKIyVLWnQXP0+kZFI62kU2M6ImLH+7eXiX14vNWHDz7hMUsMkXSwKU4FMjPLP0ZArRo2YWkKo4vZWRMdEEWpsPiUbwten6H/i1arNKr45r7Qul2kU4QiO4RQw1KEF19AGDyhweIAneHak8+i8OK+L1oKznDmEH3DePgGAsI6w</latexit>

p3

<latexit sha1_base64="YNyAKu2spIO+uwWex2FDFc0576k=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kU6cet6MVjBdcW2qVk02wbms0uSVYoS3+DFw8qXv1D3vw3ZtsKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz3wymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjOx2nijKPxiJWvYBoJrhknuFGsF6iGIkCwbrB9Cr3u/dMaR7LWzNLmB+RseQhp8RYyUuGWX0+LFfcquu6GGOUE9you5a0Ws0abiKcWxYVWKEzLL8PRjFNIyYNFUTrPnYT42dEGU4Fm5cGqWYJoVMyZn1LJYmY9rPFsXN0ZpURCmNlSxq0UL9PZCTSehYFtjMiZqJ/e7n4l9dPTdj0My6T1DBJl4vCVCATo/xzNOKKUSNmlhCquL0V0QlRhBqbT8mG8PUp+p94tWqrim8uKu3LVRpFOIFTOAcMDWjDNXTAAwocHuAJnh3pPDovzuuyteCsZo7hB5y3T4U8jrM=</latexit>
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q7
<latexit sha1_base64="fCBjSy36yhuC6/cQsB2PyW8uoN0=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrJrS9tb0YvHCq4ttKVk07QNzWbXJCuUpb/BiwcVr/4hb/4b0w9BRR8MPN6bYWZemAiuDcYfzsrq2vrGZm4rv72zu7dfODi81XGqKAtoLGLVColmgksWGG4EayWKkSgUrBmOL2d+854pzWN5YyYJ60ZkKPmAU2KsFNz1ssq0Vyhit1bDpVIZYbeMfd+vWoLP/WrNQ56L5yjCEo1e4b3Tj2kaMWmoIFq3PZyYbkaU4VSwab6TapYQOiZD1rZUkojpbjY/dopOrdJHg1jZkgbN1e8TGYm0nkSh7YyIGenf3kz8y2unZlDtZlwmqWGSLhYNUoFMjGafoz5XjBoxsYRQxe2tiI6IItTYfPI2hK9P0f8k8N2a612XivWLZRo5OIYTOAMPKlCHK2hAABQ4PMATPDvSeXRenNdF64qznDmCH3DePgGlI47I</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="F8xPol5oyL7mm+pgFM9UMZICHDY=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrJrq+2t6MVjBdcW2lKyadqGZrNrkhXK0t/gxYOKV/+QN/+N6Yegog8GHu/NMDMvTATXBuMPZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3f6jhVlAU0FrFqhkQzwSULDDeCNRPFSBQK1ghHl1O/cc+U5rG8MeOEdSIykLzPKTFWCu662dmkWyhit1rFpVIZYbeMfd+vWIJP/UrVQ56LZyjCAvVu4b3di2kaMWmoIFq3PJyYTkaU4VSwSb6dapYQOiID1rJUkojpTjY7doKOrdJD/VjZkgbN1O8TGYm0Hkeh7YyIGerf3lT8y2ulpl/pZFwmqWGSzhf1U4FMjKafox5XjBoxtoRQxe2tiA6JItTYfPI2hK9P0f8k8N2q612XirWLRRo5OIQjOAEPzqEGV1CHAChweIAneHak8+i8OK/z1iVnMXMAP+C8fQKjn47H</latexit>

q8
<latexit sha1_base64="WgXnFP9PrMUjrlg5gIarBQpXvrg=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFSaxxWRXdOOygrGFNpTJdNIOnUzizEQood/gxoWKW3/InX/j9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57oowzpRH6sEorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gVqW5JDQgKU9lJ8KKciZooJnmtJNJipOI03Y0vpz57XsqFUvFjZ5kNEzwULCYEayNFNz1C2/ar9aQ7fuoXm9AZDeQ67qeIejM9XwHOjaaowaWaPWr771BSvKECk04VqrroEyHBZaaEU6nlV6uaIbJGA9p11CBE6rCYn7sFJ4YZQDjVJoSGs7V7xMFTpSaJJHpTLAeqd/eTPzL6+Y69sKCiSzXVJDFojjnUKdw9jkcMEmJ5hNDMJHM3ArJCEtMtMmnYkL4+hT+TwLX9m3nul5rXizTKIMjcAxOgQPOQRNcgRYIAAEMPIAn8GwJ69F6sV4XrSVrOXMIfsB6+wSmp47J</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8SvMVJ8pYFdQ8X4H3OT44rQ54y0=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrK12vZW9OKxomsL7VKyabYNzWaXJCuU0p/gxYOKV/+RN/+N6Yegog8GHu/NMDMvTAXXBuMPZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3f6SRTlPk0EYlqhUQzwSXzDTeCtVLFSBwK1gyHl1O/ec+U5om8NaOUBTHpSx5xSoyVbtJupVsoYhefl72Sh7B7hr1qCc9JrXKKPBfPUIQFGt3Ce6eX0Cxm0lBBtG57ODXBmCjDqWCTfCfTLCV0SPqsbakkMdPBeHbqBB1bpYeiRNmSBs3U7xNjEms9ikPbGRMz0L+9qfiX185MVA3GXKaZYZLOF0WZQCZB079RjytGjRhZQqji9lZEB0QRamw6eRvC16fof+KX3JrrXZeL9YtFGjk4hCM4AQ8qUIcraIAPFPrwAE/w7Ajn0XlxXuetS85i5gB+wHn7BMVgjak=</latexit>

p7

p10

q9
<latexit sha1_base64="Hd/0my0GYQUEHpOrgbX7s6EFDkw=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WrJri91b0YvHCq4ttKVk07QNZrNrkhXK0t/gxYOKV/+QN/+N6Yegog8GHu/NMDMvSgXXBuMPZ2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e3f6CRTlIU0EYlqRUQzwSULDTeCtVLFSBwJ1oxuL6Z+854pzRN5bcYp68ZkKPmAU2KsFN718mDSK5WxGwS4Uqki7Fax7/s1S/CpXws85Ll4hjIs0OiV3jv9hGYxk4YKonXbw6np5kQZTgWbFDuZZimht2TI2pZKEjPdzWfHTtCxVfpokChb0qCZ+n0iJ7HW4ziynTExI/3bm4p/ee3MDGrdnMs0M0zS+aJBJpBJ0PRz1OeKUSPGlhCquL0V0RFRhBqbT9GG8PUp+p+Evhu43lWlXD9fpFGAQziCE/DgDOpwCQ0IgQKHB3iCZ0c6j86L8zpvXXIWMwfwA87bJ6grjso=</latexit>

P,down
BQ
<latexit sha1_base64="SGCn9uhqRYRGPcuEwU2rbsRpY7A=">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</latexit>

+
+
Figure B 7 An example of the structure of string operators SP
and SQ
on crossing paths
P and Q shown in dark blue and red respectively The various sets of plaquettes
Q e r gh
P up down
BP
and BQ
are presented in various matching colours The edge over
which both paths P and Q are overlapping is circled by a dashed line
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B.4. PROPERTIES OF OPEN CROSSING STRINGS

Inserting the identity operator ∑ |~i ih~i | and rearranging the terms, we find
~i

h~i ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~αe | B p1 . . . B pm |~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αe i
h~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~αe | B p1 . . . B pm |~i ⊕~αe i
!
h~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql ⊕~αe | Bq1 . . . Bql |~i ⊕~αe i
×
h~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql ⊕~αe | Bq . . . Bq |~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αe i

,+ ~
R+
P ,Q ( i ) =

1

l

h~i ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm |Se+ |~i ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~αe i
(B.5)
×
h~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~αe |Se+ |~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~αe i
h~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql |Se+ |~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql ⊕~αe i
h~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αe |Se+ |~i ⊕~αP i
×
h~i ⊕~αe |Se+ |~i i
h~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql |Se+ |~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql ⊕~αe i
h~i ⊕~αe |Se+ |~i i
×
h~i ⊕~αe ⊕~αQ |Se+ |~i ⊕~αQ i

A close inspection of the various terms in equation B.5 allows us to write
,+ ~
+,+ ~
e
R+
P ,Q (i ) = RP ,Q (i ⊕~α )

Fe+ (~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql )
(B.6)
.
Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql )

Notice that we can always add some plaquettes { pm+1 , pm+2 , . . . , pm0 } to { p1 , p2 , . . . , pm }

and {ql +1 , ql +2 , . . . , ql 0 } to {q1 , q2 , . . . , ql } such that on Conn(e), ~α p1 ⊕ . . .~α pm ⊕~α pm+1 ⊕
0
0
~α pm = ~αQ and ~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ~αql ⊕ ~αql +1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ~αql = ~αP and such that R+,+ (~i ) and
,+ ~
e
R+
P ,Q (i ⊕~α )

P ,Q

are unchanged. This last point is caused by the fact that any added pla-

quette is outside of Conn(P ) (Conn(Q), respectively). We thus find that
,+ ~
+,+ ~
e
R+
P ,Q (i ) = RP ,Q (i ⊕~α )

Fe+ (~i ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~α pm+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm0 )
Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~α p1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm ⊕~α pm+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~α pm0 )

Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql ⊕~αql +1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql 0 )
Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αq1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql ⊕~αql +1 ⊕ · · · ⊕~αql 0 )
Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ⊕~αP )
,+ ~
e
= R+
(
i
⊕~
α
)
P ,Q
Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP ⊕~αQ ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αQ ) Fe+ (~i ⊕~αP )
= R+,+ (~i ⊕~αe ),

×

(B.7)

P ,Q

,+
which shows that the quantity R+
P ,Q is independent of the underlying string configura-

tion, since e is arbitrary.

Using the results explained above, we get the following results:
+ +
[ SP
, SQ ] = 0 if m is even,

+ +
{ SP
, SQ } = 0 if m is odd.

(B.8)

APPENDIX B. TECHNICAL DETAILS ON THE SEMION CODE
− −
[ SP
, SQ ] = 0 if m is even,

− −
{ SP
, SQ } = 0 if m is odd,
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(B.9)

as well as
+ −
− +
[ SP
, SQ ] = [ SP
, SQ ] = 0.

(B.10)

Appendix C
Technical details on how to calculate
GHESs
Here, we include the technical details of the calculation of the HESs and the GHESs.
We move these specific analysis to an appendix because although it is not necessary to
understand the results, it should be included for a curious reader.
First, we present a derivation of the helical edge states without Rashba spin-orbit
interaction, which is needed for the following calculations. Various methods have been
used to study the HESs at the boundary of a TI [156, 242, 243]. Here we follow Zhou et
al. [156] and simply set the wave function to zero at the boundary of the TI, which is
possible despite the Dirac-like nature of the BHZ model due to the second order derivatives [244].
The block diagonal form of the BHZ Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.3.7)) allows us to solve
the two blocks separately. Mathematically, each block leads to a homogeneous system
of two coupled linear ordinary differential equations with spatially-independent coefficients. The upper block gives the following system of differential equations



M0 − B+ (−π x2 + k2y )
A(−iπ x + ik y )
A(−iπ x − ik y )
−[ M0 − B− (−π x2 + k2y )]



ϕ E+,E ( x, k y )
ϕ H +,E ( x, k y )





=E

ϕ E+,E ( x, k y )
ϕ H +,E ( x, k y )

where B± = B ± D. For simplicity, we assume translational symmetry along the

y-axis such that k y is a good quantum number. In contrast, we use broken translational

symmetry along the x-axis, so k x = −iπ x by the Peierls substitution. In other words,
187


,
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Eq. (C.1)) is for one or more edges parallel to the y-axis. This can be varied at will to
study the HESs of any geometric structure [245]. Here, the real-space wave function is


ϕ E+,E ( x, k y )
ik y y
ik y y
ϕ E ( x, y) = e ϕ E ( x, k y ) = e
,
(C.1)
ϕ H +,E ( x, k y )
where the zeros in the two last components of the entire four-vector are implicit, i.e.
ψ↑,E = [ ϕ E , 0, 0] T .
The mathematical method to solve the previous differential equation systems is to
substitute ϕ E ( x, k y ) by the ansatz eλx φλ and to find all possible values of λ. Importantly,
the vector φλ is independent of x. Since the system of differential equations in Eq. (C.1))
is linear, the general solution is a linear combination of all possible ansatz solutions,
eλi x φλi , weighted by ci , i.e.
ϕ E ( x, k y ) =

∑ ci eλi x φλi .

(C.2)

i

To find all possible λi , the weights ci and the dispersion relations E, we use the
boundary condition(s) and the normalization of the wave functions. The wave function
is set to zero at the boundaries. Thus, the boundary condition for the isolated edge of
the half-plane x > 0 is

ϕ E ( x = 0, k y ) =

0
0


,

and boundary conditions for the ribbon of width W are
 
0
ϕ E ( x = ±W/2, k y ) =
.
0

(C.3a)

(C.3b)

Moreover, the HESs are by definition not extended into the bulk, so we require them to
be bounded and normalised in the direction perpendicular to the edge(s), i.e.
Z

dx | ϕ E ( x, k y )|2 = 1,

(C.4)

where the integral goes from 0 to ∞ in the case of an isolated edge and from −W/2 to

W/2 for a ribbon. Therefore, we now have the necessary equations to find all possible λi

and ci and the corresponding energy dispersions for the HESs at an isolated boundary
and for a ribbon.
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Applying the method presented above, we can find the pair of HESs without RSOC
located at the boundary of the half-plane x > 0 to be
1
ψky ↑ ( x, y) = √ eiky y gky ( x )φ̂↑ ,
L
1 iky y
ψky ↓ ( x, y) = √ e g−ky ( x )φ̂↓ ,
L

(C.5a)
(C.5b)

as presented in Eq. (5.3.10)) of the main text, however, without the complete specification given below. The energy dispersion relations for the HESs Eq. (C.5)) are
E↑ky = E0 + h̄vk y

and

E↓ky = E0 − h̄vk y

(C.6)

√
| A|
Both the velocity v = − B2 − D2 h̄B and E0 = − MB0 D are positive for the parameters in

Table 5.1. Interestingly, the dispersions are exactly linear for an isolated edge [158]. The
k y -independent spinors φ̂σ are



φ̂↑ = n 


−i | A
A|

√

B+ B−
B−

0
0

where B± = B ± D and n =

s



φ̂↓ = n 




,


p

function gky ( x ) is

gk y ( x ) =





0
0
+i | A
A|

√

B+ B−
B−




,


(C.7)

B− /(2B). The real and normalised transverse wave


2λ1 λ2 (λ1 + λ2 )  −λ1 x
− λ2 x
e
−
e
,
( λ1 − λ2 )2

(C.8)

where the length scale 1/λ2 is the penetration length of the HES into the bulk of the TI.
Moreover, the k y -dependence of gky is in λ1 and λ2 as


| A| q
1
+ Zky ,
λ1 = √
2
B− B+


1
| A| q
λ2 = √
− Zky ,
2
B− B+

(C.9a)
(C.9b)

where we defined

Zky :=

A2
M
− 0 B+ B−
4
B



√
D | A| B+ B−
+
k y + B+ B− k2y .
B

(C.10)
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The BHZ model only hosts HESs in the TI regime where M0 /B > 0. Moreover, the
explicit forms of the HESs with real λ1,2 presented here are found under the assumption that 0 ≤ M0 /B ≤ A2 /(4B2 ), which is fulfiled for the parameters in Table 5.1.
Furthermore, the HESs are well-localised at the boundary within the bulk energy gap

with a fairly small penetration length 1/λ2 on the order of tens of nm. However,
above the upper bulk band gap edge, there is a region of coexistence of edge and bulk
states before the penetration length diverges. Coexistence of bulk and edge states has
been studied [246]. Finally, we remark that ψky ↑ and ψ−ky ↓ are Kramers partners, since
Θψky ↑ ( x, y) = −ψ−ky ↓ ( x, y).

Having the explicit wave function for the HESs, we specify how to compute the exact
solution of the effective RSOC αky :

hψky ↑ | HR |ψky ↓ i
ky
Z


B−D ∞
= R0
dxgky ( x ) π x + k y g−ky ( x )
2Bk y 0

B − D
νky + k y ξ ky ,
= R0
2Bk y

αky =

(C.11)

where we use the transverse wave functions g±ky ( x ) for an isolated edge Eq. (C.8)) and
introduce

ξ ky :=
νky :=

Z ∞

dxgky ( x ) g−ky ( x ),

(C.12a)

dxgky ( x )π x g−ky ( x ).

(C.12b)

Z ∞0
0

Here it is evident that α−ky = αky , since ξ −ky = ξ ky and ν−ky = −νky by using partial

integration. Moreover, we find that ξ ky =0 = 1 due to the normalization of gky . The full
expressions for ξ ky and νky are
ξ ky = h(k y )ω (k y )

and

νky = h(k y ) β(k y ),

(C.13)
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where
s
λ1− λ2− (λ1− + λ2− ) λ1+ λ2+ (λ1+ + λ2+ )
,
h ( k y ) =2
(λ1− − λ2− )2
(λ1+ − λ2+ )2
1
1
1
1
ω (k y ) = −
,
+ − −
+ − −
+ + −
λ1 + λ1
λ2 + λ1
λ1 + λ2
λ2 + λ2+
!
1
1
β(k y ) =λ1−
−
λ1− + λ2+ λ1− + λ1+
!
1
1
−
.
+ λ2−
λ1+ + λ2− λ2− + λ2+
s

(C.14)

Here we used the shorthand notation λi± = λi (±k y ), where λ1,2 are given in Eq. (C.9)).
Note that λ1,2 are not even functions of k y for an isolated edge in contrast to λ1,2 for a
ribbon. The reason is that the dispersions are not even in k y for an isolated edge as they
are for a ribbon. For the parameters in Table 5.1, the exact result for αky Eq. (C.11)) is
very well approximated by the second order expansion given in Eq. (5.3.13)).
In the limit of a particle-hole symmetric BHZ Hamiltonian, i.e. D = 0, we have
( D =0)

gky ( x ) = g−ky ( x ), since Zky

( D =0)

, in Eq. (C.10)), and thereby also λ1,2

, in Eq. (C.9)),

become even. This means that ξ kDy=0 = 1 for all k y by normalization of gky . Moreover,
( D =0)

gky ( x ) = g−ky ( x ) forces νky

to be even, but we already found νky to be generally odd,

( D =0)

so we have to conclude that νky

= 0. Therefore, we are left with the exact result
( D =0)

αky

= R0 /2.

(C.15)

Such a k y -independent αky means that the spin-orientation remains fixed for R0 6= 0, so

no GHESs appear for D = 0.

Now we turn to the HESs for a ribbon with edges at y = ±W/2 (i.e. parallel to the

x-axis in contrast to the case in Eq. (C.5))) as considered by Zhou et al [156]. By use
of the ansatz function eλy φλ and the boundary conditions, the energy dispersions Eke=±
x
become the solutions to the following implicit equation
tanh
tanh

 λ1 W 

 λ22W  +
2

tanh
tanh

 λ2 W 

 λ12W  =
2

α21 λ22 + α22 λ21 − k2x (α1 −α2 )2
,
α1 α2 λ1 λ2

(C.16)
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where we have introduced
s
λ21 = k2x + F +

F2 −

M02 − E2
,
B2 − D 2

(C.17a)

F2 −

M02 − E2
,
B2 − D 2

(C.17b)

s
λ22 = k2x + F −

α j = E − M0 + B+ (k2x − λ2j )

for

j = 1, 2,

(C.17c)



and F = A2 − 2( M0 B + ED ) /(2B+ B− ). We assume that λ1,2 are real and in particular,
we define λ1,2 to be the positive root in Eq. (C.17)), i.e. λ1,2 > 0. Here λ1,2 are not
identical to the ones for an isolated edge in Eq. (C.9)), since the energy dispersions
differ in the two cases. Moreover, the dispersions for an isolated edge, in Eq. (C.6)),
come out correctly in the limit W → ∞, where the left-hand side of Eq. (C.16)) is equal

to 2.

The four HESs ψke x σ for the ribbon are all proportional to a plane-wave running along
the edges, i.e. ψke x σ ( x, y) ∝ eik x x . Moreover, the spinor and the transverse wave function
do not factorize in contrast to the case of an isolated edge in Eq. (C.5)). For a ribbon, the
HESs are

f + − γk+x f −
eik x x  γk+ η2+ f + − η1+ f − 
,
x
ψk+x ↑ ( x, y) = c̃+ √ 

0
L 
0


−
− γk x f + + f −
eik x x  −η2− f + + γk− η1− f − 
,
x
ψk−x ↑ ( x, y) = c̃− √ 


0
L


(C.18a)

(C.18b)

0
0
ik x x 
0
e
ψk+x ↓ ( x, y) = −c̃+ √ 
f + + γk+x f −
L 
−γk+x η2+ f + − η1+ f −

0
ik
x
x

0
e
ψk−x ↓ ( x, y) = −c̃− √ 
−
γk x f + + f −
L 
−
−η2 f + − γk−x η1− f −




,


(C.18c)



.


(C.18d)

All the spatial dependence of ψke x σ ( x, y) are in the functions f ± := f ± (y, k x , E), where
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the subscript denotes the parity, i.e. f ± (−y, k x , E) = ± f ± (y, k x , E). These are
!
cosh(λ1 y)
cosh(λ2 y)
f + (y, k x , E) =
 ,
−
cosh λ22W
cosh λ12W
!
sinh(λ1 y)
sinh(λ2 y)
f − (y, k x , E) =
 ,
−
sinh λ22W
sinh λ12W

(C.19a)
(C.19b)

which vanish on the boundaries y = ±W/2. Here both k x and E are explicitly written

as variables in f ± in order to keep track of which dispersion is used, Ek+x or Ek−x . The

HESs in Eq. (C.18)) also include the following space-independent quantities
η1± =
η2± =
γk+x =
γk−x =

α2 − α1


 λ1 W 
A λ1 coth 2 − λ2 coth λ22W

E= Ek±x

α2 − α1
 λ1 W 


A λ1 tanh 2 − λ2 tanh λ22W

E= Ek±x

,

,

η1+
( α2 − α1 ) k x


 +

α2 λ1 tanh λ12W − α1 λ2 tanh λ22W η2

E= Ek+x

η−
( α2 − α1 ) k x
 λ2 W  2−
 λ1 W 
α2 λ1 coth 2 − α1 λ2 coth 2 η1

E= Ek−x

,

,

which all depend on k x and the energy dispersions E = Ek±x .
Finally, we find the normalization constants to be
1


c̃+ = q

 +
,
+ 2 + 2
−
2 + ( η + )2
Γ+
1
+
(
γ
)
(
η
)
+
Γ
(
γ
)
++
++
2
1
kx
kx

c̃− = q


,
−
− 2 − 2
− 2
− 2
)
+
Γ
1
+
(
γ
)
(
η
)
Γ+
(
γ
)
+
(
η
−−
−−
2
1
kx
kx



1





where we introduced
Γτee0

=

Z W/2
−W/2

0

dy f τ (y, k x , Eke x ) f τ (y, k x , Eke x ).

The integral over two functions of opposite parity is zero,
no need to include this possibility in the definition of Γτee0 .

R

(C.20)

dy f + f − = 0, so there is

±
±
For the HESs of a ribbon, the Kramers partner of ψk±x ↑ is ψ−
k x ↓ , since Θψk x ↑ ( x, y ) =

±
ψ−
k x ↓ ( x, y ). Now, we are in a position to compute the GHES with RSOC.
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Using the HESs ψke x σ in Eq. (C.18)), we find the matrix elements to be diagonal in
k x due to the plane-waves running along the edges, ψke x σ ∝ eik x x . Moreover, HR , in Eq.
(5.3.8)), only couples opposite spins, i.e.
0
hψke x σ | HR |ψke 0x σ0 i

Z W/2 Z L/2

=

dy

0

dx [ψke x σ ( x, y)]† HR ψke 0x σ0 ( x, y) ∝ δk x ,k0x δσσ0 ,

−W/2 − L/2

(C.21)

where σ̄ denotes the opposite spin of σ. Therefore, out of the 10 possible matrix elements
of HR in Eq. (5.3.23)) (accounting for the hermiticity of HR ), we are now left with only
four different non-zero matrix elements. Moreover, we find below that hψk−x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i =

−hψk+x ↓ | HR |ψk−x ↑ i such that only three different non-zero matrix elements of HR remain

in Eq. (5.3.23)).

The inter-edge matrix elements Eq. (5.3.24)) involving HESs localised on opposite
edges are
h 
i

+
+ 2 −
+ +−
id+ =
= −iR0 (c̃+ ) k x Γ++ − (γk x ) Γ++ − 2γk x Ω++ ,
h 
i

− 2 +
− +−
id− = hψk−x ↑ | HR |ψk−x ↓ i = +iR0 (c̃− )2 k x Γ−
−
(
γ
)
Γ
+
2γ
Ω
−−
−−
kx
k x −− ,

hψk+x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i

2

(C.22a)
(C.22b)

while the intra-edge matrix element Eq. (5.3.25)) between HESs on the same edge is
i
h
− + +−
− +
−+
+
γ
γ
Ω
−
γ
)
−
Ω
ib = hψk−x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i = iR0 c̃+ c̃− k x (γk+x Γ−
Γ
−+
−+
k x k x −+ . (C.23)
k x −+
These elements are written in terms of the quantities appearing in the ribbon HESs and
integrals involving f ± in Eq. (C.19)), namely Γτee0 in Eq. (C.20)) and
0
Ωττ
ee0

=

Z W/2
−W/2

0

dy f τ (y, k x , Eke x )∂y f τ 0 (y, k x , Eke x ).

(C.24)

−−
The parity of f ± leads to Ω++
ee0 = Ωee0 = 0 and partial integration (with zero boundary
0

0

ττ
term) gives Ωττ
ee0 = − Ωe0 e .

Now we turn to the intra-edge matrix element between the HESs localised on the

opposite edge compared to the HESs in ib = hψk−x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i and show that we find

the same result. The HESs {ψk+x ↓ , ψk−x ↑ } are localised on the opposite edge of the HESs

{ψk−x ↓ , ψk+x ↑ }, which are used in ib. Direct calculation gives
h
i
+ −
+−
− + −+
hψk+x ↓ | HR |ψk−x ↑ i = iR0 c̃+ c̃− k x (γk−x Γ+
−
γ
Γ
)
−
Ω
+
γ
γ
Ω
+−
+−
k x +−
k x k x +− .

(C.25)
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0

0

ττ
τ
τ
Therefore, by comparing to ib in Eq. (C.23)) and using that Ωττ
ee0 = − Ωe0 e and Γee0 = Γe0 e ,

we find

hψk+x ↓ | HR |ψk−x ↑ i = −hψk−x ↓ | HR |ψk+x ↑ i = −ib.

(C.26)

This is a physically sound result, since the two edges are physically equivalent.
0

Finally, we write the integrals Γτee0 in Eq. (C.20)) and Ωττ
ee0 in Eq. (C.24)). There are

six non-zero Γτee0 . These are





W
1
1

h ±i
h ±i +

Wλ
Wλ
2 cosh2
1
cosh2 2 2
2
h ±i
h ±i
Wλ
Wλ2
± 2
±
± 2
± 2
±
± 2
λ1 [3(λ2 ) + (λ1 ) ] tanh 2 − λ2 [3(λ1 ) + (λ2 ) ] tanh 2 1

Γ+
±± =

+

(C.27)

λ1± λ2± [(λ1± )2 − (λ2± )2 ]

±
±
where λ1,2
= λ1,2 ( Ek±x ) in Eq. (C.17)). Note that the notation λ1,2
is not identical to the

one used for an isolated edge. Moreover, we obtain




W
1
1

h ±i
h ±i +

2 sinh2 Wλ1
2 Wλ2
sinh
2
2
h ±i
h ±i
Wλ
Wλ2
±
± 2
± 2
±
± 2
± 2
λ1 [3(λ2 ) + (λ1 ) ] coth 2 − λ2 [3(λ1 ) + (λ2 ) ] coth 2 1

Γ−
±± = −

+

λ1± λ2± [(λ1± )2 − (λ2± )2 ]

,

(C.28)

2
2
τ
τ
which is related to Γ+
±± by exchanging cosh (Wλi /2) → − sinh (Wλi /2) and also

tanh(Wλiτ /2) → coth(Wλiτ /2) = 1/ tanh(Wλiτ /2). We remark that Γτ±± are invariant
under interchange of λ1± and λ2± . The Γτee0 with e 6= e0 are
+
Γ+
−+ = Γ+− =

−

Wλ1−
Wλ+
− 2λ1+ tanh 2 1
2
(λ− )2 − (λ1+ )2
h 1+ i
h −i
Wλ1
Wλ
+
−
2λ1 tanh 2 − 2λ2 tanh 2 2
(λ1+ )2 − (λ2− )2

2λ1− tanh

h

i

h

i

+

−

Wλ2−
Wλ+
− 2λ2+ tanh 2 2
2
(λ− )2 − (λ2+ )2
h 2− i
h +i
Wλ1
Wλ
+
−
2λ1 tanh 2 − 2λ2 tanh 2 2
(λ1− )2 − (λ2+ )2

2λ2− tanh

h

i

h

i
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and
Wλ−
Wλ+
2λ1− coth 2 1 − 2λ1+ coth 2 1
Γ−
+− =
(λ− )2 − (λ1+ )2
h −i
h 1+ i
Wλ1
Wλ
−
+
2λ1 coth 2 − 2λ2 coth 2 2
−
(λ1+ )2 − (λ2− )2

h

Γ−
−+ =

i

h

i

Wλ+
Wλ−
2λ2− coth 2 2 − 2λ2+ coth 2 2
+
(λ− )2 − (λ2+ )2
h 2− i
h +i
Wλ1
Wλ
−
+
2λ1 coth 2 − 2λ2 coth 2 2
−
,
(λ1− )2 − (λ2+ )2

i

h

h

i

where Γτee0 = Γτe0 e follows from the definition of Γτee0 in Eq. (C.20)). Here we observe that
+
τ
τ
Γ−
∓± is related to Γ∓± by interchanging tanh(Wλi /2) and coth(Wλi /2).
0

0

0

ττ
ττ
Furthermore, there are four different non-zero Ωττ
ee0 (remembering that Ωee0 = − Ωe0 e

and Ω±±
ee0 = 0). These are
"
Ω+−
±± = W



h

Wλ2±
2

h

i

Wλ1±
2

i

tanh
tanh
λ1±
2λ1± λ2±
λ2±


+
+
−
h ±i ,
i
h
±
± 2 
±
±
± 2
Wλ
Wλ
sinh[Wλ1 ] sinh[Wλ2 ]
(λ1 ) − (λ2 ) tanh
1
tanh 2 2
2
#

and
(
Ω−+
−+ = −2

(λ1+ )2
(λ1+ )2
(λ1− )2
(λ2− )2
+
−
+
(λ1+ )2 − (λ1− )2 (λ1+ )2 − (λ2− )2 (λ1− )2 − (λ2+ )2 (λ2− )2 − (λ2+ )2
h + i
h + i
λ1 W
λ2 W
− +
− +
tanh
tanh
λ1 λ1
λ1 λ2
2
2
− − 2
h − i+ − 2
h − i
+ 2
+
2
(λ1 ) − (λ1 ) tanh λ1 W
(λ1 ) − (λ2 ) tanh λ1 W
2
2
h + i
h + i)
λ W
λ W
tanh 12
tanh 22
λ1+ λ2−
λ2− λ2+
+ − 2
h
i− − 2
h
i
(λ2 ) − (λ1+ )2 tanh λ2− W
(λ2 ) − (λ2+ )2 tanh λ2− W
−

2

2

and
(

Ω+−
−+

(λ1− )2
(λ1+ )2
(λ1− )2
(λ2+ )2
+
−
+
= +2 − − 2
(λ1 ) − (λ1+ )2 (λ1− )2 − (λ2+ )2 (λ1+ )2 − (λ2− )2 (λ2+ )2 − (λ2− )2
h − i
h − i
λ1 W
λ W
+ −
+
−
tanh 2
tanh 22
λ1 λ1
λ1 λ2
− + 2
h
i+ + 2
h
i
(λ1 ) − (λ1− )2 tanh λ1+ W
(λ1 ) − (λ2− )2 tanh λ1+ W
2
2
h − i
h − i)
λ W
λ W
tanh 12
tanh 22
λ1− λ2+
λ2+ λ2−
+ + 2
h
i− + 2
h
i .
(λ2 ) − (λ1− )2 tanh λ2+ W
(λ2 ) − (λ2− )2 tanh λ2+ W
2

2
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+
−
−+
−+
We note that Ω+−
−+ = − Ω+− and that Ω+− can be found by interchanging Ek x and Ek x

+
−
in Ω−+
−+ (i.e. interchanging λi and λi for i = 1, 2). We also remark that all the integrals
0

±
±
Γτee0 and Ωττ
ee0 are even in k x , since λ1,2 = λ1,2 ( Ek x ) is even in k x . We now have all the
0

integrals Γτee0 and Ωττ
ee0 appearing in the matrix elements id± in Eq. (C.22)) and ib in Eq.
(C.23)).
Along this appendix, we have detailed how to get the results shown in Chapter 5.
We specify the calculations for both configurations considered: the isolated edge and
the finite width setup.
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Appendix D
Technical details on derivation of
Majorana states
Given a cylindrical geometry for Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.4.6), we look for MZMs solutions
that satisfy the equation Heff ψ = 0 at k y = 0. This yields the system of differential
equations in Eq. (6.4.8). Using particle-hole symmetry we can decouple these equations
and obtain a single differential equation:
∂2x
α∆d 3
∂
ψ
−
ψ1 − (µ + |V |) ψ1 = 0,
1
2m
|V | k2F x

(D.1)

which has a third derivative instead of the first derivative we would find in the p-wave
case. Using the ansatz ekx we obtain the associated characteristic polynomial of Eq.
(D.1):

(µ + |V |) |V | 2 2m (µ + |V |)2 |V |
k −
= 0.
(D.2)
α∆d
α∆d
We discuss when does equation (D.1) have Majorana solutions with boundary condik3 −

tions ψ (0) = ψ (∞) = 0.
Polynomial (D.2) may be rewritten as (k − k1 ) (k − k2 ) (k − k3 ) = k3 − s1 k2 + s2 k − s3 ,

where k1 , k2 and k3 are the roots of the cubic polynomial and s1 = k1 + k2 + k3 =
(µ+|V |)|V |
, s2
α∆0

= k1 k2 + k2 k3 + k1 k3 = 0 and s3 = k1 k2 k3 =

2m(µ+|V |)2 |V |
.
α∆0

The discriminant

of the cubic equation reads
D = −4s31 s3 − 27s23 .

(D.3)

2 2
D vanishes for (µ + |V |) = 0, V = 0 and (µ + |V |) |V |2 = − 27
2 mα ∆0 . Considering

2 2
α, m, ∆0 ∈ R+ and µ, V ∈ R; we have D > 0 when (µ + |V |) |V |2 < − 27
2 mα ∆0 ,
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and negative D otherwise. If D ≥ 0 we have three real roots, otherwise we have
one real and two complex roots. A general solution for differential equation (D.1)
is ψ1 = C1 ek1 x + C2 ek2 x + C3 ek3 x , where we need to enforce the boundary conditions
ψ (0) = 0 and ψ (∞) = 0. We are working under the constraint |µ| < |V |, thus we have

that our solutions satisfy D < 0. If D < 0 there is one real root, k1 , and two complex,
k2 and k3 . Since s1 and s3 are real, one finds that k2 , k3 = −u ± iv, thus s1 = k1 − 2u,


s2 = −2k1 u + u2 + v2 = 0 and s3 = k1 u2 + v2 . Therefore:
• k1 , u > 0 or k1 , u < 0 are not possible since s2 = 0.
• k1 < 0 and u < 0: we have C2 = C3 = 0 to satisfy the boundary conditions at
infinity and C1 = 0 to satisfy them at z = 0. No solution.

• k1 > 0 and u > 0: C1 = 0 to satisfy boundary conditions at infinity and C2 = −C3

to satisfy them at x = 0. Therefore ψ1 = C2 ek2 x − ek3 x = C2 e−ux sin vx.
Summing up, if there are any Majoranas for k y = 0, equation (D.2) needs to have a
positive real root and two complex roots with negative real part.
For the cubic polynomial (D.2) there is a hyperbolic solution for the real root, k1 ,
given by
k 1 = −2

|q|
q

r

p
cosh
3

1
arccosh
3

s !!
3 |q| 3
s
+ 1,
2p
p
3

(D.4)

,

(D.5)

where p and q are where p and q are defined as
p :=

1
V
3 2mα∆d

2
V
q := −
27 2mα∆d

2

3

− (µ + |V |)

V
.
α∆d

From this equation we can immediately find equations for u =
These variables are called ud and vd in Chapter 6.

(D.6)
− s1 + k 1
2

and for v2 =

2k1
u .
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